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half black, the rest white., Over half of the students
were kiln broken homes (some more broken than
others). By the end of the school year, just under half
of the students had been suspended at least once
(seven thre/ or, more.tirnes), about a third had been
referred to their counselors by other teachers
-"numerous times," over half were flunking at least
one subject (a third more than:. one.* and sjx had
been transferred to special programs elsewhere in'
the city including one to Hoover.

Both the Hoover and Harding High School expe-
riences jolted me, but the year long daily struggle at
Harding turned out to be the most intense and con-
suming professional year so far in my career. This
wasn't my irst experience with alienated youth. I
{'had taught n two other alienated youth programs,
had taught a "typical" class at Harding High School
three,years before (about a third of that class could '

be considered "disadvantaged"), and had observed,
nd consulted for a number of schools and agencies

aealing with hard-to-handle kids in the past few
years. Therefore, I had some notion of what to ex-
pect (or so ithought) and what to do. The what to dol
part relied heavily on a faCilitating teacher-student
relationship and could be properly labeled humanisk,
tic. .I had even written, a book on the subject.3 The
only probl m was that nothing seemed to work. My
teacher b havior in particular just wasn't charming
enough. was forced back to the drawing board day
after day, tightening here, inserting something new

vi

there, unti I bad worn a deep groove between
theory an practice.

The en product, This moneAraph, is an effort to
share bot the human side of my struggle to teach
physical e ucatjon to alienated youth and a model
induced f om my experiences at Harding, Hoover,
and else here and modified by a number of friends
and writ rs.4 A human experience, especially if it is
wrappe in a model, tends to flatten out on paper:
To try t retain some of the humanness, numerous
anecdo es have been included along the way, a9d
1he wh le project is presented in a personal, informal
ueritin style.'You may not be able to, or want to,
replicate my ideas. I offer both the model and the
experiencesas an alternative that may serve to affirm
you, give you a new idea or two, or cause you to
reflect on what you are doing with students. It is an
in-progress model; I'm sure I will be in a different
place a year from now so please don't etch this in
stone. Hugh Prather says it better:

. . . every time I think that I have learned some-
thing, my life seems to deliberately set abourcon-
tradicting it. Yet the contradiction is never abso-
lute. . . . And so I am left with this belief: that there
are no answers, there are only altematives,,,and
the best that I can do is trust my present experi-
ence and follow where it leads, me.
If my words affirm you, then savor them for the
moment; but if they cause you to distrust your
own experience, spit them outs



A Humanistic
Goal Model
"For me, the physical
education setting--the
gymprovides a potn-
tially loose, open, hands=
on, active, nAdny-dimen-
sional (not' just-.verbal).
place to conduct the
search fc,r self.".

TOWAREYA t3OAL MODEL
General Approach

A goal model provides a grand design for one's
program. orienting and giving direction to both
teaihers and students. Physical education's goal

-.models traditionally have focused on the subject
matter, on balls and bats (and jocks and socks), more
than on the student. The current status of our field,
influenced by the education of-the physical and edu-
cation through the physical movements' and to. a

lesser extent by currently avakoble alternative goal
models` reflects a wider range of options. Indeed,
some programs look like a physical education smor-
gasbord, but for the most part the subject matter of
skipping: volleyball, calisthenics, and the like still
takes precedence over the person in gyms from
coast to coast. '

ti

Humanistic physical education, whaferttelse it is,-
focuses on the person. I have argued that this orien-
tation places student selfTesrteem, self- actualization,
self-understanding and interpersonal relations at the
center of the physical eclucatiori teaching-learning
acf.' Locke and Lambdin's 'definition:

. , includes any version of individualized instruc-
tion which, in addition to a strong component of
per'sorialization through social transactions,

.stresses prienacy of the individual's feelings (and a
variety of related affectiiie goaW, the value of
long-fange outcomes such as self-actualization
and personal awarenessandirivOlvement In such
processes as self-exaniThationand open com-
munication with others in the learning environ-
ment.5

I do not'want to make a case for the student-cen-
tered apprOach to physical educatiA the exeIU-
sion of all subject matter, although my personal pref-
erence is clearly in this direction. Our profeIsion
needs to achieve some balance between helping
people and developing and promulgating the sub-
ject matter (skill's, fitness, strategies, etc.), However,"I
get my good feelings as a physical educator 'from
helping students,especiaily struggling; hostile ado-
lescentsfeel good about themselves, become
avOre Of their motives, sort through the increasingly
wide range of choices our society now allows, make
some.sense out of their id,entity and world, and begin
to 'reach out toward. others. For me, the physical
education settingthe gymprovides a potentially
loose, operr,. hands=on, active, many-dimensional
(nOt just verbal) place 3o conduct-the search for self.
14espite the balls and 6ats orientation o rofes-
sion, I can be myself in' this environment, Sha
who I am as a physical educator and as a person (is
there A difference?), talking, listening, moving, play-
ing, laughing, yelling, encouraging, questioning,
touching. Teaching boxing skills, despite its personal

. .
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'
meaning to me, doesn't seem very relevant until
Dewey,6 who shows, ,up about Orice every two
weeks, says "let's you and me box" and I struggle to
turn that situation into,,both a self-awareness expert-
ence and'a relationship without getting killed. And I
don't have to teacklherra to read so they can ta4e,
Ott, or to throw a ball or skip or any other so-called
fundamental skill.-Physical education subject matter
is so wide-ranging---e.g yoga, jogging, football,
tug-of-war, dance that any student can start where
he/she is or where an interest lies and go from there.

The humanisiid apprOach. to physical education
emphastie.S the search forpersonal identity that each
of us must struggle with to the extent that the culture
permits and our self:awareness 'demands. A number
of, patterns, values, roles' aridtexpectations are
h'anded down to us by'ou'r parents, friends, teachers
and other agents and agencies, all of which tend to
restrict our optiOns and-channel our behavior. How-

.; ever; as we become more aware erf ourselVesa's we
begin to get in 'touch with our own feelings and
desires, our own' potentialities, and some notion of
the range of options Open to us-rwe can begin the
process of searching for and building our own iden-
tities,eiientuab frfeing ourselves to really share and
relate tb the liPesiof others.

The ever-growing number of choices which all of
vs face and the apparent erosion of Institutional
values, especially in urban America, have widened:
the appeal of this search for self. some have exalted
personal growth, arguing that finally we all have the
opportunity to put our lives together in our:own
ways. Others see too many people making. the'
wrong choices;hOices which are ,destructive to the
society (e.g., the rising crime rate)"or to themselves
(e.g., hard drug usage). On the other hand, the per-

onal growth movement has attracted a number of,
critics who believe that, the search for individuality
ignores social concerns and is simplistic approach
to a.complex proceSs:

10



When one focuses on these inward process/ there is the danger that everything and everyone
. else consciously or unconsciously becoMes the

means to end of your individuation, or integration,,
the function of your becomirig.7
[There is J a crazy overemphasis on individualism
So embedded in society that commitment and
community have become suspect:m.
While most humanists are aware of the problems
facing mankind, this ,movement thus far has de-
cided to give priority to the self, If a person's
attention is turned irrward, he must of necessity
turn away from the outwardaway from human

. ,
beihs and their problems.''

,

It's a disneyized view of emotional life with boppy'
slogans apd easy nswers.'"l

In separate Psyc ology Today interviews, Robert
Nisbet argues that our society,isnrrently suffering
n :obession with self,': " while Ernest Becker ex-(presses the concern that most people need to be

Protected from seeing themselves as they really,
are." Others point -out that 'such introspection
produces dull, humorless, people. The difficulty 'of
planning one's self search is a theme of Krish namur-
di's work: he states that the truth must be experi-
enced and that thou,ght gets in the way of self-
awareness. '..' KiArt Vonnegut probably puts it best:

Tiger got to-,hunt
Bird got to fly .-

.

Man got to ask, himself why, .Why.: Why

Tiger got to sleep ;*
Bird got to land
Man got to tell himself he understand!'

Humanistic physical education provides both a
weak and fuzzy goal model: It not only lacks preci-
sion and detail due to the nature of the model and
the welter of ideas andpractice's emanating from the
humanistic moVement. but it is vulnerable to

-fir

cisms of If-orientation and simplicity as well. What
is -needle is a workable guide for the 'conduct of
student-centered physical education programs, a
goal model from which all else will flow.

Specific Approach

For me, such a goal model slowly developed as I
worked with the Herding High School kicA. I would
like to say that it was spelled out in the beginning, but
even after struggling through the Hoover Delinquent

experierV, my tIvughts were as fuzzy as the
humanistic goal model I have described to this point.
Eventually:gin bits and pieces, three goals emerged:.

1. Tq help students make their own self -body-
world connection.

2. To provide a.sense orcommunity.
.3. To facilitate an active playful ,spirit.

The self-body-world connection refers to the
search for personal identity in physical education,
but, thanks to thework of Koestenbaum,'5 the focus
becomes the

inner consciousness with one's body,
and with the world. Our bodies are not the same as
our inner.selves, but our bodies'do, to a large extent;,
present our inner selves to the world while at the
same time. interpreting`th.at world (through our
sdnses4 to our inner selves. If, as many scholars have
claimed, to be human is to struggle to feel authentic,
good, right,,or connected, then physical education
can.play a crucial role to the extent that the body is
integral to making the "right" connection. Further, if
this is a subjective process, as I believe it is then
physical educators cannot get inside students' heads
in order to prescribe correct-ways to make this con-
nection but iiistead must be content with strategies
designed to help people get inside their own heads..

Trying to facilitate such a Ptibjective process is
loaded with difficulties. First. all of us' have some
capacity to step back, look at ourselves, plan and act,
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"None. a us ,oilerates-
alone..Alone We are in
complete, unfulfilled, Our
humanness becomes'
whole to thq extent that

can fully be at one With
others."
but the degrees of freedom we actually operate
within arelimited biologically, cultu- rally' and situa
tionally. Second, much awareness is experiential

-
rather than cognitive; it is a difficult, if not impossible,
course to chart very Accioraiely becausespontaneity,
individuality and perhaps even mystery and magiC
(of all things) play some role in each person's search
for self. Third, others 41re irivolv'ed_every step of the
way. As Bronfenbrenner says:

-there is no suchking as an individual:We have-an
illusion of self sufficiency but actually other people
support us throughout the entire process of our
de velopment.fi'

Despite the difficulties, I believe that it isimportant
to try to help people make their own self-body-world
ConnectIons, that if education and,phySical educa-

. tion don't make the effOrt, such a process is left
entirely to trial-and-error.,

-- Sense of community refers to a positive connec-
tioi td 'others, a relatedness or belongingriess or.
intrdependenpe. It mans an '.'irrational involve-
ment" with another person," It means being van.-
dated by another. It means sharing and caring. Ac-
cording to novelist Tom Robbins, "The oily truly
magical and poetiC exchanges that occur in this
,world take place between two people." '8, One of
Vonnegut's characters says: "It took us most of our

4

0

lives to realize that a,?).1:frPOSe of, human life . . . is to
love Whoever is around to be . loVed." Koesten-
l?aum4fgt.iiq. that ;the other is a necessary aspect of
our own inner consciousness and that understand-
ing that the other:possesses an inner consciousness
e4 his/her own would make physical, crime, terr
and war far less tenable.2" Ii my own life I
begun to be aware of the importance of others as le
context br network within Which I funCtion. None of
us operates alone. Alone we are incomplete, unful-
filled. Our humanness becomes whole to the extent,.
that we can fully be at One with others. Walter Tu
expresses ii well!

If Oust do my thing,dnd you do yours, we stand in
danger of losing-each other and ourselves., I am
not jn this world to live, up to your expectations;
but I am in this 'world to,confirm.you as aunique,
human being,"and to ee ebnfiri-ned by you. We are
fully ourselves'O nly in relgtion to each other; the I
detached from. a Thou. distintegrates. I do mit find
you by chance; find you `by an active life of
reaching:out.- Rather than. passively letting things
hgppen to me,' I can act intentionally -to- make
them happen. 1,m tot begin with myself, true; but l
must not end with myself; and truth begins with.
two,"

. . . ,
.

For me, the. sense of community goal not only
respOnds.to criticisms of the personal iowth/search
for self emphasis w .humahiStic physical education
but, more importantly, it embodies the essence of
hylman existence and therefore ought to be an inte-
gral part of any student-centered -goal model.
Farther, if! the .'gym is really a many dimensional
plAce intended for competing, cooperating, discuss-
ing, touching, and so on, as I have argued, then
sense of community becomes a goal relevant to"
physical education as well

`Playful spirit refers to a non-serious, non-reflective
dimension of life.which focUses.on the moment and

2
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ness level framework is not to provide a research-
based locked-in progression applicable to everyone
but instead to suggest from an intuitive., experiential
perspective that awareness is not a one-stage, uni-
dimensional event. Self-awareness does not reside
full -blown inside us waiting to be tapped; instead, for
the most part we appear to cope and grow in some
kind of sequential fashion,

The awareness levels may at first appear to be
exclusively cognitive in nature. In one sense they
are, but in another they are affective. We can feel as
well as think about our needs, about our collisions
with the socialization process, about our relations
with others. There is also a behavioral dimension to
these questions because students don't just think
and feel, they act as well, especially in physical edu-
cation.

These questions may appear to be applicable to
alienated youth exclusively. I don't think so, 'al-
though the urban environment coupled at times with
family instability reduces even fOrther the transmis-
sion of dominant cultural valueis and escalates the
role of choice. Inact, it has been my experience that
middle class parents tend to question the teacher's
right to raise these kinds of questions, preferring
reinforcement, of the values they are trying to teach,
whereas both parents and administrators of alien-
ated youth tend to respond positively to this model
because it emphasizes self-responsibility.

The model does .stress interpersonal relations
(level three) which would appear to have more rele-
vance for alienated youth who have been socialized
into a survival of the fittest way of life, but the model
also emphasizes play which may well be needed'
more by middle class youth who are programmed
for deferred gratification and the value of work.

Awareness Level One: No Awareness

No awareness means, being non-reflective. The
positive dimension of this level is cultivating a non-

6

serious, spontaneous,. for its own sake'playful spirit.
It is "drop-out" time, time to rest one's brain and
move totally into an activity without reflecting on it.
Of course, play is not the complete absence of
awareness, as Friedman shows:

It makes no sense to talk of pure spontaneity; for
structures are necessary and without them we
would not have that margin within which spon-
taneity can arise. But there is an all-important dif-
ferenCe between the structure which makes possi-__,
ble spontaneity and that which takes its place.,1.
There is nothing wrong with planning as long as
we do not try to plan the spontaneity itself, or,
what amounts to the same thing, bringsuchfkrong
expectations of specific results that one tyjie of
event is rainforced whereas another is played
down or ignored. 26

In really playing a competitive activity, the same
playful spirit must be sharecl by everyone interact-
ing in the activity. If one.person is trying to win "at
all costs" while the other plays casually with a can
of beer iri one hand, the game loses meaning for
both participants. Creativity is another aspect of
play and refers to trying new things, inventing new
ways or new gameg. I've walked into the gym on
occasion with a bag full of balls', hula hoops,
what-have-you, and said do whatever you %A/ant
but don't do anything you have already learned.
Music*sometimes helps.

Perhaps related to play are the moments in
sport, or in a street fight for that matter, when the
participant finds himself entirely wrapped up in
the moment, at one with the activity, totally in
control yet unable to control the starting and stop-
ping of what has been called a peak experience.'
A novice is unlikely to have this kind of experi-
ence, but for someone who has, it may be suffi-
cient motivation to return again and again in
search of a "repeat performance."



The negative dimension of level one Occurs when
our behavior interferes with the rights of others or
our own well-being as a result either of what
sociologists refer to as the socialization process or in
an effort to meet some need. Level one behavior
occurs when we are unaware that we are responding
to a personal need or that we have been pro-
grammed a particular way. Examples were
everywhere in my class at Harding High: Robert
walked into the weight room and gave the heavy
punching bag a shove on his way. Then he watched
the next kid through the door get nailed by the
swinging bag. Many of my students wanted to do
nothing but play basketball and would have been
happy if physical education consisted entirely of half
court glm es from early fall to late spring. Basketball
was their world, even though devoting some of their
time to other activities might have been helpful to
them.

Awareness Level Two: Self -Body Awareness
Who Am

Level two focuses on helping each of us make our
own s'elf -body-world :connectitn by posing four
questions, each of which requires personal answers
rather than "teacher answers.'' To the extent that we
do any !ielf -refl4tion, the first questiPh we ask our-
selves is "Who am IT' Our answers to this question
usually. deal either with our uniqueness or with the
needs common to all, of us. Although we share With..
others 'some biological,characteristic, seine experi
ences and some perceptions, each of us is a unique
composite of our own biology, experiences and per-
ceptions. Perceptually,,k4 tll pdssesss our .own pri-
vate versions of ourtict :and the world so that,
while the truth in,..c2 "out soniew here or
the truth about our talents and limitations and the
like may be assessable, we act instead on our subjec-
tive perceptions of those truth!;. In addition to our
uniqueness, etch of us has in common some needs.

Maslow hasiden'tified the need to survive and the
need for security, both Maslow and Glasser have
described the need for self-esteem,2" and Frankl has
argued for the need for meaning.' These needs
appear to be. central to the "who am I?" question,
although otherse.g., the need to achieve, to self-
actualize, and to self improve and self-evaluate=are
also mentioned in the literature.'"

Those kids living a barely alive hand-to-month
existence are struggling to meet their survival need.
This isn't a critical problem for most of us or,, from my
observations and interactions; for most of the .stu-
dents I've \worked with, but physical education can
reduce some survival risks through health and safety
enhancement. The security need is related to the
perceived penetration of one's physical space and
arises most frequently one of two ways in physical
education: the need to be separate from the threat of
the group,"2 and the need to be (feel) able to protect
oneself from others (e.g., self-defense), from the
environment (e.g., water safety skills), and incase of
emergencies (e.g., strength, speie` d).

The self-esteem need, which I have discussed at
some length elseWhere," i4'perhaps the most crucial
motivating force in the lives of alienated youth (and
Perhvs the rest of us as well). They want to "look
good,- to feel competent, and their options are
clear: they cart either try to make it according to the
rules laid down by the teacher or try to look good at
the expense of other students or the teacher (ridicul-
ing saTeone, beating someone or beating someone
up). Or they can employ a number of defense mech-

,onisms such as withdrawal (won't participate, "shuts.
down"), rationalization (makes excuses, perhaps for
life), or self-pity. A lot depends on what options they
perceive to be available to them and on what they
value as influenced by their subculture and "signifi-
cant others."

Self-esteem can be elevated by acquiring things
that are valued (e.g., money, awards, a pro con-

,
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tract), playing roles that are valued (e.g., hard giry,
con artist, jock) or, more rarely, developing qualities
that are valued (e.g., physical, social, intellectual
abilities[. Often, self-esteem needs are tied 'to an
effort to gain some sense of sexual what it takes
to be masculine or feminine: Ph sical *education
classes not only give students thg ame chance as
any other class in school to act out this need, but
because of the visible, active and competitive nature
of the subject matter, physical education provides a
proving self environment: Unless they refuse to par-
ticipate, students find ftrriselves in a comparative,
competitive situation every time they walk into the
gym. Further, we always operate in our bodies or, as
Gerber puts it, "My body is myself and I must love
my body as mYself." 34 Although the body and the
self may not be quite that closely connected,35 the
relationship has been repeatedly demonstrated ex-

'penmen tally, pointing out the importance of feeling
good aboUt our bodies.

We all need some kind of positive meaning in our
lives, something worthwhile (in our eyes) to live for.
Life;s process must be meaningful and make sense
to us. The search for meaning takes place in avariety
of arenas including the world of physical activity and
the body. However, the search fOr meaning is often
eclipsed by one of the other needs.3' An adolescent
who doesn't get enough to eat every day is not likely
to be actively engaged in the search for met&Ing.
The self-esteem need in particular overrides the
need for meaning. If a student doesn't feel very good
about himself, his energies are devoted to either
sustaining a defense mechanism or trying to gather
those good feelings, trying to "look good"; his search
for self-esteem motivates most of his behavior most
of the time (However, the reverse is also true:A
cardiac patient may quit his jogging program be-
cause it isn't meaningful enough, despite its survival
value.)

Awareness of.these needs, or others if you don't

8

agree with: these, as well as ;Wpreness of our
sotuniveneSs can help to a nsw el- t, question "Who

.arb I?" The readiness of a per. , to face the next
question, "What am I supposed tt5 be?", depends on
his/her awareness of these facto's.

Who Am I Supposed To Be?,

We live in a pluralistic culture; in fact, we are laced
with more choices than ever before. Still, the sociali-
zation process operates through a variety of social
agents, agencies and cultural forces to teach, incul-
cate and transmit those skills, knowledges and at-
titudes that will produce a socially competebrit person
.as defined by the. culture.37 The expectations of
peers and "significant others" are particularly influ-
ential in the lives of young people and may prOvide a
'strong subcultural norm at variance with the domi-
nant culture. By raising the question "Who am I sup-
posed to be?", all of us can become more aware of
both the processhow each of us is shapedand
the productwho we are expected to be.

For alienated youth, one dimension of this ques-
tion concerns the ways in which they relate to each
other and to authority figures. Theirs is a survival of
the fittest world where each scans the other for
weaknesses to attack. One day at Hoover School for
Boys, where the pervasive influence of the survival
of the fittest existence seemed' touch everybody
and everything, I told them in ustratioet, "Around
here it's stick or be stuck." ( ey yawned.) Those
who "get stuck" most often look for targets of their
own. At Harding, a couple of ttye special education
students in my class provided those targets.
Teachers certainly aren't_ immune from these at-
tacks. They are perceived in orfe of two ways by
many alienated youth: either hard or soft. If a teacher
is perceived as hard, he/she is expected to push
students around and attack their weaknesses; if per-
ceived as soft, the students will push the teacher
around and 'attack his /her weaknesses.



, -
The second dimension of the "who am I supposed

to be" question is more appli able to' the general
populatio concens the-ex ected "ways of be-
ing" pass on to a' of us e.socHalization pro-
cesscess in r lation to sex rt, competitive
achievem t, the b dy, exerci. pPay -and' social
relations. 'For each of these areas, ve are suptfosed
to do or be or believe certain things which, when we
do them or became them or believe them, wIlttneet
our needs for self-esteem and meaning. For .exam-,
Ple, we are handed appropriate sex roles for partici:
nation in physical activity, Males are pointed toward
aggressive, courageous, achievement-oriented ac-
tivities and away from self-disclosure and sensitivity
toward others, and, although modified somewhat by
Title IX and women's liberation, females are still"
encouraged by society not to sweat too much or
engage in -too much body contact in sport, or to;,
emphasi2e strength and size, or to be assertive.

In our,,,,culture: physical activity is equated with' '

competitiVe sport (just check the sports section of
your newspaper), while yoga, boomerang-throwing,
,self- defense and rock-clirribing, though more ac-
ceptable today, are still not considered quite within
the province of physicareducation and certainly not
at the same level as interscholastiC athletics. When
we compete, emphasis is placed on achievement
rather Phan .on the competition. We tend to see our
bodies as separate from, and directed by, our minds.
Exercise and play are okay for kids, but, despite a
widespread publicity campaign from a variety of
sources, they are not quite an integral part of the
dominant adult lifestyle.

To the extent that any of these "supposed to he's"
are ingrained in us, we are bound to emulate them to
meet our needs. Each person's uniqueness suggests
that at least some of us will fail. It is imperative that
we be made aware (if the influence 'of the socializa-
tion process and product on ourselves in order to ask
the next question, Who can I her

Who Con I Be?

"Who,cz n I be?" deals with the potenti I options,
pert to us n physical education beyond ",who I aril
upposed o be." I never cease to be apazed at

adolEtscent ' response to their:first exposure to.gym-
nastics7N one wa,nts to.do, it "(let's play basket- °'
ball"), bUt after we try it fOr a while there are always. ''\

certainly n urns them around
seven or zight,.. kids who ne er want to leave. It is

my teaching tha t

(especially not in gyinnastics); it,is the discovery that
they can d. the stuff better-than others, pa.r4plarly
better tha rhany.of the Football- basketball jaCks.,Atr/ ,...

Harding 1-1 g.h, werbavobeen administering 13 phys-

mal s foil ur years. One of them
ic D..ir perfo mance tests to all incoming freshman

s a static balance
test, and e ery year a few students who score poorly
on most of the other tests can balance4hemselves

.
forever. Both gymnastics and b,41*ce erre ex-ay-toles
of phySic, I potentialities whicti4i/oulenot be self-
reported the student doesn't' cnowhe/she posses-
ses the to ent) and are open undetected: by culture-
bound tests.

There- re limitations as well. A 14-year-old boy
who has et to learn the mechanics of throwing a ball
can be t ught to throw, but he has missed out on
years of Dractice. Recent research suggests that the
number 3f fat cells person possesses is determined
at an cal y age (we can reduce the fat in the fat.cells
but not the cells themselves), that cardiovscular
endura ce has a hereditary component, and soon.
More o viously, a boy who is five foot two at 14
years o age is going to have an uphill (to Mount
Everest Climb to Make the National Basketball As-
sociatioin, and someone who cannot follow, the path
of a MI in flight (the figure-ground phenomenon)
will ha e problems acquiring ball skills.

Arm d with some notion of our potentialities and
liMitati ns, we can begin to look at the who can I
be?" c ptions. Two questions which all of us needrto
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ask doncesri wh
active .and if We

;er we Want feantary or
to' be a'clive,'-whether iue

desire to specialize or become 'a ,generalist. Most
Rhysical...educatcir,s-argue for an Acti4te,',iieneralized
life (e.g., exercise fps' health, learn sor016:isureLac-
tivities, earn an athleyc letter), but "who canl, be?" Is
intended to be'a'quesfion, not an answer: There are
any number cif specific options in 4./h9ch an indi-
vidual may specialize r labblei6r ignor1 The fol-
lowing make. the MOS sense to me but. they are riot
"etched in stone."

1. Health and safety as cei option. Exercise is often
prornoted'aS:an important factor in living longer and
more fully in our society, and some evidence plus
considerable medical opinion does support aerobic
exercise, static stretching, and relaxation as survival
"skits." Safely as a personal goal-e mpaSses both
the'survival.need and the security eedsurvival in
the sense that preparation for e ergencigs.
strength, speed, aerobic capacity, Water safety skills,
sell-defense skills) can help us suivive in a time of
crisis, and security to the extent that Ihre kinds of
performance capabilities help us feel m
from penetration of our physical space:c'

2. AppearanCe as an option. Weight training and
perhaps other muscular overload exercises can in-
crease muscular size (bulk) and, if worked differ-
ently, muscular shape (definition). Weight can be
controlled or reduced by burning calories through
exercise, especially aerobic exercise. Posture can be
improved by exercising weak muscles and perhaps
by some newer relaxation-imagination techniques.'
Such changes may lead to a more poSitive body
image and, if valued, improved self-esteem as well.

secure

3. Achievement: Proving self as arroption. Oppor-
tunities to prove one's self physically include being,
competitive, taking risks and facing danger (cour-
age). Competition Provides socially acceptable op-
portunities to'cletermine who is better on a particular

10

day-. Such activities as Mountain climbing, sky diying
and the high bar in gyrrinastics provide opportunities
tq take risks. Combative activities such as wrestling,
boxing and the martial arts provide opportunities to

'demonstrate courage. In every case the emphasis IS'
on validating one's self (self-esteem) rather than on'
learning, although a student may discover that learn-
ing is a prerequisite to such validation, Validation is
not likely to occur if one's opponent or task is per-
ceived to be an easy mark, because success is ex.;
pected. yali6tion is strengthened by leaving room
for another try on another day rather than placing
one's self in an all. or nothing situation.

4. Achievement: hylproving self as an option. Ob-
serving ourselves improve in soMething we value
not-only enhanCes our self-esteem but may provide .

meanindfor our life as well. Improvement does not
mean being better than someone else (that's
"prove-ment"), but rather moving from pop A to
point B. Several students at Harding High. School
would report how they had just bench pressed 140
pounds of some such weight. Why were they so
excited? It wasn't a school record or even the best in
the class. They supplied the answer: "I could only do,
90 pounds at the beginning 'of the year." Improve-
ment is most visible in fitness events but can be
experienced in any physical activity.

5. Achivernent: Feeling better physically as an
option. a' 'Every time we move, tiny sensors next to
our muscles and joints send signals to our central
nervous system. As a result, we all experience a
barrage of physical feelings when we exercise or
play. Whether these feelings are perceived as posi-
tive, or negative depends on a wide range of factors
including our unique biology, past experiences and
perceptions. For some,the pain of anaerobic running
(e.g., 400 yards all-out) is a positive feeling, for
others the perfectly executed shot produces such ,

feelings: Physical feelings are also experienced after
we finish an activity. People report feeling better as



tfidresult of an activity, such as jogging, even though
it may not have been much fun at the time. In these
cases, the' feelings rollOw. the activity rather ,than
accompany it. Feeling better physical as,a personal
goal can therefore be seen as a "-du and/or as
an -after" phenomenon.-Either way, physical feel-
ings prov.ide another option.

5

6. Developing play skills as
-has argued that a certain level
be fully at play in an ictivity.
tennis.and achieve any meani
cannot get the ball across the

an option: Siedentop
of skill is necessary to

It is dif6icult to play
ng if the tennis player
net. Therefore, 6orrte

studs nts may desire to develOp sport skills to
fiance their playful spirit, realizing that such skill de..
velopment requires work' and perhaps "looking
rat r the beginning.

If treat d pis a process. any of these options can
probably neet the 'need for meaning, depending of

. course on ,chat a person finds meaningful in life.
Self-esteem Can be enhanced, by appearance and
achievjment. Health is related to-survival, safety to
the need for security (ancl perhaps to proving one's
self).

Who Do I Want To Be?

Who do I want to he is the culminating ques:
tion of 'level two's search for an integrated self-
body-world connection. There are two parts to this
question: making a plan and carrying out that plan,
reyising it as experiences accumulate and ideas
change.' Making a 'plan requires an assessment' of
one's uniqueness and needs ("Who am I?' ). one's
Pl",,,_-Iramming ( ''Who am I supposed to be?'' ), and
one's options (,.Who can I be? "), I'm not sure how
this, works, whether we just" check our ck
Mechanisms to see what feels Tight or whether it is
important to construct an ideal The objective is
to assemble a personal agenda or physical activities
designed to bring our inner seit, our body and the

'work{ closer together.

One of the first
. whether. to. t) t

be"' or t0 reject al
Ways of meting
culturally approv
ter suits our unt
once we know
one) find -that
cultural standard
before we can
'(really), want to
little guys from
that they were e
fight, to show c
than .reject this
safety and provii
ing in class twice
.otherwOrkedoi
out some karate
ally signed up fo

,
choices we face in makinCa plan is
become "who I am supposed to
or some. f the culturally apprOved
ur needs. Some of us can reject a
d way of being for one which bet-

lueness and still meets our needs
uch a choice exists. Oth. rs (I am
e still must succeed according to
(the "macho- world or whatever)

e'free to ask ourselves "whc0o I
er:Two Harding students, l'io

tough neighborhoods, recognized
Pected to be able to stand up to a

urage in the face of danger; rather
expectation, they chos'e goals of
g themselves. One worked on box-
a wealor-fpur Months, while the

boxing and karate in class, checked
books.frorrl the library, and eventu-
ka'rae I es.ions outside fhe school.

Forming som notion of (-ie's ideal self bOdy-\
world connect' n may$ielp people to make a planA
The ideal self i an in- process' mock,' designed to
meet our need from our own unique perspective,?
rather than a s ,t of fixes goals. organized around
culturally impo_ ed standards. For example?, physical
courage which was cited above al.a culturally im-
posed way of r Meeting safety and self-esteem needs
could just as easily be a personal ideal; it depends on
whether such c goal originates from personal choiqe
or fro'm outside pressures. For most alienated youth
the task of dev 'loping an ideal self is far beyond their
reach. Perhap. some glimpse of this process will help
their own, self- ody-world connection later in life or
even a 'click r r two now. One of the major road
blocks; is their desire for immediate rather than.dc-
ferred gratific, tion. Middle class kids tend to accept
themOtion the t just Putting up with the often mean

11-1) schooling process will eventually
ma, college, a scholarship, a good job,

ingles (to th
\ lead to a cliplc
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How Can Others Help Me?

"How can others help me?" refers to the necessity
of others in our livesto validate us, to love us and
be loved by us, to share with'us, to meet our "affili-
ative tendency.',13oth the exchange of affection be-
tureen friends, between teacher and student, and so
on, and the affiliative tendency "the peed to be-
long to a grOuP and the fear of being isqlated from
the groupare observable in any setting where
pepple interaCt with each other. Schools provide
ample opportunities for such interaction both be-
tween authority figures and students and among
students. Physical education eleses underscore the
interaction by emphasizing cooberation and compe-
tition (With teachers often particiPating). People are
given opportunities to meet the affiliation need
thiough the fraternal nature of sporting groups
whether they are cross-country skiers, dart throwers
or handball players (it's almost as if they had secret

, passwords).

How Can I Help Others?

Perhaps the final step is from helping our friends in
whom. we sense an intrinsic worth to a more uni-
versal sense of community with all humanity:. Are
there universal values related to a sense of commu-
nity? I'm not sure. Dr ws and Lipsonargue for love,

'truth and beauty.49 K lberg listldustice, the reci-
procity and equality of human rights, and respect for
the dignity of human beings." I think (feel) I've been
in touch with at least the process (if not the product)
of justice, compassiem, truth, honesty and cour-
ageeach for a fleeting moment at first; then back to
trying to feel good about myself or'trYing to explore
my options or decide who I want to be. As my

14 .

responsescognitive, affective and behavioral
. take shape; I.fin'dttoelf confronted more and,more
with the same values: justice in the world, the (sub-
jective) search for truth, the courage fo "look bad" in
order, to help someone somewhere. Peihaps
everyone, including my Hoover and Harding stu-,
dents, have had similar experiences, similar glimpses
of universal values supporting a sense of community .
with all humanity which await elaboration. Obvi-
ously most of this discussion concerning "how can 1
help others?" ranges far beyond the reach of most of
my Hoover and Harding students, but.the underly-
ing goal remains the same: to help these students
move away from behavior harmful to others and, if
possible, toward some sensitivity towarij others.,

Awareness Level tour: Integration X51 -
Level four represents an 'integrated being-in-

the-world in"which play, self- develdpment and a
sense of community operate spontaneously and
interdependently. It is only briefly OesCribed here
because, not having experienced it, don't under-

. stand it very well. Regardless, I did try to incorpoiate
level four in the curriculum.

SUMMARY

The intention of the four awareness levels is to
provide a conceptual framework for a humanistic
physical education program. The three goals of ,the
goal model are represented by three awarenegS
levels and six questionsto be answered by thestu-
dents. A fourth. awareness level integrates the first
three levels and the personal, answers to the -six
questions. It remains to transform this conceptual
framework into a physical ethication curriculum and
teaching strategies.



Reducing tfr
Fuzziness o the
the Goal model

IT'S FUZZY

. The goal model and awareness levels may pro-
vide an orientation and sorqe.direction for teachers
and students, but the question teachers ask over and
Over,,:'.What am I going to do on. Monday?" is left
unanswered, at least in specific terms. Alschuler'S
sympathetic critique of George Brown's The Live
Classroom describes t1ns weakness in humanistic
programs:

. .
. .,

the objectives of many htiman'istic programs and
curricutcLdre vagge,..p.aetic, fragmented, gro6nd-.
'ie,Ss, and noninebst.ii-abie . .,,t y leave educatorsr
'operationally confused . , . [ rovidingi .teaalhers

. with no precise guidance about subgoals oii- ap-
prOpriate sequencing of subgoals in a Curried/Aim. '''

The problem i'. thafechication, at least fiOm. '.my
perspective, cannot be very easily reduced into
"subgoals" and "appropriate sequencing" without
at the same time reduCing the nature .of the
teaching-learning .act, especially in relation to a
luimanistic goal model. Such a model requires, per

as well as focus.
By Permission, I mean giving student's the oppor-

tunity'to search for themselves in a pliysical 'educa-
tion setting without buckling hem into a strait jacket
while at the same time giving teachers the opportu-
nity to practice the open skilled activity.of teaching

t

without locking them into a myraid of predetermined
roles and objectives. Since the teaching-learning act
is a human enterprise, it ehcompasses for both
teacher and student exploration, spontaneity, pri-
vate visions, emotional expression, chance, the
unique moment. It is a wholistiC process in which
people (for example, teachers) interact with people
(for example, students).

I teach physical education, but I am not phpsical
education. I am a person who,-based on a variety of
rational and irrational factors, chase physical educa-
tion as his profession. My students at HAV ing High
School (or,wherever) are not phySicartducatees but
people who have bOen scheduled into my clas's and
are struggling, as I am, to find themselves, to get in
touch with their feelings, potentials and choices,
both in and outside the gym. For the hour <we are
together each day that struggle takes place as we
interact with each other. Adopting any goal model
runs the risk of restricting our permission to self-
explore and self:discover. Reducing a goal model to
a specific, list of competencies ("the student will be
able to : . ,.")tO earned and evaluated heightens
the riSk.';

Whether. teaching is, an art form or a science or
some combination has been debated vigorously in
the literature.' Perhaps it can be best characterised
as an open skill, in some ways like being a quarter-
back.' Each situation is different, each student is
different, each teacher-student .relationship is dif-
ferent. Inconsistency, rather than the old dictum "be
consistent," guides the artistic teacher through a
maze of uniquePeople, interactions and situations.
find myself deviating with disconcerting regularity
from my own rules in response to Tyly.0erpaptico sof
student feelings[thOughts and behavior We go-
ti'ate; 'mak6 private agreements, Share, touch Me-
times)i argue,! joke, stay clear of each

Permission sounds nice, especially, for uS;"permis-
sivefolks,'": but 'tile "what am I going to do on-.
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Monday morning?" question persists. Some of us,
perhaps most of us, need more,focus. Focus means'
that both.leachers and .students keep 'their noses,
one way or another, to the task of exploring and
responding to the awareness level questions. It
means breaking the goal .model down into subgoals
with accompanying strategies to facilitate- progress
toward the subgoals and evaluation procedures to
determine to what extent students are focusing on
the questions. For some teachers, the goal model
may provide sufficient focus, and subgoals and
strategies only clutter And obstruct the teacher's ef-
fort to permit students to explore and interact. For
others, even the addition- of subgoals, strategies and
evaluation procedures do not tighten the model suf-
ficiently or elbse enough loopholes.', The problem
becomes one of reconciling the permission to ex-
plore, question and interact with the order and struc-
ture of focusing.

As I turned this problem over in my mind, I began
to see fhe reduction of fuzziness as a several step
progression from total permission (and chaos) -to

aspecific subgoals and accompanying strategies (and
a bit of a straitjacket). The steps I envision'ed were as
follows:

E 'Characteristics of the teacher

2. Curriculum

3. Teaching methods

4. Subgoals and accompanying strategies

5. Ev,aluation procAdUres

'This:ghapter describes the first three steps which
many teachers will find sufficient, tp implement the
goal model. The next chapter goes a step further and
specifies 12 SUbgdals derived from the goal model
and awareness. leVels.,'Plus a number of strategies
designed to accompany the subgoals. Evaluation
procedures are contained in Chapter IV.
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CHARACTEIVICS OF THE TEACHER

It is my opinion that who the teacher. is makes7
more difference than any 'other single factor and
probably any,COrnhination of factors in implement-
ire the goal model. This is especially 'true if: (1)
'physical education is perceived as student-centered ."
and wholistit, and the physical education class is
perceived as a community; (2) awareness is to some
extent a subjective, mysterious process; (3) students
are not sufficiently'motivatecitignore the person of

, .the teacher.
in ,Chapter 111.1 try to spell out some key-teacher

behaviors to faCilitate understanding anti implemen-
tation further, but, for re, the reduction of the act of
teaching tOla specific )13t., behaviors..somehow
misses what teaching isaltabout. From this perspec-
tive, trying to Measure., ,t6 get our hands.' on, to.
reproduce characteristics of the good teacher is
bound to fail. David Denton puts it so well in several
places in his book F,:xistential, Reflections on Teach-
ing:5

It is like Y.

But there is no "it" for 'it.' With respect to 'teach-
ing,'/Lue search for its 'It.' We try to reduce teach-
ing to other termslearning, management.
evaluation, etc.and in so do , illustrate our
inability to get to the,:'It.' .We c lose to the 'It':
of teaching with such termg.as . . .

The reality of teaching cannot be reduced to, or
transformed into rhe terms of, anything other than
itsglf, for teachjp _ is a primordial chanyteristic of
certain morrren:.- of human interconnectedness,-
As a Primor(-1,11 term, teaching is an 'It.'

Teaching is _40T information processing.
Teaching-is you, cis you embodyhistory

embody mathematics
embody 'physical
education I . .



Asyou body-forth that which you are, you seduce teacher, this means feeling integrated, authentic, to-
others into their own bodying's..In short, y raph_gether-Itmearis3h4t_yovx...(and,rny)lociy connects
them into teaching themselves. In short, you aft't your self with your World smoothly.. It-tioesn' t mean
teach anybody anything. I N you can demonstratd every sport skill, unless you

need to do so for your own. integration of self-
Or Tom Robbins (actin): The only truly m gical body-wOrld: Nor does it mean you have to look or

and poetic exchanges thatoccurin'this life takeplace -act a certain way. It does mean that you feel right,
between two people." thatyour defense mechanisms are minimaLand.that

.i'll,,teaching is like magic,-liow can the characteris- yob are moving to.ward your ideal self-body:
tics of the teacher be considered a step toyoard,qhe-''' Second, the goal model refers to a .playful
reduction of, fuzziness in the goal model's im.plemen- Possessing a playful spirit obviously means being
tation? Martin Buber's I-Thou concept applied to able to ib,I4 non-reflectively,:.spontaneously. It
physical education contains some suggestions.' This also.means being creative and spontaneous outside
ooncePt refers to a direct; spontaneous, somewhat ihe play,world of sport as well as possessing a sense
mysterious meeting of two whole people, a meeting of humor. Third, the goal model ref'erstp a sense of
Which cannot be reduced to specific characteristics. community being able to create a sense of;:com-
Buber' s prerequisites for entering into such a rela- triunity, of interdependence, of relatedt)ess,, of be-
tionship include openness to mystery and surprise, longing, of sharing and caring with each student in
high self-esteem, the absence of .defense mecha- thv' gym.` Students need to feel that you have an

apdthe ability to suspencibilogical, psycho- "irrational involvement- with them, that is, that
logical Siid social needs. BLiber'si prerequisites you care about them more than they could "rationally
should look familiar; they parallel the characteristics expect youto care, more than you care; for other.kids
of someone who is moving from awareness level tWo in the world.-ConVerting thesetbreegoalS to genuine.-
to awareness level three. One suggestion; then, is teacher characteristics reduce's the fuzziness of both
that the teacher must have experienced awareness the so-called magic of teaching and the notion of
level two-in order to be free to interact with students permission.
in a helping and permission-oriented manner.

But there's more to -It." One of the characters in ra
CURRICULUM

Toni Robbins' novel says: If you want to, change. At. both Huuverand I karcling, I tried to rely On my
the world, change yourself." ' To change ourselves (teacher characteristics to allow students the perniis-
we .need to experience; the same process we want sion to explore ancl.irite'ract.within the boundaries of
our students to experience, in this case all the loiels. "the goal model, but I found that I just wasn't charm
of awareness (to the extent possible). By experienc; ing enough to pull it O,fL'My:sk`,,11.--hody-world,connec-
inq the levels of awareness we can begin- thre tion, my playful spirit 'ancl.sense of community.with
goal model, not just modeling sonic things we want them didn't measure up or weren't enough to make
students to do but "really be the goal model. I think it work. On top of that, I (pundit too easy to reye,it to
this is what Robbins means when he says "change traditional goals (e.g., bump the volleyball) ond

strategies (e.g., demonstrate, drill, play); if I got out
Let's look at liow this might work. 'Hie goal model of there olive, I considered it a good day. I Ill'eCled

refeis to o self-hodyorld' connection. For the goal -related curriculum structure to operate within. I
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I. told ,tkern they could
pull the "Shade down.Lip-
gide their heads but on the
outside I didn't want any
interference with my right
to teach and othersright
to learn.. They seemed,. to'
figure it out 'after a
while."
also needed .sorivelternative teaching methods in
my "bag of trick's: In short, I needed' more focus.

Slowly, in -bits and pieces, a weekly and yearly
curriculum structure took form.'" The year started
(rather haphazardly) and ended (niuch:!.,MOre in
focus) with a wicte range of tests.. Thirteen physical
performance tests, a knowledge test, body-image
and self-perception scaleS, values questions, and a
past experierife;sel(Treciort were considered and
some used (see..(hapter IV, "Evaluating the Pro-
gram," for te'st results and the Appendix, pages
79-89, for:Copies or.the:tests). The test results were
used to show each stircie`nt his uniqueness as part.Of
level twd :s "who am I?" question, emphasizing.tly
no two students. Were alike in .ability,'kticiWiedg,'
experiences,. perceptions or values.

Each;claY (eiiehttially) began with five minutes of
Icct.iire and /or discussion from nie on the levels of
Oty..ilSonSS, giving me a daily opportunity or, inure
accurately, forcing me to talk about the awareness
levels as they related to the dairy lesson car i particu-
lar incident in the class the clay before (or week or
whatever). I also threw in some fitness and motor:::,

ccincepts to help them learn on their on

ItO

Students didn't .Want i9A3el involved these talks
(see,thetr evaluation of thetii in Chpterly), but they.
socui learned that clasS didn't start until they stopped
jiggling the weights, bouncing the balls,talking, and
sd on: I told them they could pull the shade dOwn
inside .their. heads but on the outside I didn't want
any intel4erence with my Tight to teach and others'
right to lean: They seemed to figure it Otit after a
while. We.lalso had these little talks whenever an
incident arose in class if I could make a connection
between the incident .and the al.kWness levels, I

guess this is aVariation of theteachableMoment.f I
couldn't react quickly.enOttgh, I would use the first,
five minutes of the rest 'clayto diScuss the incident
and its conixection.tothe,aWarenesS.revels, after' I had
had some the' t6U/ork out the The best
example of this occurred in another teacher's class, .

not mine. One of the studentSWastryMgfto.'dernon
.strate a weight training exercise3ttrthe class but he
was holding the weight incorrectIsi.:Several students
laughed and made fun of him, but pne guy in the
front row kept trying to tell hirn'shOw to hold the
weight correctly. The teacher stopped the class and
asked them at what level the laiighers were operat-..
ing. "Level one!" they shouted liT'Lirtison (I'm not
kidding). Then'. the teacher askedat: what: level the.
student trying to help was operating. "Levels three
came the response froni:ov0;:lialf the studOits:..

The weekly ,ctIrricultim was divided into
liarts: two days Were devoted to fitness, two days
;skill' exposure and play, and one day (eventually) to'
cooperation and helping. Ration* for devoting two:
clays each week to fitness included:

The_ leVel two "who can I be'?" options of
health,/ safety and appearance are 'directly re-

.

lated to fitness activities.

The level two options of Proving self, improving
scif and feeling better phyt;ically---Which were
combined into one option labeled achievement

2, 6



to simplify the c,oncepts and choicesalso
could be related to fitness as well as other
physical activities.

r Fitness, because of the minimal skill Involve-
ment and variety of available activities in one
area, is easy to individualize, thereby preparing
students'for level two's making and carrying out

- a plan ("Who do I want to ben later in the
year.

,;
For the most part, improvement is more easily
made and seesiain fitness than in sport skills.

Fitness is or can easily be non-competitive and
is therefore not as threatening to some alienated
youth.

Fitness focuses directly Cin the body which facili-
tates self-body-world connection efforts.

Fitness is a part of my own self-body-world
connection.

ffi
The two days devoted to skill exposure and ;play;.

were intended to: (1) expose students to physical
'skills they may desire to pursue as part/pf their plan
(level two, "Whodo I want to be?"); (2):allow stu-
dents to participate in those few 'activities they like,
such as 'basketball and_ trampoline; (3) emphasize
the achievement (proving self, improving self, fe4-
ing betterphysically) option of level two's who c41.
be ? "; and (4) focus on'the development of a playful
spirit (level 'one). Mini-units of 5 to 10 days idere
developed (e.g,, 8 days stretched over four Weeks) in
which approximately half the period emphasized
skill development and the other half play. Some-
times we would have play options of different ac-
tivities opoffer a choice of "blood and guts" game or
a "hit and giggle" game. In activities such 'as self-
defense and relaxation-yoga, the play part of the
period was in one or more activities not associated

with th skills being Introduced. Given a 55-minute
period'of activity and subtracting time for dressing,
showers, a 5-minute lecture-discussion, and play,
only about 15 minutes were left for skill instruction.
However, with alienated youth I often found that 15
minutes were all either-of us could tolerate. Some-
times I deviated and instructed for the entire period
with the promise (and delivery, or it would have
been curtains-for me) of the next skillrplay period as
a full period of play.

One day a week was devoted to level three: self -

other awareness. - This was a late addition, to the
program ' when I found that level three was being
relegated to the teachable momentthat is, when a
fight or other interpersonal hassle broke out (a regu-
lar occurrence), we talked about level three.
Scheduling one day each week to focus on level
three forced me to integrate level three concepts and
activities into the program.

Activities for the day took four forms:

cooperative games based on the Project Adven-
ture concept,' ' for example, games that require
all students to move from one designated area
to another over obstacles without touching
some ailikas of the floor, thereby forcing
everyone into helping .roles

IP',:fompetitive games with emphasis on coopera-
ia such as awarding one point for certain

kinds of passes in basketball and two points for
a basket (the height of frustration for many of
my "gunners")

the creation of new games by students," stress-
ing cooperation in planning and executing
well as a playful spirit in both the creative 4"

and' in playing new games

skill development situations using students to
help other students.
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The yearly curriculum structure was divided into
four 9- or 10-week grading periods. The first grading
period consisted of the weekly curriculum schedule
described above. In the second grading period,
however, one day each week was set aside for per-
sonal programs, that is, for making and carrying out
a personal plan in accordance with level two's "who
do I wanho be?" Therefore, students could begin to
make their own self-body-world connection by the
tenth week. Perhaps with students programmed for
deferred gratification, this could be delayed pending
sufficient exposure to activities and concepts; with
my students, personal programs were such powerful
motivators that I began them in the fifth week of the
first grading period. I tried to be objective about who
could go, causing me to hold my breath when some
of my level one students fulfilled the requirements
and went out to "do their thing." I required them to
select options from level two's "who can I be?" list of
health, safety, appearance, achievement and play
and to connect these options with appropriate physi-
cal activities. Then they had to write a program
telling me what they were going to do in detail,
including some plan for evaluation. Sometimes I had
to write Their programs for them (some of them
didn't write too well). Sometimes I couldn't get
coverage of an area they wanted to work (or play) in,
although for the most part coverage was obtained
from other teachers who allowed a student or two
into their toching station (with some rules to be
followed), erom my upperclass teaching assistants
who covered areas with minimal problems such as
the outdoor track, or by using facilities adjacent to
m teaching station. If I could not cover or get per-
mission to use an area, students had the choice of

'improvising. Three students strung arope in a corner
of the weight room and worked on volleyball skills,
several students boxed in a corner of the gymnastics
room, one student worked on his speed and agility in
an empty hallway, and so on.

To get on and stay on their own personal program
once a week, students not only had to fill out a
contract properly but had to attend class regularly for
five days prior to their personal program day, cam:,
out their personal program, and hang on to their
contract and turn it in at the end of the period,
thereby allowing other teachers to see what they
were doing. Despite this welter of rules, most stu-
dents got out on their own and many stayed out
week after week.

The personal 'program day replaced one of the
fitness days. Students who did not make a plan for
themselves or failed to achieve five "clean days," as
we called the class attendance requirement, could
do a basic fitness routine (called the "lockstep pro-
gram") to earn credit for the day. They were not
forced to try to get out on their own because some
were clearly not ready and few others chose my
fitness routine over their own plan.

By the third grading period, both fitness days were
converted to personal program days for those stu-
dents who met the requirements, and a more com-
plex contract was introduced (see Appendix for con-
tracts, pages 74-78)," forcing students to think and
plan a little more carefully. In the fourth grading
period, students were allowed to do whatever they
wanted every day provided:

They could describe the three awareness levels
in the first person either in writing or verbally,
after studying the Class Guide (see Appendix,
page 92) if necessary.

They could successfully negotiate with me what
they wanted to do and why they ought to be
able to do it.
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They kept a daily journal of what they did and
how they felt about it. Although many weren't



ready for such responsibility, most students did'
participate. I felt that since they were about to
leave me (and required physical education)
anyway, it was time for them to try to experi-
ence level four's integration.

We called this grading period "open negotiation"
because everything was negotiable, including atten-
dance and grades. Although I occasionally held class
meetings during this time to remind them of the
awareness levels, I tried to confine my role to asking
questions individually and inching whoever I was
involved with toward a joint decision. Pete showed
up late to class and wanted to go swimming. I asked
him why he should be allowed to go. He replied that
it wasn't his fault he was late beiluse his teacher the
period i'Defqre had sent him to the counselor for some
"counseling." I said, "It sounds to one like you
caused the problem. Why don't you just stay with
me today?" He pointed out that I 1-iad never sent him
for "counseling," that he was doing a good job in my
class. "Besides:* he said, "I got my swimming trunks
on underneath my pants!" I shook my head and
said, "beat it . . . and swim a lap for me."

On a -more serious note, Dewey took a crash
course in awareness levels when he learned that he
could do what' he wanted to do every week. He
studied the Class Glide diligently and finally passed.
Then he was suspended from school for theft. When
he returned he pleaded innocent, but the teachers
who caught him left no room for doubt. We negoti-
ated. Could I let him on open negotiation under, the
circumstances? I didn't think so, especially since we
didn't have much of a relationship (he was never
around). "How about staying with me a couple of
weeks until we can get some trust going between
us?" Dewey: "That's fair.' I almost fainted. He did a
fair job of holding up his side-of the bargain, although
he came in stoned a couple of days.

TEACHING METHODS

Except for the open negotiation grading period,
grades were ba'sed entirely on attendance and par-
ticipation, and I always gave students the choice of
participating or earning no credit for the day. I found
that this approach squelched the "you tell me what
to do and I'll try to get out of doing it" game that
students often play with teachers. It also reduced the
hassle of, and emphasis on, grading because atten-,
dance anti (ahrticipation are within everyone's reach
and are reasonably objective measures. Uniforms
and showers were also option4 again partly to re-
duce the game bbt alsO to connect awareness levels
to personal hygiene choices.

Participation meant trying whatever we were
doing that day, including trying to keep their mouths
closed while I was talking. It did not mean taking part
in required competition or tournaments. I held tour-
naments and competitive events, but they were al-
ways optional, providing another opportunity to tie
in awareness levels. ,-4! 'It's your body and your
choice.") In this connection, all grouping was volun-
tary. I described the options, students selected what
appealed to them. Often, all blacks would go to the
"blood and guts" competition stations; and all the
smallei, weaker kids would choose "hit and giggle."
Happily, some integration and interracial outreaches
eventually occurred without my prodding during the
open negotiation period.

Sevtal times during theyear I declared a counsel-
ing day in which students played in a specific area
while I Walked around and talked with as many of

. them as I could. The idea was to interact with them
informallye,g., "How's it going?" "Where are you
headed?"outside of the locker room, outside of
my rple as dispute.referee, and so on. I managed to
talk informally with every student in class at least a
couple of times during the year.
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Fortunately, behavior modification was in my bag
of tricks because, despite my typically humanistic
distaste for manipulating kids, I found such manipu-
lation to be necessary, especially when they would
skip class: Gradei did not work very well as reinfdr-
eers except for a few students, but the make-a-plan
personal program idea caught' on immediately. As
soon as they understood that they needed five
"clean" days in a row to,,get out on their own,
attendance picked up briskly. And as soon as they
figured out that being able to state the awareness
levels in personal terms earned them open negotia-
tion rights, they turned into Phi Beta Kappas, study-
in9 cuideS both in and outside of class.

'fried to use a variety of teaching methods in
presenting skills and fitness to my students so they
could find their own style of learning. At various
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times I used the command style (e.g., self-defense), --
problem solving (e:g., wrestling), task cards (e.g.,
basketball), pictures and books (e.g., gymnastics),
contracts (e.g., weight training) and individual feed-
back (e.g., volleyball).

SUMMARY

This chapter has been a broadbrush approach to
reducing the fuzzinesS of the .goal model. For more
details and examples, the curricular and meth-
odological ideas presented here are reviewed in the
next chapter, this time categorized according to 12
subgoals and three kinds of strategies"derived from
he goal model. A summary of the relationship of the

curriculum and methods ideas to awareness level
concepts as presented in this chapter can best be
shown in the following chart:-



CONCEPTS CURRICULUM
_

METHODS
. .

Awareness Level One: Optional participation .9

No Awareness (spaced) .

Play , TF*half period; Wnew
games

.

Acting out needs or
programming

MTThF--4ecture/discussion,
teachable moment

.

Awareness Vevel Two: . Optional-fiaticiratIon,
Self-Body Awareness Counseling day's

Who am I?

My uniqueness First and last week of
program: pre-post testing

My needs MTThFlecture/discussion,
teachable' moment -

Who am supposed to be? .

. o

My'programmiPg MTThFlecture/discussion,
teachable moment. .

c

Who can I be?

Potentialities, extent of MTTOFlecture/discussion,
physical involvement, extent
of specialization

teachable moment.; ,

Options:
Health MTh (fitness days); relaxation- Variety of4hing methods for

yoga unit on TF presenling skills and fitness;
Safety

Appearance .

MTh (fitness days), self:-
defense unit on TF
MTh (fitness days)

options with voluntary grouping

Achievement MTh (fitness days); .

TF (Ain days) i
Play Skills TF (skill days).

lietttrs to ,l the Week

C
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CONCEPTS CURRICULUM
.

METHODS

MI6 dp I want to be?
-

Making a plan, carrying
out my plan

-Th of second grOing period;
MTh of third grading period

r.,

Behavior modification;
Contracts .

Awareness Level Three:
Self -Other Awareness

How can I help others? Rights
others, worth of others; universal
sense of community

How can others help me?
Validation,. love, sharing,
affiliation

W (tooperative,games, day)
lecture/discussion, teachable
moment

of v .

.

Optional'participation
,

Awareness Level Four:
Integration

NITVVThF of fotirth grading
period

Class Guide; journals; optional
participation
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Subgoqls and
Strategies: Nuts,
rsolts an.

IT'S STILL FUZZY?

The development of curriculum and teachidg
methods related to he awareness level concepts
helped support my ailirig teacher magic, thereby
moving me a few steps ClOser to implementing my
goal, model: However,, since I did not enjoy a really
good day with my- Harding High School class until
w,pll into the second semester, the need for more
focus continued to beftlt. After considerable ex-
perimentation, I devised 12 subgoals (page 26),
stated in personal terms from the student's point of
view, which specified feelings, understanding and
behavior that appeared to be reqUired to answer
personally each of the awareness level questions in
the goal 'model. Because the model is largely or-
ganized around questions, the subgoals tended to
focus on the question-answering process, which al-
lowed students to find their own answers rather than
mine. Strategies designed to facilitate progress to-
ward these subgoals could then be developed, and
three kinds of strategies eventually emerged: (1)
those attempting to create a comfortable," non-
threatening envifonment. (2) those designed to help
the teacher behave in more human, personal and

fac litating ways, and (3) those that more specifically
de cribed a technique which could be used on a
p rticular day (or week or month) to implement a
s bgoal. Overlap existed, but the conceptual dif-
f rentiation of setting, teacher behavior, and specific

rategies proved clarifying and held upVhroughout
e year.
To focus more clearly on where my time and

energy were going to be spent, the welter of newly
created subgoals, and strategies had to be given
priorities by grouping into more manageable cate-
gories. A modified version of Bloom's taxonomy of
educational objedtivest provided the categories
affective (feelings), behavioral (acts), cognitive
(thoughts), and psychomotor (skills and fitness)
but threatened to break up the wholistic concept of
the person. The effort to group and give priorities
once again pointed up the conflict b'tween focus
(clarifying and organizing the goal model) and per-
mission (the interaction of a whole person with a
whole person). For the moment, I favored sharpen-
ing the focus to implement the goal model better.

Since the feelings of alienated youthabout
themselves, about school and teachers, about
searching for their identitiestend to interfere with
the teaching-learning act, affective subgoals were
ranked first. Behavioral subgoals, with their em-
phasis on self - responsibility and relating to others,
also received a high priority, Cognitive subgoals
aimed at giving students someunderstanding of the
search for self-process and a few fitness and learning
concepts were ranked lower because for alienated
youth, doing and feeling something take precedence
over knowing about something.2 The psychomotor
subgoal received the least attention as it should in a
monograph titled Beyond Balls and Bats. We did
engage in physical activities everydayit Was a PE
classbut we worked and played in relation to the
goal model; focusing On feelings, behavior and un-
derstanding more than on the activity itself.
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AFFECTIVE
Subgoals

Feel comfortable in
class

Move,toward feeling
good about myself and
my body

Sense my own
uniqueness

Feel in charge of
own life

,.,

...,

BEHAVIORAL
Subgoals

Don't interfer ? with the
rights of oche r

Give reasonS,for the
choices I ma c an
accept resp nsibility for
those choic s

Set person
tow rd those

goals .

move
rson I goals and

Show some sensitivity'
toWard, and empathy,
for, others

COGNITIVE
Subgoals

nderstand basic fitness
nd motor learning

.
concepts

Understand the
awareness levels

t- e

..-

PSYCHOMOTOR
Subgoals

Try a wide range of
physical activities and
tests

Play

Strategies'

The setting:
Choices
Grades
Popular activities
Private places :

* Limited reading

Teacher behavior:
Charm
Concern/warmth .

Empathy
Genuineness
Being accepting
Expressing feelings
Listening

Strategies

The setting:
Choices
One rule

Teacher behavior:
Being accepting
Listening
Teacher's identity
Confronting

pecific strategies:
.Accordion principle
Feedback
Daily options

Sitting out
Lockstep
Contracts
Open negotiation
Study hall f

Behavior modification
.Focusing on others

Strategies

Teacher behavior:
Asking questions
Being conorete

v Limited talk

Specific strategies:
Introducing concepts
Class Guide
Feedback '

.t.,

. .

Strategies
Specific strategies:

Trying it
PE subject matter
Play k
Weekly organization
Pre-post testing

§
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By connecting these subgoals and strategies to the rowed to a specific question by selecting relevant
six awareness level questions, focus could he nar- subgoals and strategies for a particular day or week.

GOAL MODEL SUBGOAL STRATEGY
EVALUATION
PROCEDURE*

Awihreness Level
One

Playful Spirit 1. Play Specific psychomotor
strategy play

1. 2. 3. 5, 10 .

Awareness Level
Two

Who am 12
My uniqueness

Who am I? My. needs

1. Sense thy .

uniqueness ,

2. Understand the
awareness levels

3. Try a wide range of
activities/tests

All affective strategies

All cognitive strategies

All psychomotor
strategies

1, 2. 3. 5, 6

1, 2, 3, 5, 7

1. 2, 3, 5, 9

1. Feel comfortable in
class

2. Move toward feeling
good about myself
& body

3. Understand the
awareness levels

Who am I supposed to
be?

'Who can I be?
Opti'ops

t

1 Understand the
awareness levels

Tr

1. Understand the
awareness levels ,

2. Try a wide range of
activities & tests

3 Set & implement
personal goals

Affective setting and
teacher behavior

All affective strategies

All cognitive strategies

All cognitive strategies

1, 2; 3, 4, 5, 6. 11

1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11

1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10

1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10

All cognitive strategies.

All psychomotor
strategies

Specific behavioral
strategies) daily options,
behavior Modification,
open negotiations
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1, 2, 3, 5, 9

1, 2, 3, 10
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GOAL MODEL SUBGOAL .

.

EVALUATION
PROCEDURE*

p.

Who do I want to be?

?

,,

1. Feel in charge of
myself

2. Give reasons &
accept responsibility
for my choices

3. Set & implement
persopal goals

..,.

i is t
4. Understand basiC°'

fitness & learning
'concepts

5. Understand the
awareness levels

_ .

Most di the affective &
behavioral strategies ,

Behavioral leac her
behavior'. confronting;
specific behavioral
strategies: accordion

,.Principle, 'feedback,
daily options, open
negotiations

Specific behavioral
strategies: daily options,
behavior modification,
open

Q..
negotiations

t
, All cognitive strategies

.

All cognitive strategies

k..,,. ,

,

1, 2, 3, 5, 6

:.
1, 2, 3, 10

1, 2, 3, 10
t, _,

1, a, 3, 5, 7

1,,2, 3, 5, 7,

,

10

.,

L

.

Awareness Level
Three

How can othert help
me?
How can I help others?

.

.--.--'----

'

1. Not to interferd with
the rights &
freedoms of others

2. Show sensitivity/
--empathy for others

3. Understand the .

awareness levels

Behavioral setting: one
rule: behavioral teacher
behavior: confronting:
specific behavioral
strategies: behavior
modification & focusing
on others

Specific behavioral
strategy: focusing on
others

All cognitive strategies

t

.

.

1. 2, 3, 5

1, 2, 3

1, 2.3, 5;7

x

i

"Key to gvaluatlon Procedure:

1. Goal tallies 5. Student jvaluatfons of
2: Teache'r self-grades the program'

I. Anecdotes 6. Visitor reports

.4. Repeated subjective,ratr 7 Knowledge test results'

ings of student behivior

8. Results from self percep-
tion scale, valuesclarifi:
cation questions, and
self report

9. Physical performance test
results
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10. Personal program and
journal tallies and con.
tent

11. Class attendance and re-
ferrals compared ?to
other classes in school

.
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AFFECtlVE SUBGOALS AND STRATEGIES

Subgoals

For alienated youth as well as for most students in
non-voluntai-Y or quasi-volun.tanf

major,
physical educa-

tion classes, motivation is a ajor obstacle 'to learn-
ing anything. The frustration of trying to teach motor
skills to students who don't care or don't want to

dpfused.rpanv:initially enthusiastic physical
edupators,andpoppl'arized the coaching role, where

'student's show up voluntarily and with considerable
maturation (although not as "considerable" as most
coaches). A major goal at Harding was just to get the-
students to attend class, Hoover School students
had. no choice i this matter (they were "in resi-
dence"), bUt t withdrawal took other forms. A
variety of factors account for this kind of behavior,
including the socialization process",, and. previous
school experiences,' but these explanations are little
ccimfort to the teacher who faces class disrUptions
and student withdrawal(e.g., refusal to participate,
cutting-class).. Even a traditional goal model encom-
passing motor skill and fitness developmentcannot
be implemented until student feelings are turned
around.

The needs for security and self-esteem as part of
the who am l ?" .question provide search iceself
goal model support for the first two affective
goals:-

.1. To feel comfortable in thisclass (that the class
is /for me, a "nice place to be," or in stuffier'
teams, a non-thi-eatening, environment:
maybe even a.pleasant environment).

2. To move toward feeling good about myself
and my body (to feel that I am important; that(
matter, particularly in a school and physical
education setting).

A third affective subgoal refers to each tierSon's
biological, environljnental and perceptual uniciire7
ness, again as part otthe "who am l?" question:

3.*...to. sense my own.individuality or uniqueness
(not to know ,htlf to sense or feel).

A fourth affective subgdal, is ;drawn from the self-
awareness capacity underlying choice in the ques-
tion "Who do I want to be?":

4. To feel in charge of my own life (I may not be
totally an agent of change in my life, but, as
Smith argues _l will be more likely to act that
way if I feel that I am5).

Many physicat educators would include liking physi-
cal activity as an affective 9 oal. However, my
goal model permits students islike activity so that
subgoal is omitted from the list.

The Setting

Creating the "proper" setting can go:a long way ,

toward facilitating all of these affective subgoals.
Rules and required procedures can be reduced to
those which the school, other subgoals, and the
teacfer:s chaos level (how mutt) chaos the teacher..
can tolerate) absolutely require

(my wereshowers can be made optioilal (my students were
not even required td change from their street
clothes), and grades can be based entirely on atten-
dance and participation (participation equaled trying
Whatever we were doing that day, requiring consid-
erable.negotiation with some students). My students
were Jlowed to sit out rather th'..An participate as long
as they didn'tinterfere with the class;.th'ey received a
non-participation for the day whidh was recorded as
part of their grade, but, importantly, they weren't

'hassled. Michael: "I can't participate today." Me:
,"Yourchoicel Have a seat." Michael: "MAI forgot
my clothes. e: "You couldgo in street clothes.
today. Your choice." Michael: ''But I'll get all
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sweaty." Me: "Your choice." This idea sticks in the
throats of many physical educators (and adminis-
trators), but my experience in several different set-
tings has been that students rarely choose this option
once they see Ahat the teacher is unwilling to field
their excuses verba6iOr spar with them over a par-
ticipation requirement. If students whosit out inter-
fere with,the class, either sortie kind of deal needs to
be' negotiated br they must be removed (to the
locker room, to the counselor, to the principal).

Another way to set the stage is to give the students
a lot of what they want, pairticularly at the beginning,
At Harding this meant playing f9Ptball and basket;
ball and bouncing on the trarnpoline,' at first, with a
bare minimum of lectures; .demcinstrationSOrr drills,
For most of dirz,',blaCk 'kids, basketball was "their"
game; anOime they were allowed to play, problems
in 'class diminished considerably. For a few, giving

\ them what they wanted meant allowing them to walk
around. during'class.

Atmosphere in the gym can be characterized as
"lockstep"neat, orderly groups all doing the same
thingor Wee and independent. The feeling of
dom and independenceemphasizing the stud nts'
uniqueness and ability to choose wisely care be
generated by offering options to students on a regu-
lar asis, Besides whether to wear'uniforms and take
a -4-Rawer-and whether to' sit out or participate, stu-
dents can choose frpm a number of learning meth-
ods,. activities and meanings within a particular ac-
tivity; and With whom to associate. At Harding,
students were sometimes allowed ,limited activity
choiCes such oas football or soccer, three out of five
gymnastics events, or any fitness activity. Sometimes
we held an open gym day in which students coul do
anything they .wanted as long as they "moved eir
bodies," paid,,attentiop to some safety:rules, and,
stayed within sight (or got permisSiOn to ledve).,

Harding students were exposed to a variety of
learning methods and were encouraged to choose

30

"How students perceive
the teacher is their private
reality; it is all that counts
to them. Students ask
themselves two questions
about teachers: "Can
he /she help' me ?" and,
se,specially for the less
motivated student, "Does
he /she want to help
me?"
the method of learning that best suited them,'
whether it was demogeration, command style (by-
the-numbers), problem solving, task card, Pictures
from 'a book, etc. Since any activity can have. a.
variety-of meanings,' several options were offered;
during most activity units. For examples basketball
was divided into three groups: what came to,1-1),
known as the blood-and,gutsso-owd of highly corn-
pe,titive players, they mote relaxed "hitand giggle"
group, and those whoyreferred to shObt ratheithan
play a ghrne. No one was ever forced to a5S6ciate
with anyone else; they always grouped themselves. I.'
would often describe the criteria for each group,
but they decided where they belonged. This may
explain the minimal' bickering and fighting that oc-
curred during theyear at Harding despite the pres-,

two,widely disparate groups in class, one of
was composed, of tough, well4illed .blackS

-alrave other of small and frail, poorly skilled whites
thii'd "in between" giO14p), ,,These choices

Mire/hopefully buttressed by the feeling that every-

(
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thing was open to negotiation thrpughmit the year
(in addition to a specific open, ne'gotiatidn strategy
employed in the last few wedlisckthe year).:

'Students .who feel uncomfortabte"withlhe group
can be;encouraged twine private'plgteS to, try out a
new skill or praciice or do something that others
might consider silly.' Scott went to a small, unused'
room to do his relaxation exercises and to try to
stand on his head. Phil, Willie and Howrc.1,.(whe0
was around) practiced karate by therriselyleS.Ronnie
worked or his_handbahiskills in the Weight room
when it wasn't being used. Finally', Sensitivity to the
low reading level-of alienated youth reduces the
threat of the setting. This doeS not mean eliminating
all reading and writing (some of my strategies require
both); it meanslhelPihg those .who are struggling and
,aceepting verbal or everi behavioral responses in the
place of the written word.

Teacher Behavior

How students perceive the teacher is their private
reality; it is all that counts to thdm. Students ask
themselves two questions about teachers: "fan
he/she ,help rme?" andi especially for the less,,,moti-
%rated student, "Does he /she. mwant to help e?'"
Each student's answers to these questions, based on

-,"subjective perceptions, become his/her private real;
aY of the teacher's behavior and the basis for their
relationship. To answer the fiiSt-question, students
do their own subjective assessment of the teacher's

physical prowess and, probably to a lesSer.estent,
knowledge. They are'unwittingly influenced in their
judgment by the teacher's charisma, both in front of
the group and one te one. Charisma may include
enthusiasm. appealing appearance, and the like, but
it is more than a scientific stew of identified charac-
teristicS. It is charm; it is a sense that this person is my

Jeacley.

TIN second tiuestion "Does h /she want .to help
a n sw ered;1:30 the extent of unPossessive

Triviathie-understanding
refers to the ability (4Yeel
and perceive what the
student,' feels and. per-
ceives; to be able-4O put
one's delfip:the student"s
(gym.) shoes.'
concern (or warmth) that the student perceives the
teacher to hold for Him/her, the extent of etnpathy
for his/her situation, and the extent of genuineness in
the teacher's behavior (the "therapeutic triad"):
Concern, sometimes termed warmth, cannot be
possessive in nature; 'the teacher, must feel good
enough about him/herself to be able to give -him/
,herself to another, without strings attached, without
some trade-off mind.'" Empathic understanding
refers to die ability to feel and perceive what the
student feels and perceives, tO,,beable to put, one's
self. in the student's (gym) shoes: To deterrnin

lie.wther a teacher is empathic, students pick up'clues
from the teacher's', behavior, asking tHetnselves:
Does r/fy teacher know when to, be open? When to
touch? When to encourage? When to back off?

Genuineness does not mean being "what a
teacher,is supposed to be " nor being "with it" by
dressing in the latest' elothes and using the latest
language; it means beinj'bne's true self rather, than A
phony. It means wearing yOur identity and values on
your sleeve.: It means not owing all the answers. At
the beginning of a hymn s unit I confesselthat
was terrible at gymna -that my gymnasticS-:-
teachers had told me that my performance looked
like a Pile of you-know-what. At Hoover, where my
expertise was questioned regularly, it was helpful to ,
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"Accepting stude be-
havior is east for
teachers who like, the
kids, an obviou.4 bui,often
overlooked point;''

remember that 1,clidn.'t have all or even most of the
. answers., At Harting, I tried to say it was okay.to call

me;bv 'MylfirSt name, but, in part .because it ran
counter kithe Harding tradition, it didn't feel right. I
don't thin there is a rule to govern the teacher's title
or name; the right name IS what fits you, your style,
your values. .I laid my hands on kids both at Hoover
and Harding, at one point asked Cedric If he wanted
fo fight, and on three occasions I ejected students
from class. Hardly humanistic'behaviprandpotall,of
it can be justified, but some of thoS:acts

Siedentop suggests some speCifiCigUi4lines:for.
interpersonal relations teacher behaViOr,l' but
genuineness as a personal process. All of .is must try:
to lay asii412 who we are supposed to be as a physical
educatot:and begin to ask who we can be and want
to be, Awar vets are not.lirhited to our stu-
deritS.!;We ust become aware` of the influences on

.

'6W-selves our profession-46' be a jock, to dress
the part, to be able to demoriStra*Ao check show-
ers, to putskill-building first, all therest 13--and oldie
goal model, teaching methods, cuiriculurn,.evalua-,
tioniatid teacher behavior options open to us:Then,
With an apprOpriate knowledge base and some un-
derstanding of self-control techniques we canibeilin
to build our, own set-Ise ,.of professional identity.
Genuineness is a natural outgrowth of thislprocess.

Three teacher, behavior concepts furtlier clarify
and augment the therapeutic triad: accepting,, ex
piessing 1.feelingS,,.:and listening." Just accepting

without necessarily agreeing With student behavior
(let alone being ,lerhpathiC) is a major accomplish-
ment, especiallY4lppe face of oNiwhelming body
odor, obvious drug Use during the school day,1'nd
on and oh. The distinction between acceptance and
agreemept Is Crucial but often lost in middle class
teacher rhetOric aimed at pointing out to students
what they ought to be doing with their lives. Accept-
ing,student behavior is easier for teachers who like,
th`e ,kids, an obvious but often overlooked point. I
have found so-called alienated youth easy to like, at
least in the gyp, so their behavior thiesn't disturb me
(much). Many teachers don't, won't, or cart like
problem kids; to flip extent that they have a choice,
they should work 11.1i gtudents/cflents/people ,they
can like and accept.

Expiessing one's feelings about a AudOlit:S
behavior good or bad, labeling these Cornmentii4
feelings rather than fact's, and explaining the'reago
for the feelingsiS another teacher behaVior co
that supports' the therapeutic triad. isidamt:j1un
ing feelings and perceptions rather than Objective
tru1h..s; the teacher is rpote)i4eh't to,come across asa,':iy
3erSOh..than. as.a jycle',and jury. This principle ex". ;7'-'

tei,c1s1O poihting out:Individual development or irn$P° 1.1

a V ;61

"Many teachers d
won't,' or can't like pro
lem .kids; to the extent
that they' have 'a choice,
they., should woric.witii
tudents /clients Ipeople

/they can like and ac
cep .



provement; the teacher is simply expressing a pro-
fessional opinion from a subjective perspective. The
result may be to reinforce and manipulate, but the
act is an honest one, flowing from one's feelings and
perceptions and so Libeled. At Hoover, after I had
physically jerked a student off the gym floor I shared
my feelings with the class. I was angry. I was wrong.
Being shoved around frequently, they were bewil-
dered at my remarks, but that day was a turning
point in our relationship. The 00_6- two classes I

taught at Hoover never tnatchecthC.iir receptivity to
instruction from that day on.

Probably the most emotional experience I had at
Harding (or anywhere else) occurred the last day of
school. I told them that I feit we had moved from
rules to a relationship, but that from now on they had
to take charge of themselves without our relation-
ship. I also recalled the numerous mistakes I had
made during the year, that in my view life was a

process of trying to reduce the number of mistakes,
and that at age 14 or 15 they were experiencing the
same process. Then I went around the room calling
each student by, name and telling each what I felt he
had accomplished during the year, how I felt about
his progress, and what I felt he needed to do to take
charge of himself. I told those who I felt were my
friends just-that, those who seemed to show physical
Or behavioral or attitudinal improvement just that,
and those who still had problems with freedom Or

self-responsibility just that. They were never more
attentive or receptive. (My talks usually elicited some
negative responses; see Chapter IV.) Excerpts: To
Cleotis: "Just seeing you mode my day brighter.- To
Michael: "You've' qot good looks, brains, physical
ability, but soineolii:`, needs to hire im elephant to sit
on Volt to get you to use those talents. In the long
run, even that won't work, you've got to figure it out
yourself and eventually take charge of yourself." To
I iliqtr "Most improved." To Cednc: -Do you re
member when I asked you it you l.11,111tCCI to tiql1f.)

We've come a long way together." (See his re-
sponse, page 50.) To Ray and Jerry: You two don't
need a teacher. In fact, you've been the teacher in
many ways." To Ronnie: know you've got a
rough situation at home, but you've got to quit using
that as an excuse for your behavior and start taking
charge of yourself." (See his response, page 71J To
Joree: ."Two things have saved you in here: I like
youI don't kfick'WhYand you've got all the tools.
You just need.to use them more than once a month."

A third teacher behavior concept that is relatecl to
the therapeutic triad involves listening to students.
Encouraging them to talk, to express their feelings
and goals, and paraphrasing what you thought they
said or felt constitute part 9f the skill of listening.
The other part involves talking to students in ques-
tion rather than answers as much as possible,
supplemented by describing possible options and
related' experiences you have had which emphasize
the problem-solving process rather than the an-
swers. When Sam was caught and returned to
Hoover School after running away, I just asked-him
whether it was worth it. To my surprise, he replied "It
was and it wasn't.- I told him I didn't undo-stand.
"Well,- he replied, "I really had a good time, but it
set my parole hack six months!' We had opened up
a dialog_ and I had gotten a pc'ek Sara's head.
If I had iust told him the answer (my answer) which
was, of course, that it evas really dumb to run away
just before coming up for parole, it would have been

short one -sided monolog.

Specific Strategies

To facilitate progress further toward the affective
sukoals, o counseling cloy can be designated even)
week or tk.vo at which time the StlIdClItSIA111t11'il. oWll

d general task Or perhaps just d play
JOY) while the teacher wanders around talking indi
vidually to stlIdl'IltS. frac hers liti1.1(111V tR) to (10tiliti
before u1. after class iu the locker 1.00111, but those
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time slots aren't long enough or free enough to talk
in depth to all students. Sometimes I would.only get
to three or four students during the designated
period, but by keeping track of the "counseled"
students I eventually got around toeveryone at least
several times during the year. We talked about
whatever came to their mind or minehow things
were going, w1at they were thinking and feeling,
what they would like to be doing, their reaction to
problems I saw in their behavior. Some teachers
prefer to prepare an agenda for each student ahead
of time; others are more comfortable discussing
whatever comes to either party's mind. As this pro-
cedure becomes habitual and as students increas-
ingly take charge of their learning, formal counseling
days will no longer be necessary; the procedure will
have become an integral part of the class. Many of
the specific behavioral strategies described below
also support the, affective subgoals. For example,
open negotiation which emphasizes the student as a
negotiator rather than as a passive recipient of
someone else's lesson plan should engender feelings
of being both self-directed and unique as well as
focus the student's attention on his/her behavior.

BEHAVIORAL SUBGOALS AND
STRATEGIES

Subgoals

Behavior is often used as an indicator of progress
in the affective, cognitive and psychomotor cate-
gories. The creation of El separate category for be-
havioral subgoals and strategies recognizes behavior
as a unique entity distinct from feeling, thinking, and
performing large muscle activities.

The first behavioral subgoal deals with the "who
can I be?" restrictions inherent in living in a social
unit:
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1. Not to interfere with the rights of others (in-
cluding the teacher's right to teach and other.
students' right to learn).

The next two behavioral subgoals emphasize the
process of becoming "who I want to be" in contrast
to who I am supposed to be."

2. To give reasons COI- the choices I make and to
accept personal responsibility for those
choices.

3. To set personal goals and move towards those
goals.

The last behavioral subgoal reflects an explicit effort
to encourage students to answer "how can I help
others?" and "how can others help me?" by behav-
ing with sensitivity toward and empathy for others.

4. To show some sensitivity toward, and em-
pathy for, others. .

The Setting

The emphasis on choice, described as part of the
affective setting, gives students the opportunity to
act, to do, to choose. If a rule prohibiting interference
with the rights and freedoms of others is emphasized
and enforced, it will stand out in bold relief as a
hard-line regulation in an otherwise open program,
thereby underscoring its importance in student be-
havior.

Teacher Behavior

The teacher-student relationship is crucial to de-
veloping a self-discovery dialog between teacher,
and student and eventually within the student him/
herself, a dialog which often leads to self-imposed
behavioral change.,Key teacher behaviors in facilitat-
ing such a dialogoje being able to:

accept stusiebt behavior which floes not match
one's owit valwis so;that the student sees that



he/she doesn't have to be like the teacher or
even like him/her to function effectively in class;

listen to student reasoning and to offer alterna:
tives;

view one's own identity and value system as an
option rather than as the answer for all students.

These teacher behavior% have been discussed
under affective strategies, pages 31-34.

Behavioral subgoals also require that teacher-8*de-
velOp the ability to confront students when the rights
of others (including the teacher) are being disre-

' garded and to point out the potential consequences*,
of a ..student's choice. Confronting students may
mean separating a student from the group to talk
with him/her about interfering with your right, to
teach or other students' right to learn.. It may mean

,. making a plan together to change the student's be-
havior, separating the student from the group tem-
porarily or even referring the student if the behavior
continues to interrupt class. It may mean only a look
or a reminder or a "non-participation" for the day.

Mental preparation for a wide range of potential
student misbehaviorsi.e., thinking, out possible
'situations, predicaments and confrontations each
day before classhelps. But since no two situations
or students are alike, the crucial open skill is the.
teacher's ability to match situation, student, be-
havior and teacher reaction in a way that reduces the
disruptive' behavior without interfering with other
subgoals (such as feeling good about self). My first
reaction to Cedric's frequent interference with my.
teaching Was to threaten to give him a noriH
participation or referral. That didn't work, so I asked
him if he wanted to fight. That worked for a little
while because he respected toughness, but lw still
saw no reason to stop interfering with class (he prob
ably saw no reason for being in class). I finally tried
separating him from the class fora talk. In our second
talk, I said, "ICS probably partly my fault that we

aren't making it," and he replied "It's partly my fault,
too"! From that time on we began to relate to each
Other more positively, and by the end Ofttig year we
were wrestling and joking together and he was work-
ing and even helping others.

Phil was always the last one to,sit down so class
could begin, ant he had difficulty paying' attention.
My reaction' was usually a gentle reproof because-,
like him, (who knows why) and.becauSe he alwaYs
came to class. As a result, his behavior did not im-
prove. However, he did respond when I confronted
him directly, probably because of theT"relationship
that had developed through our frilly sparring
during the year. One time another student accused
him of stealing something. He was in the middle of
vigorously denying everything when I interrupted
him: "Be straight with me, Phil." He returned "the
goods."

Students also need to be confronted with the
choices they.,.have ,made. For example, a student
would be absent three out of five days ina week;
when I showed hirri his attendance record the next
week he would typically respond, "I don't think I
missed that much." That sounds like con artistry,
and there was some (perhaps a lot), but I am con-
vinced that in most instances the student was really
not aware that he had cut that much. When given
Chdices, students would often choose to play at
some familiar activity rather than trying to improve
or try something new. My response (40 times a
week): Its your body and 30 minutes out of your
life. Just so you're on top of what you are doing.. .

By the end of the year, confronting was reduced to
reminding students that they had to "move their
bodies" if they wanted credit. On'e clay Dewey
boxed a tough upperclassman who had drifted in
(people were always drifting in); he was scared but .

chose to do it after I asked him if he was going to
move his body sometime during the period or just
spectate. When I asked Cedric the same question he
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responded, "Will n4nning four laps do it?," to which
I replied, "If that's okay with you It's okay with me."
It was and he did. Jut saying 'c'mon, you can
handle it" to several students who weren't going to
participate in the nine-minute run post-test was suffi-
cient to get them on the track and Moving. But it was
a long haul getting to that point. The message's that
some kind of confrontation, Often just a gentle re-
minder, will prod 'students to take another look at
their choices, especially if the student-teacher rela-
tionship groundwork has been laid.

Specific Strategiesi

Behavioral subgoals, particularly those concern-
ing choice and goal-setting, spawned a long list of
specific strategies, most of which Were designed to
move the student from the teacher's spelledut
consequences for certain choices to a relationship in
which the student and teacher plan together and,
finqlly, perhaps in the distant future, to selidirection.

self-defense books on the floor and told them that
the hour was theirs as long as they stayed in the area
and sometime during the period got a partner,and a
book and tried something shown in the pictures.
About half the students got their noses into a book
but only, actually tried anything, twp of whom
rarely demonstrated such initiative. I talked briefly
with tie class at the end of the period, mentioning
the four students who not only, followed directions
but made some choices and carried them out.

The next day of the combatives unit I asked them
,how much freedom they should have to make
choices (not much response). This approach was

in fitness ("overload yourself in at least
three areas"), relaxation-yoga ("do anything we've
practiced"), and during the open negotiation grading
period ("move your body"). In each case I preceded
the loosening with some structure and tried to follow
up'both the grouphow did they think they handled
it?and individually="Alonzo, why don't you and

This progression was not aimed at getting, the , Willie go next door and work on your own?" or
teacher inside the student's head but at getting the "Joree,: you and I need to work out a more specific
student inside his/her own head. Reconciling -this..., progran for you to follow."
progression with affective subgoals andistrategies, One day J talked about their sense of their own
which emphasize a comfortable setting, proved to be future, then gave them a free day. The next day we

discussed what they did or didn't do with their time
and whether they needed more direction. Students
who worked and played on the trampoline were
constantly bickering and fighting (including one
fistfight) over the rules (e.g., how to take turns, how
long to be on the trampoline). My response was to
give them room to Thnke their own decisions until
their stream of complaints grew to a torrent, then to
require that they rnake' a new plan (and a new plan
and a new plan), then, at their insistence, to institute
some kind of external police system for a while (usu-
ally an upperclassman to arbitrate disputes), then
ask them to try it on thOr own again.

A related strategy, utilized feedback, A particularly
important concept in working with students geared

exceedingly difficult; the following strategies reflect
this struggles and, in some places, reveal a ragged
interface -)etween the affective and behavioral cate-
.gories.

The,usuahmekod for class control ady6cated by-
public school teachers and some teacher educators
is the funnel principle: start strict, lockstepping stu-
dents through their paces, then gradually loosen up.
An alternative strategy is the accordion principle in
which students are given some freedom, knowing
they will make mistakes, followed by discussions
with them about how they used their freedom and
what needs to be tightened or lOoseneci next time,'

For examp10, toward the end of a combatives unit
I dumped a pile of boxing, wrestling, martial arts, and



to immediate rather than deferred gratification. The
regular Harding High School physical education
program allows students to plan arad carry out their
own programs the last 10 weeks (fourth grading
period) of the school year if they can demonstrate at
that time some understanding of the concepts pre-
seoted during the year. My students at Harding could
not wait three-quarters of the school year; in, fact.
most of them could not sustain irl crest, more than
one week without substantial fee ack. Each week
their attendance record was poste showing, by ini-
tials, each student's cumulative days absent.without
excuse, torches, early cuts (before the bfll rang), and
their resulting grade to date-As the starents became
aware of this system, their complaints about their
report card grades diminished and, by the third grad-
ing period, ceased completely. To cakrry out personal
program contracts they had writ-ten, they were re-
quired to string together what became known as five
clean days (attend class on time, try during the
period, check out before leaving), again providing
attendance feedback (and behavior modification).

Specific activities also provide opportunities for
feedback in relation to behavior. In volleyball, each
student demonstrated and critiqued his own bump
and set followed by my critique. In gymnastics, stu-
dents checked in every time they finished trying one
of the events, thereby receiving feedback for their
effort. In baslulqball, they reported their progress
clown a task card list, of skills each day. In weight
training they selected theit' own goals and exercises
(see Fitness Day Choices in Appendix, pages 102-
103) and were regularly reminded of their choices.
They vere given feedback on the extent tp',which
they carried out (were accountable for) their per-
sonal program contracts and on the accuracy and
details of their open negotiation journals.

Robert, checking out the boundaries as usual, got
two of his friends and classmates in trouble t,vith
another teacher and in tile process violated- his per-

sonal.program contract. Th next day I removed his
personal program privileges in front of the group and
we talked about responSibility for our :choices.
Robert received immediate and direct feedback, and
others got some feedback vicariously.

.A specific strategy' of daily options extends the
notion of choices beyond those already described as
part of the affective setting. Five such options were
introduced in the Harding program, but teachers
may find that some of these options are inappropri.-
ate for thern or that their sequence needs to be
rearranged. On their first day of class (which varied
considerably since students were joining all year
long), Harding st dents were given two options:
participate and r'ec ve credit for the day or sitput for
no credit. The firs,i option embodied the principle of
"trying. it- and be Lame known as the lockstep option
since they were being lOckstepped through activities
of the teacher's choice. The second option carried
with it., the disadvantage of moving them one non-
participation closer to failing the class, but it was
clearly an optio : students who chose to sit out were
not hassled, tiro ed to participate, or used as a bad
example.

A third option was added soon after the course got
underway: one day each week was set aside for
personal programs, and students who chose to fill
out a contract based' on making a plan tinder level
two's "who can' I be`?" question and who were able
to post five clean days in a row were allowed to put
their contracts into effect. Anyone who met the
criteriathree students on the first claywas al-
lowed.to go; I did not veto those whom I didn't trust.

Ithougli the personal program option had been
explained in detail and a class session had been
devoted to filling out contracts, as' soon as the first
three students took off on their own the others
wonted 1,, know where they were going and how
they could get to go! I was beginning to learn that
some students don't listen or have learned not to
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trust teachers, or 6ottv_. -In "O- week, eight students
were on personal 'programs (out of an average at-
tendance of 30 or so). The others were placed on a
lockstep fitnes program (see-Appendix, page 104)
conducted by an upperclassman. By the third grad-
ing period, a more detailed personal program con-
tract was introduced and required in order to extend
-their personal programs to twice a week. Over 'half
the class qualified for this two-day option (complete
with five clean days) on the fiist day.

The first contract asked them to match a "Who can
I be?" option with an activity or combination of
activities and to explain briefly. how they were going
to carry out their plan. The second contract asked
them to place themselves somewhere on the aware-
ness level progression, to match "who can I be?"
options With activities, and to indicate how they
could measure progress towards their goals. (See the
two contracts in the Appendix, pages 74-78.) Their
measurement ideas took some bizarre forms, but
several timed themselves or reported their latest
"weight lifting record or showed me a new skill.

However, there were problems. George couldn't
write so he told me what he wanted to do and I wrote
his contract. Shawn had weight loss clearly in mind
as his goal but had difficulty staying with his pro-
grarri, shooting baskets-was more fun than burning
calories. Jim complained that he couldn't discipline
himself to do his own weight training program, so we
worked out a deal: he told me what he wanted to do,
I told it back to him, he 'did it and reported back to
me! Cleotis changed his program, when he learned
that wrist curls would strengthen his wrists for box-
ing. Ronnie was forever wanting to change his pro-
gram after trying it one time.

On a typical personal program day, 10 to 15
students would be in the weight room doing the
lockstep program, 5 or 6 more would also be in the
weight room doing their own prkate routines and 2
would be boxing ind 2 more working on karate drills
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in a small room (with the guidance Of books'" and,
especially at first, my presence). About 5 students
would .be working at or playing basketball, 5 or sci
would be doing gymnastics or trampoline (also with
books '' and under the supervision of another
teacher by arrangement), and 1 or 2 doing agility
drills or relaxation/yoga. A few weight trained half
the period and played basketball or on the tram-
poline or jogged the oth'er half. I roamed around,
helping students with knoWledgeJelated questicins
(hOw to improve) or asking knowledge-related ques-
tions or, in some cases, questions related to carrying
out their plan ("D4 your goals and behavior
matchT,').

Well into the second semester a fourth option was
introduced., open negotiation daily. A person on
open negotiation simply did whatever he wanted to
and kept a journal of his activities and "how it went."
Rather than specific goal-setting ox "frOnt-end"
planning, op\m negotiation allowed students to plan
as they went along or to be spontaneous, followed
ipy a "back-end" evaluation. A student on open
negotiation time checked in independently and
checked out by handing in his journal, not by making
roll call at the bell. Unless a class meeting was
scheduled, he was, on his own entirely. To qualify for'
open negotiation, the student l to demonstrate
some understanding of the levek awareness. We
had covered this material in class, but copies, of a
Class Guide (see Appendix, pages 92-102) which
covered everything were also available for study by
those students who were interested in obtaining free
time. The test over this Material. (see Class Guide)
proved to be too difficult, even with a voluntary
coaching session attended by ,d5,.students: only 2
students passed (it took them three tries) and were
placed on open negotiation almost every day from
.that day on. Sol finally loosened the requirements,.
held oral exams, tutored, cOached and pulled and
pushed, accepted bits and pieces, and, by the last 10

weeks had most of the class keeping j ournals
At this point the personal programs and the five

clean day requirement were scrapped, replaced by
.open negotiation with all students regarding tardies,
cuts, absences, entries in their journals, personal
options they had chosen for themselves that they
never seemed to get to relations with other students,
and so on. The handful of lockstep students had to
check in and out but were treated much the. same
way; in fact, a couple of them were "A" students
whO simply chose a little more regulation rather than
filling out a journal daily.. I read the journals every
day and wrote comments asking for more details or
making suggestions for improving their skills or just
letting them know I was reading what they were
writing. Here are some excerpts from what they
wrote:

Thomas: "I played basketball and did like you
said worked with my left hand."

Scott; "Today I jogged a half Mile and got more
height on the mini -tramp and landed perfectly on
my feet one time."

Bill: "Played on tramp: three bounced. Then
worked on tramp skills. Had fun today."

Maurice: "I cleaned out my locker today. Didn't
feel like doing PE." (This comment caused me to
ask him why he didn't feel like doing anything. I
found out that he had just returned from being
questioned)tioned about stealing equipmeint in another
class.

Mathew: "Went On tramp. Went pretty good.
Wanted to run laps but forgot."

Cleo0s: "Yesterday sorry Doc for not writing but
me and Paul were over at swimming pool. I was in
a hurry to catch bus that's why I t write."
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Howard: l was boxing with Cleotis and I learned
that I could punich faster than I thought I could."

Dan: "Tennis todaypractice serving and
backhand. Court was wet."

Ray: "Tried roundoff back handsprings and
goofed off. I almost have roundoff back hand-
springs."

Teachers often criticize the use of contracts and
journals because students tend to lose therrr. None of

_ the Harding students ever lost a journal (or a per-
sonal program contract), and theseiguys were sup-
posed to be the least responsible students in school!
Anothe'r common complaint is that students will just
play if allowed to be totally on their own. Many did
play basketball or on the trampoline, a legitimate
option according to the goal model, but non-play
choices were also in evidence: students swam,
worked on tennis and gymnastic skills, weight
trained, jogged and boxed. Every week or so a class
meeting was held to remind students that they were
in charge of themselves, that it was their bodies and
lives, that they appeared to play more and work less
which was, of course, their choice. These speeches
usually resulted in a brief flurry of running and
weight training by a few students; the rest continued.
to go their own way.

A final option was introduced well into the second
semester: transfer, to study hall and try again next
year. By this time a number of students who were still
on my roster were showing upless than once a week.
This option allowed a formal confrontation with each
of the students and resulted, surprisingly, in losing
only one but. in getting three to attend with some
regularity for the rest of the year. Others weren't
affected either way, and I U. in' t push them. More
than anything else it helped some of these students
look at the choies open-to them and their conse
quences.
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Handing out rewards for desirable behavior, such-
as good grades for good attendance or person&
programs fcamassing five clean days, smacks of

vbe havior modification. The intrusion of behavior
modification into any program with which I am as-
sociated, especially one as close to my heart as the
alienated youth project, is surprising to say the least
inasmuch as I have argued vigorously and publicly
against such intrusions," However, my public ar-
guments did not take into account the severe limita-
tions of (my) charm d a comfortable setting in
implementing my godririodel. It is difficult to teach
anyone anything if no one show's up! Or if they won't
give you perTission to try. It took 33 weeks for
Robert to smile in my presence! One teacher ob-
served that it was well Into the second semester
before really saw that they were with you." Part of
their reaction to me can be traced to two mistakes: I
was too verbal At the beginning, and I came across as
"soft" in a world of two teacher typeshard
(teacher rolls over students) and soft (students roll
over teacher). At any rate, I folind it necessary to
employ some kind of reward system to lift my pro-
gram off the ground.

Grades did not work very well as reinforcers be-
cause many students were sufficiently turned off to
school so that grades. did not matter to them, al-
though their impact was more noticeable as soon as
students realized that weekly grades were being
posted. Personal programs and the open negotiation
option, both of which many students .freely trans-
lated as doing what they wanted to do, worked as a
reinforcer beyond my )wildest expectations. For
example, for Robert the'consequence of being able
to play basketball was sufficient to motivate him to
come to class for five days in a row for the first time in
14 Weeks! And he didn't just play but even worked
on his jump shot (a little)! Almost everyone worked
with the Class Guide in order to pass the test for free
time. Bien fiat(' guys Dewey and Cedric spent
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whole periods trying to find answers in the Class
Guide! One of the residual benefits of employing
behavior modification was that students such as
Robert, whom I didn't trust, could get out on their.
own the same as everyone else if they met the mini-
mum rules. They were not subjected to my private
judgment of their behavior.

I did have trouble with the Manipulative implica-
tions of reinforcement;, they were behaving in line
with my behavioral subgoals only bedause I was
pulling the strings. To help me feel better, I told them
this repeatedly, emphasizing that my goal was to
move them toward taking charge of 'themselves
while their goal was to do what they wanted to do
and that the reward system was intended to facilitate
my, goal as tvell as theirs. They listened politely.
When I threw two kids out of clasS one day for
repeatedly talking while I was carrying on (and on),
the whole clags was transformed into an angelic choir
for two or thr4 days. When they began to float back
to earth, I asked them how long they would have
stayed transformed if I had slugged the two kids
instead of just tossing them out of class, again trying.
to stress the manipulative power of consequences.

. Behavior modification also found its way into my
work at- Hoover School. After about two class ses-
sions of self-defen'se,: students:began complaining
about having to do it (or anything else). So self-
defense was made optional, but three homemade
belt levels with requirements for each and a letter of
certification on Portland State stationery were an-
nounced At the same time. Eight students out of
about 35 eventually qualified for the first belt, several
more worked at it, and a few mastered most of the
requirements for the second belt. One student even
stayed an hour after he was to be released to take a
belt test!

As the Harding program moved toward open ne-
gotiation, we talked about moving away from rules
and toward a relatibnship and eventual self-

J.

direction, since except for one or two of them, rules .

and rewards were no longer needed. Some proba-
bly still saw the open negotidtion option as a reward,
but as that option became a reality, most students
seemed at least to feel the differencea feeling
which surfaced in their evaluations of the class at the
end+of the year (sge.Chapter IV).

One indication of this change came near the end
of the year. I had been out of town and upon return-
ing had trouble believing the subNtute's record of
absences, tardies and.iuts. I met with the class to go
over the record, telling them they would have be
lockstepped for a while if 'they had really re essed
this much but that I found' it hard to b6lieve. I read .,

the record and asked each student to adjust his own
record to make it accurate, that I would take his
word. Almost every student said it was accurate, that
they had taken advantageof t sitUation. I thanked
them, and we lockstepped ourse ves through the rest
of the week.

Another indication was Joree's initial refusal to do
one of the 'fitness_ post -tests for an upperclassman
who was handlirfg make-ups. I told him it was his
decision, that I wasn't going to hassle him but would
go out and administer fhe test for hint if 'he decided to
do it. He did it. At the end of the year, those in
troublethat is, those railing by my attendance
standardsand those between grades negotiated a
grade for themselves, mostly by trying to develop
some kind of rationale for the higher grade; again I
was imprescl with the change in their behavior, in
the way they 'handled the negotiation.

The students' tendency to treat each other in a
survival -of- the fittest manner (a constant scanning
for weaknesses to attack) provided the target for yet ,,
another behavioral strategy: focusing on others. The
first step in this strategy is tOnstitute the rule that
thou shalt not interfere with the rights of others along
with the message that we all have to function in a .*

social unit so let's at least stay out of each other's
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way. Be helpful or be neutral but don't be destruc-
tive: we can't afford it. The next step is more difficult;
it mostly involves the Use of teachable moments to
emphasize sensitivity' toward, and empathy for,
others. Fortunately (or unfortunately), such mo-
ments are plentiful.

Larry, one of my special education students diag-
nosed as emotionally disturbed, was an easy mark.
One time several students put a lighted match to his
shirt. I kna we were making progress when Sotiie-
one started complaining about Larry never doing
anything but was interrupted from a voice in the
crowd, "Let him alonejust take care of yourself."
About midway in the year one of the black students
in my, class) was physically assaulted by several
whites after schbol. Afterward, he was helped by a,
white kid from ins/class. The next day I talked about
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rising above the black-white issue to help someone
Who has a need. I was interrupted by a'`what color

.;'areiyou?" from Joree, one of the hard ore blacks,
but before I could respqnd, Alonzo, perhaps the
biggest blackin class, turned around and said "Shut
up!" (Remember: we're looking for even the tiniest
improvement!)

CC

Perhaps the best examplk at Harding involved
boxing. During the last mon s of the'progrprnmore
and more white students cranked up their courage to
give bdxing a try; in the beginning it was strictly a
black activity. Those who had been at it most of the
year could nail these newcomers at will. We, talked
about reaching beyond themselves, beyond looking
good, to help someone else learn. I was nervous at
first but got so comfortable near the:end that I would
even leave the room while they were boxing. As far
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as I could tell; there were neither bloody noses nor
bruised feelings; some learning even took place. The
term level one was used to refer to any behavior
detrimental to the group or which reflected an ab-
sence of self- responsibility, and by the .end othe
year hardly a day would pass thati didn't hearsome
student say, "Looks it that level one behavior" or
"You're level one.' in one sense They were still
attacking each other, but at least their criteria for
such attacks had shifted to self- and group, responsi-
bility. There were.Other ef.arriPleshard guy Cedric
helping uncoordinated Scott d6 flip on the mini-
tramp .and the whole trampoline crowd trying to
cope with each, other's needs. And on and on. Each
timel tried to focus the class's attention on the
behavior and its connection to level three.

Planned activities can also facilitate focusing on
others, for example, by introducing competitiv'e
games ,which ,stress eooperation such as requiring
three hits on aside in volleyball, games requiring the
whole class to complete a task, and creating new
games using small group meetings. Promising'stu-
dents that they will play Minimizes the moans and
groaris that often accompany the introduction of
new activities (behavior modification again).

COONITIVE SUBGOALS AND STRATEGIES

Siltogoals

For alienated youth, gtasping some cognitive un-
derstanding of physical education concepts and
awareness level toricepts is Perhaps less impOi-tant
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than feeling good about the(experience ancbehav- a fitness, motor learning, or awareness leVel concept' '.
ing in responsible, senSifivd, ways, although knowl- followed by a ,physical activity that connects the
edge cannot be truly dissociated from any of the concept to experience. Afitness concept such as
categories. One subgoal focuses on the develop- overload can be briefly explained and experier'iced
ment of a knowledge base to facilitate' making and in a few minutes. Eventually, the teacher can Say
carrying out a plan ("WhO I want to be"): "overload your uPper. body for the next couple of

.1. To understand basic fitness and *iotor learn
minutes" and just watch the concept in action.
Learning to do any motor skill can easily' be tied to

ing concepts (so that I can impleinent my per
motor learning principles so that the student begins

sonal program on my own). to understand how to 'learn on his/her own. For'
Another subgoal is designed to help the student 'example, the Hardingstudents were asked how they
understand the whole awareness level process: could learn to do a flip on the trampoline which led to

a discussion of getting the picture in one's head:,and.:.
2. To understand the levels of awareness (as receiving some feedback. Then :7they ;tried it (or'"

described in Chapter H).
. something easier). This can be kept simple and

...
' brief, 'chipping,away a little at a time all year long. A

Teacher Behavior describenumber of books deribe the conceptual, approach
in some detail." The 'fitness and motor, learning__

The three most impOrtant teacher behaviors in concepts I used are contained in the Class Guide in
'.... ,support of the cognitive subgoals are 1. Ask the AppendiX.

questions rather than give answers; 2.. Be concrete, '.' The same principle applies to introducing or
using specific examples from class and tying lectures ':reviewing the. awareness level concepts, but the
and discussions to the day's activity; 3. Don't be too ':Concepts. are more = a,bstract:.arid less clearly/
verbal (especially with alienated yout . At Harding, ., connected to physical '',education activities.
I had considerable difficulty behavin Sometimesthese ways. Soetimes the teacher may choose to keep his/her

6..)

I wanted to tell my students what they ought to know approach well within the student'S readiness level; at
ad nauseum, as they wiggled around waiting to do other times it-may be beSt to encourage them to
whatever was on tap for the day. I told, they listened. reach a little. At Harding, we talked a lot about the
I not only had trouble asking questions and shutting need to look good and about the roles we all play to
up, it was even more difficult to think of ways to get help us look good or to avoid looking bad. I created
across the awareness level message. The usual and repeatedly referred to sortie typical roles being
response to what I thought was an eloquent lecture ,acted out in class: the hard guy (tough, pushes others
was blank stares ("Who is this crazy?" )! around), the con artist. (the Manipulator); the

lockstepper (unwilling to take responsibility {or his

Specific Strategies behavior.), and the headhanger (pouts, withdraws,
"poor the"). I encourage' them. to look at their

A reasonable schedule for introducing or behavior: the roles they play, who is influencing
reviewing concepts is to set aside the first five min- them, . why they choose basketball or whatever,
utes of .each class period for concept lectures/ why triey do better or worse at some activities than
discussions. This means a brief-verbal introduction of others, whether they are willing to be responsible for
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what they d& whether they are really:in eontrol,of
their own live how they relate to others.

We talked repeatedly about personal options we
could choose for Ourseivesin_physical education,.
tying ..these discussions to open .'negoIatiop.:

personi&PfograM c.',6r.itracts arid fitness day
choices (see Appendix, pages 74-78, 102). I shared
with them my perception of their world as "stick or
be stuck,-that they all seemed to be equipped with a.
rada^r device capable of zeroing in on a weakneSs in
someone else in record time. I read some passages
from ddrinth6ri Liiiingston Seagull'" and drew
parallels from their own physical potentialities. The
concept.of uniqueness in learning was emphasized
by employing a variety of teaching methods--e.g.,
command style, task 'cards, problem-solvingand
talking about the connection. _From time to time
would ask them why'we did SolnAhingaparticular.
way, for example, the optional uniform arid shower
requirement. Sornetives, as in the case of this

requirement, they knew (e.g., 'we.; need to make
decisions' for ourselVes''); other' "times they were
Uncertain, giving rrie'a chance to cover the concept
again.

The four awareness .levels:_ form a progression
from no 'awareness to .an:'hitegration of the
awareNs leireishich gives the teacher sOrne gbid-
ance in prepai-jng mini-lectures/discussions.

_Assigning a particular time block to 'a specific
'awareness level provides even more structpre. For
example, one day ei\ch week can be designatet1 as
a level three day which focuses on self-other
awareness concepts' and the connection of these
concepts to cooperative and-coMpetitiv.e games and
to the act of helping peeit..learn skills: By designating
is faiirth grading period as open negotiation

Harding, I could refer thrOughout the year to the'
integration conceptof level four as acoming event.

To help me reciuCe'tkie:concepts to the. students'
readiness leve4 and to provide written concept de-
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scriptions for the students, I developed a Class.quicie
for my; Harding students (see Appendix, paides 92-
102)T.he Class Guide covered both the awareness
levelS and the fitness and learning concepts em-

,

PSYCHOMOTOR SUBGOALS AND
STRATEWES

Subgoals
phasized throughout the year and was available the Last and least in my: subgoal priorities is the
second semester to anyne who wanted to study for psychomotor subgoal. This should come as no sur:
the open negotiation ex. m. On a given day, zero to ..priSe in a publication titled Beyond Balls and Oats,'
five students would' rave their" noses in a Class, but once again the separation is artificial. The 'stU-.
Guide, and several 'borrowed them 'overnight. Two dents' feelings behavior and thoughts operate
students even used their English class to study. the within the context of, and are usually aimed at,
Guide (a mixed .blessing)! Activity books were also physical activities. The first .psychomotor sUbgoalls,

. made available, although, with the exception of a intended to emphasize the students' uniqueness,
well-Worn karate book; these books were not ("Who'am'1?"); porehtials,a0 limits .("Who can I

'much demand. The awareness levels were afsb built be?" ), and persdnal options ("Who can I be? ")The
into the pers.Onal program contracts;:and students second subgoal foceuses on the play dimension of
making a plan were required to. determine their cur -'1 level one:
rent awareness level. Not surprisingly, no one 1. To try a wide range of physical activities and'
checked level one bit those stUdentsf'perceiVed'as physical performance tests
operating rnhch of. the time at level one generally
saw themselves at leVel twb *rather than at levels 2. To play
three or four.

The use of feedback can 'facilitate cognitive as well
Specific Strategies

as behavioral' subgoals. A knowledge test (see AP- Trying an activity means being exposed; it does
pendix, pages 79-84) can be administered at the not mean tournaments, graded routines or forced
beginningeand.end of the program to give studgpts competition of any kind. All'"heavy duty" competi-
an indication of the concepts they learned cluding the tion such as blood-and-grits games and going into
year.' T''acIw[s usually use/ such tests for grading the pit (to box or Wrestle) is strictly optional. In
plirposes, here the prirpos'e is entirely for feectback, gymnastics it may mean trying the beginning routine
to show students resrilts.and improvement. At flard- in each event by cliMbing on the equipment and
ing, students were also given a weight triiiing struggling a little.. In weight training it may mean
cheater test in which they had to answer 1() ques- 'going through a prescribed routine, in volleyball it
tions but could cheat to get the answers. I bet them may mean trying to bump and set properly.. In dance
that no' one'would get all 10 answers right, even by it may mean trying the dances, in baskitr.tball it may
cheating. They loved it--Cheating, that is- -but I was mean working ,oir. shooting, dribbling and passing
right. When'the resultswere posted, we talked about skills. In wrestling it may mean trying a variety of
thein..Another feqtibaCkldea is 'to announce a on moves With a helpful partner and in .swimming it may
cept that has already been introduced-7-e.g., over- mean trying the, Red Cross skills progression. Stu-
lod, static stretching, aerobic improvementask dents can choose to sit, out but to get credit for the
the students to perfbrin the concept, and discuss day they must participAte-or "try it." I ask students
their efforts. who say they already know that they don't like the
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activity to try it my way and that if they still don't like
it in a few clays we can negotiate some kind of a deal.

"I ask students who say
they already know that
they don't like the activity
to try it my way and that if
they still don't like it in a
few days we can negotiate
some kind of a deal."

Considerable energy has been expended to figure
out what is the subject matter of physical education,
what it is that students ought to be trying. The boun-
daries of our field are still being debated.2'
of us some freedom to offer students our own ver-
sion with our own emphases. My version divided
physical activities into two groups and five sub-
groups from which a sample was selected for stu-
dents to try. This approach gives students some
exposure 'to different kinds of activities while alfpw-
ing the teacher an opportunity to select activities in
which he /she has interest, enthusiasm, facilities, etc.
My groups fell into the play world and the real world.
The play world consisted of (1) competitive sport
e.g., football, soccer, basketball, volleyball, track
and field, and (2) non-competitive sporte.g., folk
and square dance, trampoline (could be competi-
tive), swimming (could be competitive). The real
world consisted of (1) fitnesse.g., weight training.
aerobic activities, calisthenics, posture exercises. (2)
body awarenesse.g., relaxation, yoga and (3) real
world skillse.g., self-defense, water safety, -out-
door skills, cooperative games. My emphases were
on fitness and combative-i. Beyond, my own en-

/
thusiasm for and identification with these activities,
fitness provides success without mandatory competi-
tion, can be individnal1ed easily, focuses on the
body,band enables a widd range of porsonal goals to
be met. Combatives on the other hand facilitate
entry into the survival-of-the-fittest world of alien-
ated youth and can help weaker students meet
safety and self-esteem needs. The "try it'' concept,
coupled with contracts and journals, protected stu-'
dents from too large a cldse of my favorite activities.

A third emphasis at Harding was play, not only to
give students something they wanted (as part of the
affective setting) and to reward them for trying an
activity they did not want to try such as yoga (be-
havior modification again!) but also to expose them
to the more spontaneous, free-flowing aspects of
physical activity. They chose to play and with whom
to play. If the sun was out (an infrequent occurrence
in Portlarith, their directions for the clay might be
"co out and run free . . pick the daisies . . . just
don't get trouble." Safety is always a teacher's
concern when students run free. I usually coupled a
safety lecture with the threat of lockstepping those
students who wouldn't take basic safety precautions.
After one such lecture, there was Jim, his feet in the
rings, swinging back and forth high in the sky, with '
one of hisiluddies running back and forth under him
as a spotter!

Unless the program is elective, some kind of
schedule is necessary to bring order to the chaos of
personalized samples across five groups of activities.
The Harding schedule began with two days of fit-
ness, two clays of learning a specific activity (i.e., skill
clays), and one clay of play per week, but I eventually
found that two half periods of play during the skill
clays and one day devoted to cooperation and re-
lated game's worked =better. The skill days were at
first a patchwork of new activities such as relaxation
and self-defense.to expose students to these options.
and old activities such as football and basketball to
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U
keep their interest. As one and then two personal
program contract days intruded into the schedule,
the fitness days were deleted (except for those on the
lockstep fitness routine). At that point, skill days
began to stabilize; student interest allowed us to
spend eight or so sessions' in one activity (spread
across four weeks) before moving on. My goal
throughout 'was to give students a sufficient expo-
sure so that they could evaluate their relationship to
the activitye.g., was it fun? can I do it? does it meet
my needs?and decide whether to pursue it during
their personal programs,, open negotiation time, on
their own now, even later in life. For a few, a couple
of sessions of something new such as relaxation was
sufficient to convince them to try it on their own; for
others, it was the last week of school before they tried
on their own something that we had spent many
days doing as a group; still others never ventured
beyond familiar activities in their persdrial programs
and open negotiation time. Every day of the last 10
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weeks of school was scheduled as open negotiation;
most students kept journals, and Instruction was to-
tally Individualized (or nonexistent).

Pre-post physical performance tests (see Appen-
dix, page 89) can also serve toexpose students to a
variety of physical potentialities such as strength,
muscular endurance, aerobic and anaerobic capac-
ity, flexibility, speed and power as well as to focus
their attention on improving their performanCe over
the year. It was exciting to see alienated youth who
had been sniping at each other all year long ask
about their improvement scores rather than who did
best or who was better and to see students, labeled
by others as uncoordinated, score better on the bal-
ance or some other test than most of the class.
However, the, results of such testslought to be treated
with several grains of salt in front of the. class to
compensate for validity, motivation and similar
measurement difficulties.



Nakiating
the,Prodram\
THFr PROBLEM' OF EVALUATING A
HUMANISTIC MODEL

Humanistic education programs are often
criticized for being non-measurable.' Costa argues
that the evaluation of a humanistic program must be
based on the conditions under which the behavior is
performed, not on the performance itself.' On the
other hand, Morris and Samples and Wohlford have
doubts:

The act of awakening awareness in another . .

cannot be 'watched.' It is an act which can be
comprehended only by somehOw being felt.'

When it comes to humanness, if you can measure
it, it doesn't matter.'

It is a knotty probtm which must be faced. Evalu-
ton means determining to what extent the
ategies are achieving the goals. Otherwise, the

teacher is without guidance for future programs
changes, modifications, deletions, insertionslike a
ship without a rudder.

Evaluation requires a goal model (we have one),
preferably spelled out in some detail (we have four
awareness levels and 12 subgoals), and some
strategies designed to implement the goal model (we
have an abundan'ce of strategies). Since the .aware-
ness levels consist mostly of questions that students
must try to answer for themselves, most of thesub-
goals are proceSs-oriented and not easily trans-
formed into objectively measurable behaviors.
Therefore, a number of overlapping evaluation pr4-
cedures need to be devised to get some notion of the

extent to which one's strategies are facilitating the
goal model. The classical experimental class versus
control group design is too complex and, because of
intact groups,' inappropriate for most teachers' pur-
poses. I devised the following procedures to evaluate
the Harding 'alienated youth project. My results are
included to illustrate the procedures and to share the
extent to which my goal model and strategies
worked.

Subjective Evaluation Procedures

1. Tallies

2. 'Teacher self-grades

3. Anecdotes

'4. Repeated subjective ratings of student behavior

5. Student evaluations of the program

6. Visitor reports

Objective Evaluation Procedures.

7. Knowledge test results

8. Results from self perception scale, _body-image
scale, values clarification questions, and self-.
report

9. Physical performance test results

10. Personal program and journal tallies and con-
tent

Class attendance and referrals compared to
other classes in school

11.
A.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION PROCEDURES

One way to e luate the success of the program is
for the teacher s ply to ask him/hertelf how well
he/she perceives rogram to be working., Re-
cording these subjective perceptions every day ena-
bles the teacher to analyze the continuity and trends
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in his/her perceived successes and failures. At Hard-
ing and to some extent at Hoover School, I recorded
three things eQery.day either after school or, if I was
too depressed from the experience, the next morn-
ing. First, I kept a daily tally of the goals, awareness
levels' and subgoals I had talked about with the
whole class which, by the end of the year, showed
what I had emphasized and neglected throughout
the year. Second, I gave myself three grades each
day (A-F): one for my own self-body-world
connection=how I felt about myself that day, one
for my sense of community with the kids, and one for
my playful spirit. Third, I wrote down any anecdotes
or notes about the day'S experience that might help
me evaluate the program. For example, I partici-
pated with the kidseither with the group in a game
such as volleyball or in a free-for-all wrestling match
or with individuals in boxing, arm wrestling or weight
lifting about 10 times during the year. I tried to write
down my feelings about these experiences; whether
they helped facilitate my goal model, whether I felt
good about doing them, and so on. When Cedric
beat me three times in a row in arm wrestling I was
sure it wasn't worth it; when I asked for a rematch a
couple of days later and he told me he had cheated, I
knew it was!

Four times during the school year I looked at the
class roster and counted those students who were
dropping out Of the program, those who weren't,
and those who were borderline. This was mostly a
subjective evaluation, influenced by attendance as
well as behavior.

At the end of the year I asked a student teacher to
conduct an.in -depth interview with each student and
to record the responses on a form (see Appendix,
pages 90-91). Basically, the questionnaire asked
what they liked and disliked about the program and
about me, what they thought they had le wed (per-
formance, knowledge and self-awarenessr and their
response (good, bad or don't know/don't care) to a
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long list of specific questions related to strategies. An
open-ended pre-program questionnaire which ad
worked well in another program was administ red
early in the year, but the Harding students, di n't
read or express themselves very well on paper so this
procedure was dropped.

Since there were probably 30 or mote visitors to
the class during the year (mostly teachers from the
Portland area), they were asked their impressions of
,the program. One in particular talked briefly with
most of my students one at a time and then wrote a
one -page summary of his impressions.

OBJECTIVE EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Several pre-post test comparisons were con-
ducted in the Harding project:

A 33-item multiple chdice knowledge test consist-
ing of 14 fitness concepts questions, 6 motor learn-

-
ing concepts questions and 13 awareness level
concepts questions (see Appendix, pages 79-84).

A sell:perception scale to measure the student's
_feelings about his .abilities in a number of areas
(see Appendix, page 85).

A body-image scale - designed to measure the
student's feelings about various aspects of his
body and performance (see Appendix, page 84).

A 13-item physical performance test designed to
measure physical performance and improvement,
consisting of a 9/12-minute run, 400-yard run,
40-yard dash with running start, maximum bench
press, push-ups, sit-ups, toe touch, vertical jump,
agility run, stork stand; tennis ball wall volley,
soccer ball wall volley, and triceps body fat (see
Appendix, page 89).

Although the first three tests clearly relate to cognir:
tive and affective subgoals, the rationale for includ-
ing an extensive physical performance battery is not
as obvious. Since critics of this type of program often
argue that students don't improve physically, this
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test battery serves to check out that assumption. The
tests also help students self-evaluate in relation to the
questions "who am I" and "who can I be?" A self-
report and some values clarification questions not
administered to the Harding students were useful in
other settings and have been included in the Appen-
dix, pages 86-88). .

Another source of objective data isthe number of
students who qualified for, and carried out, one-day
and two-day personal programs and Open negotia-
tion journals. The content of personal program con-
tracts and the journals also provide a source of data
since each student recorded what he wanted to do or
what he did,

Further objective data can be 'obtained by com-
paring a student's attendance (tardies, participation,
cuts) and personal programopen negotiation in-
volvement in my class with his behavior in other
classesgrades, referrals to the unit center for be-
havior problems, cuts in other classes, parent con-
ferences at the request of other teachers. This com-
parison giyes some idea of whether students whose
attendance and class involvement improved during
the year did so only in my class. 'My class may have
made a difference either way, but if other forces were
at work they would most likelyos how up across all or
most of the student's school behavior. A comparison
could also be made between this year's physical
education attendance record and last year's.

EVALUATING THE GOAL MODEL

Before turning to the results of my Harding High
School program evaluation, it may be helpful to
relate the evaluation procedures to the goal model.
To evaluate whether the Harding students began to
make their own self-body-world connection, I could
look at-the goal tallies I had made during theyear
concerning this goal, awareness level tw'and re-
lated subgoals to get some idea of how often I

stressed the self-body-world connection versus how
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often I just survived, rolling out the basketball or
whatever. I could also look at my self-grades to see to
what extent lieltthat my own self-body-world con-
nection was "right," art important aspect of the
"magic" of teaching (discuSsed in Vhapter II). I

could also look at student evaluations of the program
and personal program and journal content to deter-
mine whether students felt they were making such a
connection, Data from the self-perception and
body-image scales and perhaps from the physical
performance and knoWledge tests could also help to
determine whether students felt getter about their
connecticins.

To evaluate whether the Harding students began
to feel a sense of community, I could inspect goal
tallies for sense of community and level three em-
hasis during the year; including subgoals of "not
interferingt:with the rights of others" and "show
some sensitivity toward and empathy for others." I
could als$ look at self-grades for my sense of com-
munity wfrith the students, anecdotes related to stu-
dent and student-teacher relationships, student
evaluations of me and their classmates and of them-
selves as a friend on the self-perception scale, and,
perhaps level three questions on the knowledge test,

To evaluate whether the Harding students were
developing or experiencing a playful spirit, I could
look at goal tallies related to play, my playful spirit,
self-grades, anecdotes related to student and
teacher-student play, student evaluations of play
time each week, and the free-restricted item on the
body-image scale.

MY RESULTS

.1. Goal tallies, I tried to tally everythigin.my daily
five-minute, teachable mot/Ile/44kt Witt) the, entire
class that was related to the g6 del, awareness
levels and subgoals. Since I dickfhis from memory
after school or, on a bad day, the next morning,
these tallies reflect only my perceptions of my efforts



to get some message across to' the students, Some
duplication as,evident (for example; the tallies for
playful spirit as a gal and to play as a subgoal),, but I
often found that I could talk about an awareness
level without mentioning some of the related goals
and subgoals. As a result, recording the tallies paid
off in evaluating the emphasis and inconsistencies of
my efforts, not to mention the daily reminder to keep
my nose to the task of discussing goals, awareness
levels and subgoals. It appears from the subgoal
tallies that more attention was paid to setting Per-
sonal goals, being (feeling) in charge of one's own

life, and fitness and learning concepts and that min-
'Mal attention was paid to trying activities, feeling
good about one's self and body and relating the self
to others. The last 10-weeklail-off In all categories
except level four was caused by the open negotiation
period, we didn't meet much as a group. However
the sense of community goal and the sensitivity/
gmpathy subgoal acotually received a bit more atten-
tion near the ends probably becauSe I became more
comfortable trying to Oal with it as the year pro-
gressed. .

NUMBER OF TALKS OR GOALS, LEV15LS AND SUBGOALS

Goals
1st

Grading
Period

2nd
Grading
Period

3rd
Grading
Period

4th
Grading
Period

,Self-body-world connection 7 . 12 15 ., 3

Senk of community 2 3 ' 5 6

Playful spirit 12 10 8 5

Awareness Levels

Level one: No awareness 31 27 19 . 5

Level two: Self -body awareness 24 . 26 26 3

Level three: Self-other awareness 4 . 6 8 .2

Level four: Integration 0 1 1 2

Subgoals

To feel comfortable in ,class 14 10 3 1

To move toward feeling good about myself and my body, 9 2 3 2

To sense my own uniqueness 13 17 13 3

To feel in charge Of my Owil life , 30 36 22 13
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Goals
let

Grading
Period

2nd
Grading
Period

3rd
Grading
Period

4th
Grading
Period.

Not to interfere with the rights and freedoms of others 6 7

To give reasons for the choices I mak and to accept
responsibility for those choices ,

To set personal goals and move toward those goals

12'

35

21

'32

2

20

7

2

To show some sensitivity toward, and empathy for, others 2 , 3 5 6

To understand basic fitness and mote learning concepts
, .

24 24 , 18 , 4

To try a wide range of physical activities and tests 7 6 3 4

To play 12 10 .. 8 ,5

`2. Teacher self-grades. For purposes of brevity, I most difficulty with my playful spirit, and I felt better
converted my daily self - grades ,into modal grades , about everything as the year 'progressed. The grades
(the grade I gave myself most often that month), themselves are unimportant (what is an "A"?), but
From the (subjective) data, three observations can they do show trends and allow comparisons.
be made: nothing seemed togoright at first, I had the

Month
My Self-Body-

World Connection
My Sense of Community

With the Students
My Playful

Spirit

1 F F
2 D+ D ': F
3 C+ D F
4 B C +- F
5. C C C
6 A B A
7 A A B

.

8 A . A A
9 > A

...

Al, A
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. -. Sth week

.

' 13th week 17th week 34th week
%.,

AO nateddropping out . 4 . 5. 7 8

Alienatedmay dropout
6 11 8

Alienateddoing well 5 S 9 13

.51
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3. Anecdotes. They are §prinkled throughout the
monograph. and seem to me to support several of
the subgoals.

4. Repeated subjective ratings of student be-
havior. Four times during the year subjectively
categorized each student based on his behavior in
class as not alienated (misplaced in nly class), alien-
ated and dropping out, alienated and may drop out,
or alienated but doing well. For the last three cate-
gories, my ratings were as shown above.

The numbers do not necessarily represent the
same students because both my perceptions of those
who were alienated changed and students were
transferring in and out all year. Both those dropping
out and those doing well increased substantially by
the end of the year.

5. Student evaluations of the program. During
the last three weeks of school, a 10- to 15-minute
interview with 29 of the Harding students was con-
ducted by a stucrent teacher. He had been with the
class for a couple of months and could bZ described
as an excellent athlete with a quiet, warm, accepting
manneran unusual-combination of qualities which
the kids seemed to appreciate. Flo told each student

6 3

that the opinions expressed would be recorded
anonymously and that he wouldn't squeal on them if
they made negative comments. The interview con-
sisted of two Parts: a set of open-ended questions'
and 19 specific questions requiting only a good, bad,
or don't know/don't care response (see Appendix,
pages 90-91). Several studentS also chose to make
additional comments regarding the specific ques-
tions. Most of the comments to all the questions are
included below to help communicate some sehe of
what the students felt and saw.

Student responses to the 19 specific questions
were quite positive, and some of their unsolicited
comments are priceless. My talks at the beginning of
the period, the pre-post testing, and the lockstep
option drew the most comments, and my talks were
the most controversial, a finding substantiated by
some of the open-ended question responses. Sur-
prisingly, the self-responsibility emphasiS in class
ranked very, high whereas optional uniforms and
showers and grades based on attendance, both of
which were intended to help humanize the setting,
were rated rather low. However, all questions re-
ceived a -majority of positive responses from those
who attended class at least semi-regularly during the
last grading' period. Here is the approximate rank
order with most of the students' comments:
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Questions & Comments Good Don't Know/Care Bad

1. The teacher's fairness toward you?
"He's being fair right'now."

2. Emphasis on being responsible foi yourself?
"Gotia l6rn sometime."
"That Was a real good idea."

3: Emphasison how to take care of your body and how to learn?
"That's what we're here IOC

Requirement that you try whatever we were doing if you
want credit for the day?

"I would have given them F's if they hadn't tried.
"You might not feel safe like on the tramp."

, 5., Personal programs?
"Have to work to get it."
"Very good."

6. Free play each week?
"Now it's free play every day."

..'Should have been more."

7. The teacher talking to you individually during the period?
"Helped me a lot."

8. Having to choose and write out goals to get on your
personal program?

"Then ydu know what you're doing."
"He had to tell that we knew what we were doing."'
"If you didn't you wouldn't know what you were doing."

9. Open negotiation time with journals?
"Same as personal programs except no roll call at the end."
"Wish everybody had them."

10. How you got along with other students in this class?
"Some good, some bad,"
"Mostly associated with guys I already knew."
"A lot helped me."
"Sort of good but not too good."

29

28

27

26

25

25.

241/2,

24

23

22

1

2

4

4

41/2 .

4

5

'0

0

1
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Qnestions,& Comments Good Don't Know/Care Bad

11. Emphasis on the levels of awareness?. 21 6 2
they know where they are."

'Good-_---you know where you are like acting like a fool
or whatever.

"Helps in other areas besides PE.'."

12. Grades based odaftendance? 21 3
"Should be on what you do."
"Gotta be there to do something."
"Cause everybody was skipping."
"Should be based on more.".

13. peing allowed to sit out with no credit? 20
"As long as you didn't get credit."

14. Testing at the beginning and end of the year? 19
"Shows that you:ye learned something."
"Maybe should be optional?"
"Can tell' improvement."

,"See if any knowledge was ggcumulated."
"How else would you know how you are doing?"
"Doc wants to know how- good you've gotten."
"NecessarY."

15. Optional uniforms and showers?
"Should have to dress down but not haye to take showers."
"Most of the people wouldn't come to class if they had

to dress down:"
If you want to go around the day musty it's your choice."

16. Doing relaxation and yoga as part of PE?
"Liked it."
"Shouldn't have made everyone do it."
"Doesn't have'much to do with PE."

,17. The teacher talking to you as a group at the beginning
of the period?

"Talked about quite a few things."
"Should have singled out specific people and not waste

everybody's time."
"Could have dOne without it."

19 1

19 6 4

19
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Questions & Comments ., Don't Know/Care Bad
. , .

.

"So he could tell everybody what he had to tell." .

"OK if he wants to do it."
"Didn't mind it.",
"Didn't like it. at times but it did help.'.'
"Good to -do so'everythingdOesn't get chaotic."
"Some talks I didn't like."

18. Using the Class Guide to get free time?
"Shows they've learned most of the stuff through the year."
"Let everybody on free time anyway." '

19. The lockstep open?
"Not tOo'many liked being called lockstep. "(
"They have a choice."
"Always have to do what you are supposed to do."
"For the guys who didn't want to come around much."
"OK to help."
"Have to work for free time. If you're screwing around you

should be on lockstep."

19

17 5 7

The first open-ended question was: What did you
like and dislike about this class? All but one student
listed something they liked, and about half listed two

or more things they liked. Sixteen students named at
least one thing they disliked. The following items
were mentioned more than once.

Liked Disliked

The freedom (10 references to this item)
The whole program (9)
Weight training (4)
Learning to be on your own, being trusted (3)
Personal programs (3)
The teacher (3)
The journals (2)
Having fun (2)
The gymnastics room (2)
Trampoline (2)
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The problem students (6)
The lockstep option (2)
Too much time in the gymnastics
room (2)



'
.Thelecond open:ended question was: What did

Ntiu like and dislike about the tetcher? Twenty stu-
dents listed at least one characteristic they liked:
seven found sornelhing they disliked, Since the
statements -were generally positive and in line with

Liked

"He let you go free" (4 references to this charac-
teristic) "Good teacher" (3 references)

"The way he compromises and reaches agree-
ments with students"

"Really neat guy"

"Most of the kids failing or cutting are coming to
this class all the time because. they like it"

"He didn't yell at us or anything!?

"Treated everybody different, knew they were
diffene,nt"

"Felt more comfortable with him than any teacher
ever"

"Gave us a chance to prove ourselves"

"Pretty cool",

"Helped me in weight training" ,

"Gave me confidence"

"Approved when I did-114r

"Unique: never had a teacher like him be ore

"Tries to be -a friend"

the teacher behavior characteristics described in this
Monograph, I have included most of them below. If
they had been negative, no telling what I would have
done!

"Everything except big talks before class"

"His patience"

"Took time for everyone

"Best gym 4eacher"

V I

"Helped me with the Class Guide to get on free
time

"The way he handles people"

Disliked

"Poor control of the problem kids for a while".

"All the big talks before class'',,

"The way he lockstepped us"

"If you say you're going to lift weights and then .

change your mind, he sort of gets mad"

"Maybe be more strict on the kids on the tramp"

"After a while it seems like he's preaching to us"

"Wish he would have had more time to help me
individually but realize he had a lot of others too"
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The third open-ended question asked what "'at they rid relating to others). Despite my goal model and
learned in,class this lvr In relation to performance,. 4ibgoal priorities, students named_ more perfor-
(learned or got better at sport or fitness), knowledge "rtnce changes and 'fewer self changes,
(about fitness and learning), aid, self (about yoUrself

Changes:
Student named at
least one change

iStudent ninned a
seconcrchhrige

Student named a
third change

Student named a
fouicth change`

..,

Performance
Knowledge
'Self

24
26
18

15
11

3

7 4

3
0

4
0
0

re

r4Students were vague about how their perfor-
nce changed, but weight training, trampoline, fit-

nd,$s, b4lietball, gymnastics and boxing were most
frOguetitly cited (in that order). They were a bit more
articulate concerting knowledge changes, rfiention-
ing how- to develop and maintain fitness, how to
weight train properly, what muscles to work, and
aerobics most frequently. Sample comments:

"Know what to do over the summer to keep the
boc4,fit."
"Leaned 1,.Ori pull my heartbeat faster than what
it goel"
"How o work the wrist for shooting crjump shot."
"How to Rini calories."
"How Besting and relaxing_helps you."

Self change comments focused on level two "who
I am supposed to be" and on level three and were
particularly enlightening to me (so this is what they
were learning):

"Treat people the way you Want them to treat
you." . ,

"He made yob feel better about yourself"
"The reason we messed with people we knew we
could whip is so we could feel good."
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:-'Learned there are a lot of low people."
"Learned how to stay cool and keep my head."

The last open-ended question simply asked for
other comments. Thirteen students took the oppor-
tunity to comment. Again, they were generally posi-
tive and enthusiastic about the year. Interestingly, no
one seemed to feel that "balls and bats" were not
emphasized enough despite the typical criticism of
humanistic physical education as "not really physical
education."

Positive

"I think that the class should be kept fora lot more
years."

"I liked the class. It is different than what I was
doing."

"It was a good PE program."

"The overall program is the best I've ever seen or
been in and I hope they keep it for my younger
brothers who are coming along."



We got a good class, he was a good teacher."

Cool class.'

"It was a great gyro class -glad I transferred in.

"It !could be good for people next year. It changes,
you. makes you n better person...

''A itery'unique but good program. All the schools
should take.this program into consideration. They
should try it in their regular classes.

"I enjoyed it and learned y

"Liked the whole year: it was my best year in I'L.
All the other years (1)('N' lockstep.

"S /lot ld have something like this for every class."

Negative

-Good class for students above a certain level,
Those locksteppers rut-writ mature enough."

...Oil tin' lost day of class I brought in a copy of illy
book. Humanistic Physic-di /aim-anon, which lidch
'icon tilglled by Inv post class at I lartling as well IS o
number of friends and colleagues. All of the students
signec.I It oncl some wrote inscriptions. I wanted to
shirt' a few of their inscription.; because. although
they art' signed,' I think they add. to the students'
'evaluation of the pi ()gram.

IIt It was (1 good(' \pent:Nee, (1s/01,n4'011(', but
(M,11.111C0 0,1111t'd tilt' fits(

WI "A'' the last tvco

1 Joe // I was the C\C War'
1)(1,-It it the begrrinorgot the scihrol year,' hope to

(1,41111 (mdfund t d(hIC. (Anecdote,

about my struggle with Cederic can be found here
and there throughout the monograph.)

"To a qroovin (lilt hip dig it tenc.her See you next
year. Pete- (Pete was referred to his counselor a
number of times by other teachefs, but except for
spotty attendance. he did a good job in my class.).

'Doc; You have been.the best teacher' have ever
had. Ronnie" (I included this One because I really
leaned on Ronnie all year long, trying to encour-
age him to quit blaming others for his problems
and get down to the business of Solving them
himself. I was surprised at this inscription.)

''My favorite teacher Doc: Thanks for the greatest
year of gym class ever in tny life. I learned more
about myself' and coinciding with other- people
that aren't so easy to get along with in the class
than in any other class in grade or-.high school.
'What a success. Ray" (Ray should never have
been referred into my class; he stood out in illtelli-
(fcncc, ability,leadership and general .behavior-. )

"To a cool guy (for a teach). Thomas. Later.
(Thomas was a secoi;d. semester ,referral.)

6. Visitor- reports. The following report was submit
toll uji iu t of a graduate project- in an education class
(not mine) by a Portland physical education teacher
and cod-h, otter visiting 111,' class and talking indi-
vidually with most of the students about the middle
of the second some:;tor.

As / first entered l)r, I lellisorr's class I wondered
about his teachings as his kids were everywhere iri
the gym. Some twit' playing basketball some
sitting -sow(' even hanging through a basket. AI('
thoughts went to the tact that enrolled in this class

were what the counselors at I larding call
01 the freshman problems. No I wentorosr

to be trundirced with
1 IIIAt'(I tdeliti(s ((bout tiic

kids and what he hod done tvrth them that all



went quickly for when Dr. Hellison went over to
them he quietly asked them. to get organized and
for the most part, that is what they did. Right after
that the students were into activity and one by one
coming over to talk to me. I first identified myself
and explained that I was in a class at Portland
State University and We were studying some of the
things Dr. Hellison was doing and so my job was to
find out what the students felt about what he was
doing -was it better-worseor was it in any way
different and if so in what ways. To this question,
all but two answered that it was definitely different.
The two who said noone was a special ed. stu-
dent and the other seemed to be negative about
the whole affair -or amy other affair for that. mat-
ter.

As I tried to get into the differences I got many
varied answers, but the main feeling was that it
was different because of the way Dr. I Jellison
treated them. Some of the comments

"We got to be on Our own-
"I-le doesn't treat.us like slabs of meat but like
human beings-
"He never yells at us-or tries to make us look
bud in front of others-
-1 le mulct's us think for ourselves and nutke ()m-
own choices",
"1 le treats us all like individuals-

I continued my questions mostly just attempting
to draw the students out a little more and noted
that every response was really positive. I fearing
the students telling me that his class teas going to
make them better human beings and that they
wished they could' hove 1)r. 1 Jellison teach them
for four wars made 'ine have second thoughts
obout what !Otis going on in this doss. I think the
thing that impressed me most, since I am a
teachet, were the statemeryts that they liked this
class ,-looked fotworti to t'dming to' it, and that
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they felt good about what they personally were
doing in that class. Two or three went on to say
that they had not had many good P.E. experi-
ences up to that time. Others were impressed that
they were actually learning something while being
a little mystified as to how Dr. Hellison was oing
it.

When I left class that afternoon I had a super
feeling about what was going on at Harding High
School. Something was turning those kids on to
1'. E. and to that class. Whether it was the teacher
or the principles of guidance he was using is
possible to tell at this point of time but it makes you
wonder if these kids would be 85-95% of the
freshman problems if someone had got to these
kids and gotten their interest in themselves and
school rekindled.

7. Knowledge test results. Twenty-six students
took both the pre-and post-knowledge tests (see
Appendix, page 79). The median post-test score
was 45 percent which is not particularly encourag-
ing, although the test is very difficult for ninth graders
who don't read too well. The post-test scores ranged
from 24 percent (no- show Dewey) to 87 percent
("mis referred- Hugh). All but three students im-
proved from their pre-test scores, although the ine
dian improvement was only 12.f percent. The im-
provement range was 17 percent (who was that?)
to +30 percent. A breakdown of the test by incli-
vidual items shows not only which items were most
influenced by the year's instruction but which ones
students "knew- when they left tlie class (page 63).

Item validity (did the question really measure the
concept?) is uncertain. Some of the terms such as
aerobics and personal safety oven_' not .,mphosized
throughout the' year; I often used, examples and

onvtlana to convey the' conci.pt. Some of the'
laraor chonqcs such as in itoni 23 rollect conscious



Item Concept
Number

1. Specificity
2. Weight control
3. Weight training
4. Weight training
5. Flexibility
6. Flexibility

Pre-post change
(postive changes

minus negative changes)
2
6
8

---1

15
tO

Rough percent of students
who answered item

correctly on post-test
50' )
700:,
40`!'

(56",
7. Aerobics t-2 40' X,
8. Aerobics t 4
9. Aerobics 7

10. Abdominal development 6 50`!,
11. Overload t 5 (!:t
12. Repetition 20";.,
13. Deconditioning f 2 h()";-,
14. Pain tolerance i 5 06(o
15. Motor learning t 7 35`.'"
16. Motorlearning 4 (!)
17. Mental practice 3
18. "The Inner Game- 0
19. Individual differences ......... 1 50",
20. Motor learning_

(10(.%%

21. Level two 2 (AY".
22. 1.evd two .. 1 SO",
23. Lovc1 one . 10 80";,
24. Level three 00";,
25. Loyd two () ,10";)
26. 1...c,vol tvo
27. Level four 0
28. Level tyo
29. Level two ti ....... 00":,
30. 1.;,c1 two ..

. .....
31. 1.,c1

1 35 ";,
32. Level tvo . 11

33. Level On co 50"/,
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emphasis of the concept through the year, but Other
changes such as in item 6 seemed to occur without
much emphasis of the concept. An analysis of incor-
rect responses zlso reveals what was being learned.
For example, in item 25 six students chose the 'cor-
rect response on the pre-test but changed theft re-
sponse, to the incorrect-"you weren't sensitive to
others" choice on the post-test. Although they
missed the point of the question, they did hear some-
thing during the year be sensitive to others!

8. Self-perception and body-image scale results.
Because the scales were coded by the students
to preserve their anonymity, only approximately
cgie-third of the pre-post questionnaires could be
matched and compared. An earlier pilot study of the
self-perception scale's reliability suggested that o
Move of two spaces on the scale would be necessary
to indicate sonic change in perception. Using this
criterion, the self-perception scale (see Appendix,'
page 85) revealed positive changes in self-
perception across a number of the categori,es, but
physical education and athletics Zlicl not show greater
(or lesser) gains. The body-image scale (see Appen-
dix, page 84) showed some positive 'change's in defi-
nition and power clutiny the year, some negative
changes in body Lit aitd speed, .111(1 S01110 mixed
(1.111(10S in masculinity
C(/11'.11.(liCC, 11('Xibilit1)-titifflICSS, .111(1 fatigability. In
terestingly (and disappointingly), one student 1010
w,()rIced on karate and some boxing throughout the
year Guth in and out of school showed negative
changes of throe spaces in both courage and safety
(o00).

9. Phusic(11 performince test results. To simplify
and chilly the analysis, a somewhat arbitraiy Min
iintim improvement score for each test was se
lected at least three sit-ups, at least three
push ups in Order to categotize students roughly
into improvement and no improvement groups, The
results were affected not only by validity and reliahil
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ity problems with these field tests but also by the
effect of physical growth over the nine months.
Within these limitations, most of the students im-
proved in most of the test items, with the exception
of the toe touch and body fat. Because students were
being transferred in throughout the first few weeks,
they were only tested on the nine-minute run, the
400-yjrd dash, the max bench press, sit-ups, push-
ups, bend-and-reach, and body fat. A few volun-
teered to take some of the other test items just to see
116w they could do. (The total test battery shown in
the App'endix, page'89, has been used at Harding
High School since my first full year there, four years
ago.) The most significant thing to me about the
whole 'physical performance testing effort was the
students' response: they did the events without
much encouragement and, most importantly, they
were observably most concerned about their im-
proveinent, not about how they compared to some-
one else or to the "record."

Additional physical performance data were
gathered in swimming and volleyball. In swimming,
seven students received Red Cross-advanced begin-
ner cards and six received beginner kOrds; in vol-
leyball, about throe- fourths of the class demon-
. 'rated the bump and set with 11 -reasonable- profi-
( iencvda little subjective on my part) by the end of a
f AV sessions.

10. Per,S0/10/ prO9N1/11 and PVC tints tallies (Ind
content. The average attendance in (doss was about,
30 (a little over first semester, a little under second
semester). Eighteen students participated ib one-clay'
personal prograbis (see Appendix, page 74), rang-.
Mg from participating only once to carrying out their
own program 7 times with a median of 3 times.
Twenty seven students participated in two-day per
sonal programs (see Appendix, pages 75-77), rang
ing (tom pal ticip9ting tvice. to 18 'inns with ,I Ille
di.111 Of I I times. (Keep in mind that stiRrents were
coming and going eluting this time for a variety of
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reasons.) Twenty students passed the Class Guide
test for open negotiation time and kept journals for
20 to 30 days, and two more students passed the test
early and spent 55 to 60 days on opeh negotiation. A
tally of the content of their personal program con-
tracts and journals showed some impact of their
exposure to new activities such as relaxation, weight
training, karate and gymnastics, but traditional ac-
tivities were also well represented.

11. Class otter-dunce and referrals compared to
oilier classes in school. Despite one student's evalua-
tion of the class as one which "most of the kids failing
or cutting are coining to all the time because they like
it student attendance and behavior in my class
paralleled their performance elsewhere in school.
Students who cut other classes cut my class. Stu-
dents kAiho were flunking elsewhere were also strug-
gling in my class. Students who were suspended
from school fora variety of reasons had \poor atten
donce records in my class. Only in refenlals for iris
behavior and in corned j.)ersonal prOgrams and open
negotiation time did my records' discernibly differ
fiom those of tile central office. Fifteen of iny,stv,-,

dents were referred to their counselors "numerous"
times by other teachers for misbehavior, whereas I
had called the counselor onl, once (not counting
threats to refer!). However, all but one of these 15
students did have either behavior or -attendance
problems- in Mk; class. Well over half of these same
15...stalents earned some personal program time

.,.tfive clean days plus ,,a contract) and /or open negoti-
ation time (pass a test: keep a journal), suggesting
that they did apply themselves to sortie extent in my
class.

CLASSIFICATION OF EVALUATION
PROCEDURES

The evaluation procedures I fed results which
generally suggest that progress toward the goal
model took place during the Harding project. The
goals and awareness levels received considerable
support, although sabgoals were not always sup-
1)0iteW A subjective classification of the 11. evalua-
tion procedures by subg()ol appears on pag6.
1-ceh in mind that procedures 1-6 are subjective,
'1,11 are objective.
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Subgoal Supported Equivocal Not Supported

To feel comfortable in class 2, 4, 5, 6 1, 3 . '11

To move toward feeling good about myself and
my body 4, 5, 9 2, 3, 8 1, 11

To sense my own uniqueness . 5, 6 1, 2, 3

To feel in charge of my own life i 1, 5, 6 2', 3
. .

Not to interfere with the rights of others 3, 4, 5 1, 2

To give reasons for the choices I make and accept
responsibility for those choices 3, 10 1, 2

To set personal goals and move toward those goals 1, 3, 10' 2

To show some sensitivity toward, and empathy
for, others 3 1, 2

To understand basic fitness and motor learning concepts 1 2, 3, 5, 7

To under stand the search for self-goal model

l-o try a wide range of activities and tests

1

.3, 5, 9

2,,3,

2

7, 10 5

1

To play 1. 2, 3, 5 8

1
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"Come Walk
With Me
in the Mud ..."

The purpose of this monograph has been to share
both a human experience with as many of its ups and
downs as I could capture and a student-centered,
perhaps even humanistic:, physical education goal
model. If sharing any of my struggle affirmed you
and what you arc trying to dowhether you are
working in the inner city or in suburbia, in a school or
social agency or at home or if any of my alterna-
tives to current practices in physical education make

'11'W h you, then this monograph ha,: been well
worth the effort..

My message. in summary, is that our lives would
he enhanced, our butIonncss a bit more actualized,
if we would work toward an integrated self -body-
world connection, a sense of community with others
and a playful spirit in physical education. In 'hart, we
I eed to-move beyond a kill', alit] kit', 1/11C1it,iti011.
I'lle !Will has got to become -a ,comfortable place to
he, a sanctuatc perhaps. where students feel tree to
explore their connect' ms to their bodieS and to phys-
ical activities and 1VEWI ' teachers can freely interact
with students, (-dung ants sharing who they are 41nd
),Ii(")IiLigin; v.h.)(1cnt,-) to do the sainc. There must be
sufficient permission to allow the development of
teaching leaf lung as a wholktic interacting, explo
iatoly. open skilled amkti-v 111(1 to l'1,11,10 Cticil Pl'r
v)tii',) Ilk t), unh ,I)I 1.).iii ,)11)1t,i0q Hi) )ck,,,,, ,i ',huqq1c,
,1 v),-,i, oi

I I) ql.)..k:).T f),) up, h,,11-,), ihvc,,,,,)tt, h) be eel Lijn t lir
Illllit'111,:,t1,111 alt' 1)(111,1 ,11:C(1. that 'Allklellk (,111(1

\

teachers) are really moving through the process sug-
gested by the goal model:Four levels of awareness,
some curriculum ideas -and teaching Methods, and

vspecific goals, strategies and e cation procedures.
focus,have been devised fOr greater and much of

this monograph has been devoted to describing
these focus ideas. For some of-you, I haven't focused
enough: the guidelines and b)-tindaries arc? still too
loose. Others will feel constra'ined by a list, of 12
subgoals and. their accompanying strategies and
evaluation procedures. I can only say that I've taken
you as far as I have gone. You may choose to 'stop
anywhere along ..the way,' go beyond what I have
done, or not take the trip at all.

If you do decide to implement a. piece of, this.
model, you should feel absolutely free to try what-
ever appeals to you in. your own way. One elemen-
tary school physical educator in Portland'1; inner city
liked the open negotiation option with journals and
implemented this feature alone at the Oeginning.of
the year, ignoring the Class Guide test, personal

4o

"My message, in sum-
mary, is that our lives
would be enhanced, 'our
humanness a bit more ac-
tualized, if we would work
toward an integrated
self-body-world connec-
tion, a sense of commu-
nity with others and it
playful spirit in phyical
education."
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"The gym has lgot to be-
come a comfortable place
to be, a sanctuary per-
haps, where students feel
free to explore their con-
nections to their bodies

. and to physical activities
and where teachers dm
freely interact with stu-
dents, caripg, and sharing
who they are and en-
couraging students iv do

fi the same."

program contracts as'a preliminary stage, and all the
sc:,st. I le says it worked and that he will continue to
use' it. 'At on intermediate SchOol in suburban Port
land. a itikki niiitutes of each da'il'Ior about 15 days
were devoted to a variety of self -body-world.connec-
non discussions and exercises. At the rnd of the 15
days, students wrote and carried out their own phys-
ical education programs for a week. The teacher
reports that:

Evoltiotioos rcreole(i (777 orenvhelminq lore !or
their own pogroms. Probably nioett,) percent said
they !roll(' like to do it (7q(7771. 'think some 1.1,1.;
understood die conni:ction between their roltiel;
(ma (loots and their, programs, tint most need to
...vnt! mow time to make this connection.

(-6

Two teachers in this school also decided to devote
one day each week to play, calling it their freak -out
day. A suburban high school with an elective physi-
cal education program has used personal program
contracts by modifying the personal options for each
'activity. A community -based career education pro-
gram for dropout bound high school students com-
bined the personal program contract and the open'
negotiation strategy With some of the evaluation
procedures into a unique approach for conducting
an individualized community-based physical educa-
tion program. A cardiac rehabilitation exercise pro-
gram is considering writing some of the setting and
teacher (staff) behavior strategies into its protocol.

The cognitive subgoal of understanding fitness
and learning concepts has been adapted for use in
several schools. I have even used tl7e goal model
with individual adults who come to my seekint,
physical education counseling. At Hoover School,
program goals token directly from the goal model
were converted into competencies with perfor-:
manse indicators. At Harding, a modified form of the
model has been in operation for four years, with
each year bringing changes based on thc;. p eceding
_year's evaluation as well as input from the model as it
is altered from year to year. Next year some of the
concepts and strategies reported in this monograph
will be added to the regular pi'ogriiiii. Recently,
humanistic physical education was named by the
Harding administration along with reading and
mathematics as the three'major goals Of the school (,)
first, I tOnk)!

Every once in a while, I receive a call or letter such
as this one:

. I work in on o/d countv clett',ntion borne. i

ate' houru rimy. 7he're' ore' nu /V111

for a 1001/1 1/1(1tittli bed-
MOM_ I b(1/10 three t() tivelre kids (mole and



female) at a time for two days through two weeks,
sometirnes two months. I need your help.

And I thought I had problems! My feeble response:

I think what.I would do in your situation, facing
transient students in a master bedrogin, is to
categorize activities into fitness (pushups, run-in-
place, etc.), body awareness (relaxation, yoga),
skill development (throw for accuracy, etc.), and
games (use your imagination: modify volleyball,
etc. to work in your setting with your equipment).
Try to expose students to these categories, then let
them choose what they want to do (after they
have yone'.through the exposure). This could be a
real zoo in your situation. so you may want to
require something before they are allowed to.
choose (like reasonable behavior), or you could
spend the first half period exposing them and the
hit half allowing- them to choose if they handled
the first half okay. Along the way, you might want
to slip in some points such as the difference be-
tween work and play. how self-improvement
makes us feel. how we all want to "look good- in
front of others, howpar background affects what
we do, etc.

It you decide use a pied e of (ilk: 1110((.'1, trl,/ it on
1,,0111 hest class ,111(1 (OF d 1)0110(.1 Of

-111011 Then adjust and expand (or
retrench). slrnvly, ciirefully. And before you do any
thine;. asst's both your energy and courag(. You will
need [With) k)f 1)0th to try something new and dif-
ferent and to sustain your changes in the face of the

. :energy drain of after school coaching responsibilities
and the potential resistance of 'students who 111,w
eyant to d what filee are used to iloirg, other
teacher-, vlm 'may he threatened by goals bt.
stiategies cubit h don't match their own, parents who
mak) resent intrusions into thou competitive sprat
value systems, mi.(' ,i(lininistrators J.vlio may perceive'

L.

"In the enclit comes back
to sizing up your own
uniquenessland needs and'
connecting yourself to
students, to the world,
and to physical educa-
tion."
what you arc doing as "making waves- or "rocking
the boat.-

You must decide not only whether any part of my
model makes sense to you, but how badly you want
to make z1 difference in other people's lives and in
your institution (school, agency, home), whqther it's
worth the effort of examining your priorities, exper-
imenting with new ideas, standing up for what you
believe, facing criticism. You must decide whether
you have the kind of courage that runs through
Solzhenitsyn's books to carry through your profes-'
sional decisions concerning your role and goals. Solz-
henitsyn argues that man knows !Tito(' from evil
but needs courage to act upon his knowledge: If we
lack courage, then let us stop complaining that We
cannot breathe. For it is 1,1)e, ourselves, who ref use'io
breathe.- You must also decide whether you can
find the energy that E. N. Schiiniacher refers to:

You must rust be port of the problem, you MlIst he
Part of the answer. . . No, t,,,ou must not he putt of
the problem, period.. Whether you can he part of
the answer depends on a certain element Of
surplus bouyancy, which then expresses itself in
cheerfulness. '

In the end it comes bock to sizing up your own
uniqueness and needs and ckmnecting, yourself to



students, to the world, and to physical education. If
the process is meaningful to you, if it matches your
struggle to find yourself and your relationship to
others, you will find satisfaction in it. If your goals are
met in working with alienated (or:other) youth in the
gym day after day, that is enough. On the other
hand, as Hugh Prather has said, "Surely this must be
an ancient proverb: If the situation is killing yOu, get
the hell out. "'

The world, and within the world the gym, is hu-
man. Goal models, ,levels of awareness, subgoals
and strategies help f cus our attention on the issues
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but cannot really capture the huma process, a
process Denton refers to as "magic.' u h Prather
(again) says so well what I felt as I tr o put my
experiences with alienated youth into words:

Ideas area clean. They soar in the serene supernal.
I can take them out and look at them, they fit in

. books, they lead me down the narrow way. And in
the morning they are there. Ideas are straight

But the world is round, and a messy mortal is my
friend.

Come walk with me in the mud . . .



It's October, the leaves are falling and so is the
rain, as I make my way through the drizzle, around
the pliddles, and into one of the side doors at Hard-
ing High School. Shaking off like a dog, I don't see
Ronnie who is grinning ear to ear. We touch, be-
cause a few months have passed since I've been in
this place, and Ronnie, is now a. sophomore. "Are
you staying alive?". I ask. "I'm doing good," he
replies, smiling. "I show up all the time and my
gracle---Nre better. I got.togo to class now but come
back and see us, will ya?" I wave at him, start down
the hall toward the curriculum office, and, still look-
ing back, bump into two huge bodies blocking my
path: Hugh and DAn.--kyho want to-tell me what their

, lives have been aboilt lately. I tell them they've
grown, we laugh, they're off. Finally I squeeze
through the mob scene and into the curriculum of-
fice ft:-. i my meeting, but the door opens and a grin-
ning black face pokes inside. "Joree!" I cry and I
hustle -him outside the office. "I sawyotrgo in there,"
he says. "Tell me what's been going on with you,
man," I say, using my hippest language. "Busted
once for smokin' dope. Suspended for a few days.
Otherwise, it'5 been okay." We

and
a bit about

sr poking marijuana on corn pus, and I remincbhim
Awe again of his often-latent talents. It was dumb,"
he agrees,- But I'm doing better this year." .

It's two, weeks later, outside the !larding gym...,.-
between Eh -I-Iey Alonzo, corn'ere!" I shout
across a steady stream (if students. Alonzo strolls

it

over, smiling baghfillf , we stumble through the
black handshake. "How's it goin'?" I ask. "I've
heard good things about you in school and in foot-
ball." "Yeah," he smiles again. ''Things are goin'
real good." Before I can respond he turns away and
disappears in the crowd. Down in the locker room I
see Ray, my non-alienated youth in last year's class.
He spots me, comes over,' we exchange some
words. "What's wrong?" I ask. Tears come to his
eyes. "My dad and I . . . i t ' s not so good . . ." His
voic4trails off. I grab his arm, squeeze it, tell him
be around."

People often ask me what I expect to accomplish
with a bunch of kids identified one way or another as
problems when I have them for only a year and don't
get then until they are 14 or 15 years old. Don't they
slip back into old patterns? Do they really transfer:
any of what went on in yotir class to their lives? What
difference does what you are doing make in their
behavior? I respond that an hour a day for nine
months isn't much time, especially When they al-
ready have 14 15 years of prOgramrning behind
them. And I don't know if I-made a difference in any
of their lives. We have some data, of course, which
suggest that some changiIs took placecthroughout
the year. The students felt that some changes took

-place. I felt that some changes took place. The tests
showed sonic changes. But when that class is just a
memory, has anything really stuck?
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"What I hear them saying
to me, more than anything
else, is: We remember that
you cared about us, that
you had an 'irrational in-
volvement' with us; we
`know' that we have the
potential to be better than
we are; and we are trying
to take charge of our-
selves, at least in little
ways. That's about fit. "

As is my habit in years that I'm not teaching at
1 larding, I 'feturn to visit old friends and to talk with
my former students. The year following my alienated
youth project, I bumped into most of "my- kids at
one time or another. What I hear them aying to Me,
more than anything else, is: We remember that you'
cared about us, that you had an "irrational involve-
ment- with us; we ."know- that we have the poten-.
OA to be better than we are; and we are trying to take
charge of ourselves; at least in little ways. That's
about it. That's about what remains, at least on the
surface. But maybe that's enough. At h',lst I know
that it is enough to motivate me to try another class
next year at another inner city 'high school, this time .

coed. I guess that says something.
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PERSONAV,ROGRAM CONTRACT
ONE-DAV,PROGRAM

I WANT.TO activity choice):

Work on a sport,skill.
Work on my fitness' .,
Worl rny skills

Do body aware] less exercises

Otlier.

IN .0RDVR Tb

%. 'Improve my. health

7 ',Improve my physical appearance

my personal safety

Win more often.

-?,,,i-plpiove my Ldelik

I lave fun

f3e with my friends

',Help" other students

IF YOU CHECK ON ME. YOU Will SEE ME DOING:

1..

2.

3. '



PERSONAL PROGRAM
TWO-DAY PROGRAM

L FOUR-AWARENESS LEVELS: WHERE ARE YOU? (Chuck all that apply to you)

lam
here

lam
tvorkins
on it

LEVEL ONE: 'No AWareness
Doinli what I want' to do when I k.vant to do it
flay

LEVEL TWO: ,Self-Body awareney;

Whi0 AM I? 4

My uniquene4is

My need to "look good--
Plovit');he role (hard guy, heosilianger, lockstepper, etc.)
Covering up

W110,AM I SUPPOSED TO BE?
Rein( programmed
The expectations of otheeff
the influence of your friends,.Oults dose'to your, and

ehltural or sub cultural values

WHO CAN I BE?

My potenfials and limirs
Choosiv to be,physica) or non-physical
Choosing to specialize' or generalize

DO I WANT TO BE?

-Making d plan e,
Carryiing out m,,, plan

-LEVEL TaREE: Self-other ak.vtirencss

PIAM 0;1 help others'?
'14-low can others help In.,!?

.

LEVEL"VOUR;.In'teiration' (of the first three awareness levels
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II. CONNECTING PERSONAL OPTIONS TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CHOICES (draw lines from you
goals to those activities which will help you reach your goals), Iry

PERSONAL OPTIONS

HEALTH

Aerobics
Flexibility
Relaxation
Weight Control

SAFETY:
.-

Speed
Strength
Self-Defense
Water Safety

APPEARANCE:

Muscle bulk'
' Muscte sh'ape

Weight control
Posture

ACHIEVEMENT:

Being competitive'
Developing courage
Taking risks
Developing talents
Feeling better physically

PLAY:

a

Have fun
Be creative ,

76 84

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CHOICES

Stretching exercises
Weight training

,' Push-ups, sit-ups, other cals
x Gircuit training

_Jogging
x 'Running-in-
x Interval tr

ace
ning

Pos exercises
x , Relaxation/body awareness/imagery

X

X

Yoga
Self-defense
Karate/kung fu
Boxing
Wres'tling
Swimming skills
Swimming fitness
Trampoline/mini-tramp
G mrlastics
Fo itball

x Soccer'
x /Basketball
x / Volleyball
/. Track & field

Baseball/s ball
N Tennis

Golf
Handball
Balance exercises
Agility exercises,
Speed exercises



e.

III., PERSONAL PROGRAM BASED ON MATCHING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CV 10ICES & PERSONAL
OPTIONS

First day:

First fifteen minutes

Activity

Whet I' will he doing,

My goal

low I am itoing.to medsure my progresill

'Second fifteen minutes

Activity

What I will he doing

My goal

I low I am going to measure my progress

Second day:

Firstfifteen minutes:

Activihj

What t will he doing

My goal

ti
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Flow I am going to nieasure my progress

Second fifteen minutes

Activity

What I will be doing

My goal

Flow I am going to measure my progress

IV. P.F.: TIME PIE.

1

The pie represents the time you spend on your
personal program.'Divide.the pie into the following
sections. Omit any section tIVat you do riot want to
spend time on. See example.

Self time (health, safety, appearance, achievement)

Down time (rest, relaxation)

Self-other time (sharing, helping)

Play time

Example
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KNOWLEDGE TEST

1. The problem with develOping an exercise program to get in shape is:

A. You need to go out for an athletic team to get in shape
B. '10 improve you need to work out every day
C, To get in shaperequires running at leasf-two miles every other day
D. Getting shape only happens to those muscles you work ot,oc.

2. Which of the following is the best way to lose weight through exercising?

D

A. Sweating
B. Any activity done long enough to bu n calories
C. Sit-ups
D. Running 5 miles every day

3. Which of the fdllowingis the best way to build the size of your muscles in weight training?

A. 4-5 eppetitions with.as much weight as you Can lift

A B. About 10 repetitions using the proper technique for lifting the weight
C. Do the repetitions as fast as you can
D. None of the above

4. Whleh of the following is the best way to improve the shape (n-ot the size) ofyour muscles in
weighs!. training?

A. 4-5 repetitions with as much weight as you can lift
B. About 10 repetitions using the proper technique for lifting the weight
C. Do the repetitions as fast'as you can
D. None of the.above

5. Weight training exercises can reduce your flexibility unless:

A. You lift light weights
13. You go through the full range of motion for each exercise
C. You do bench presses
D. You lift heavy weights

6. Slow stretchingtfithout bouncing is helpful in:

A Preventing and reducing spieness
B. Preventing injury that sometimes happens in bouncing exercises
C. Both of the above
D None of the above

8

A
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7. Aerobic fitness can be achieved in:

A. Jogging
B. Running in place
C. Interval training
D. All of the above

8. The best kind of exercise for improving your heart is:

A. Stretching

B
B. Aerobic exercise
C, Sprinting
D. Weight training

9. In order to be sure that you are doing aerobic exercise; you can:

A. Stay relaxed
B. Check to see, if your muscles are tired.
C. Make sure that you are out of breath at the end of your workout
D. Take your pulse rate to see if you are staying above 150 beats per minute

10. In order to improVe your stomach muscles, you nAl to:
it

A. 'Bend at your hips

B
B. Curve your spine forward
C. Keep your legs straight
0. Put your hands behind your head 1010

11. To improve muscular fitness, you need to overload the involved muscles, whiCh means:

A. To do more than you feel you can do

A
B. To take adequate rests during your workout
C. To do whatever feels comfOrtable
D. To work until you,nearly pass out

12. To improve your fitness, you need to:

A. Hold your breath while doing the exercises
B. Do the exercises for at least six months straight
C. Do some exercises every day
D. Do the same exercises over and over

13. Your body begins to decondition (get out of shape):

A. As soon as you stop exercising
B. Only if yot stay in bed isr a week

80
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A
C. After six months
D. Never, because once you are in shape you stay in shape

14. If you h.ave good paintolerance, you will:.

A. Stop when it starts feeling uncomfortable

D B. Yell when it hurts
C. 13e Mk to take in more oxygen
D. Keep going even when it hurts

15. Which of the following is the first step in learning a new skill such as the basketball jump
shot?

A. Watching the skill being performed by a good athlete

B B. Getting a picture of the skill in your mind
C. Practicing the slcillever and over
D, Reading about the skill

16. In order to improve your skill, you need to:

A. Practice the same skill over,and over
B, Read about the skill
C. Watch the skill being performed by a good athlete
D, Go jogging regularly

17. Going over and over in your mind a skill you would like to learn to do better will:
A;e-Nnt do anything to help you learn the skill better
B. Help you to achieve aerobic fitness
C. Help you to improve
D. Hurt yt'Air perforMance of the skill

C

A good way to perfOrm to the best ofyour ability while playing a sport is to:

A. Go over all the things you have learned while,you are performing ,

B. Criticize yourself whin you Make a mistake whileyou are performing .

C. Concentrate on one thing and 'forget everythinTetse while you are performing
D. Think about what you're going to do later that night while, you are performing

19. The best way to learn a skill is by:

A. Watching a cleirionstration

D B. Looking At pictdres in a book
C. Trying different ways. until you discover the right way..
D There is no.one best way; everyone learns differently
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20. Which one of the following is not part of learning a skill?
A. Get a mental picture
B. Feedback
C. Practice
D..All.of the above are'part of learning a skill

21. Which of the following, is a person likely t do if he doesn't feel good about the way he
performs?

A. Make excuses

D
B. Feel sorry for himself
C. Get angry and argue a lot
D. All of the above

22. How i plbrtant is it to feel good about yourself?

A. Not very important

C Important only if you want to be popular
C. How you feel about yourself affects everything else you do
U. Good feelbngs clOn't have Much to do with good performance

23. When a person has no awareness (level one), he will:
A. Play

C B. Do what he wants to do when he wants to do it
C. Both of the above
D. None of the above

9

24. When a person has self-other awareness (level three), he will:

A. Use others to make himself feel good
B. Share with others and care about others
C. Play with others%
D. Make-a plan for himself

25. Your feelings of personal safety could get in the way of feeling good about yourself if:
A. You were very competitive
B. You didn't think you could protect yourSelf ver well
C. You weren't sensitive to others
D. All of the above

26. Physical fitness can help you:

A. Improve your physical health and physical appearance

82
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A

C

13. Improve your relations with others
C. Learn how to "get the picture"
D. Make excuses

27. Being integrated (at level four) means:
A. Playing
B. Relating to others
C. Making and carrying out a plan for yourself
D. Doing all of the above

28. sport can help you:
A. Feel that you belong
B. Learn to play
C. Feel like a man
D. All of the above

D

29..Body awareness involves:

A. Y6ga,
B. Relaxation
C. Both of the above
D. None of:the above

30. kWhich of the fo lowing statemeets about you and society are true?

4%.
Society s and, locksteps you to some extent

D , 13. You are di ,from everyone else, at least in some ways.
C. If a person dt sOl'A take responsibility.forhimself, then society has fo do it
D. -All of the abo

31. What has to be<esent before a per'son can really choose for himself?
A. He has to feel good about himself
B. He has to be aware of the choices that are available to him
C. He has to be responsible for his choices
D. All of the abOve

32.' Why is it important to be able to take charge of yourself?

A. To be able to win more games
B. To help you fe6I good about yourself
C. To help you become the person you want to become
D. All of the above



33. Relating to others in physical education involves:
1.-

A. Helping others to learn
B. Caring aboN others' feelings
C. Not interferin with the rights of others-
D. All of the above

D

V

.11

BODY-IMAGE SCALE

Strong
Fat
Well-defined
Gradeful
Slow
Fit
Easily fatigued
Flexible
Tolerant of pain
Sick
Free
Powerful
Coordinated
Courageous
Feminine
Safe

MY BODY IS:

a

Weak
Thin
Poorly defined
Awkward
Fast
Unfit
Enduring
Stif
U willing to tolerate pain
H althy
Re icted
Lacki g in power
Clumsy
Cowardly
Masculine
Unsafe
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SELF-PORCEPTION SCALE

In comparison with other people my age and sex, I would rate myself:

1. As a student as S G AA A BA P i
2. As an athlete as $ G AA A BA P 1

3. As a leader as ,

4. As an auto mechanic as
l

S

S

G

G

AA

AA

A

A

BA

BA

P

P

I

1

5. As a money-earner as . S G AA A BA P I

6. As a friendas' S G AA A BA P

7. In mathematics as S G AA A , BA P I

8. In social studies as S G AA A BA P 1

9. In physical education as S G AA A BA P I

10. In reading as S G AA , A .BA P 1

S Supxrior
G Good

AA -- Above Average
A Average

BA Below Average
P Poor

I = Inferior
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SELF-REPORT

Name
Please answer the following quOtions as honestly and completely as you can. Read over the following lisi of
activities before you begin.

-

Archery
Badminton
Basketball
Bowling
Boxing
Canoeing & kayaking
Cycling (bicycle)
Dance
Exercises (conditioning)
Fencing
Fishing ,
Football (touch)

86

Golf (regulation)
Golf (miniature)
Gymnastics
Handball-racquetball-squash
Horseback riding
Karate
Rec. games ,--billiard% &

shuffleboard
'Running & joggifig
Scuba diving
Self defense
Skate ice
Skiingwater

snow
Soccer
Softball
Swimming
Table tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
Walking-hiking
Weight training

(resistance exercise)
Wrestling
Yoga

If either of your parents or guardians now participate or have participated in phys,jtal activities, please list
the activities. ,

If' any of your brothers or sisters now participate in any physical activities, please list the activities.

If any of est friends now participate in any physical activities please list the activities.



4: List any physical activities you have participated in on your own time (after school, on weekends; etc.)
on a rec liar basis in the last couple of years.

L

List any physical activities, skills or abilities that you do well.
F

a
list the physical activities, if any, that you like best.

7: List any new physical activities that you would like to learn, or activities you:would like to learn to do
better.
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VALUES CLARIFICATION,PUESTIONS
Check all statements which describe how you feel about each activity...listed to tjte left.

.

,

.
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Volleyball
.

Modern Dance
.

Weight Training .

.
...,--

Yoga ,

----"""'.

Karate .

r .

.

Read the following list of words,,Atiin rank (1, 2, 3)
the two or three that you feAthost often guie your
behavior toward other"...Kphygical.education.

Comp...06(4n
Cpc.frieration

,-.8eing the leader
Risk-taking
Concern for others
Fun
Honesty
Love
Ldoking good in front of other

Read Ae following statements (two grotto), then
rank them (1, 2, 3) in order.of your current behavior
(not what yo0 "Ought to do") for each group.

In sport, my goal is*
To beat the other player Or team

88

or F

To play the game fairly
To play as well as I ,can

)1' '
In physical education, I am interested in

Making friends
Being the best
Being. myself

In physical education, 1 am interested in
,

' Being helpful
Being harmful
Being neutral

Itl physical education class, I would rather
Specialize in one activity
Learn a variety of activities.
NOt do anything with my body

From Harry Webb. Professionaiization of attitudes toward
in ed. Gerald S. Kenyon: Aspects of conter4orory sport sociol-
ogy,Wnicago: Athletic Institute, 1969), pp. 161-17g.
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PHYSICAL PEI FORMANCE TEST BATTERY,

EVENT.

Max Bench

Push-ups

Sit-ups (2 min)

9/12 min run

400-yd. run

40-yd dash (Running Start)

° Vertical Jump (x bdy wt)

Stork Stand

Agility Run

Toe Touch

Body Fat (Triceps)

Soccer
Wall Volley (30 secs)

Tennis Ball
Wall. Volley (30 secs)

Height

Weight.

FALL SPRING
IMPROVE-

MENT .
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STUDENT EVALUATION FORM 4,

Date

What did you like and dislike about this class?

Liked . .

1.

2.

Disliked . .

2.

'What did you like.,and dislike about the
teacher?.

Liked . Disliked

1, 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Awareness (about yourself; about relating to /
others)?

1.

2.

Other comments?

What is your opinion of:

3.

4.

Optional uniforms and Don't-
:showers? GOOd know/care Bad

Grades based on
attendance? G DK/C B

Personal programs? G DK/C B

The lockstep option? DK/C ,B

Open negotiation time
with journals? G DK/C B

What did you learn this year in class?
Using the Class Guide

Performance (learned,or got better at 'sports skills to get Open
and/or fitness)? negotiation time? G DK/C -B

Having to chdose and .

write out goals to get
on dour personal
progiar119' G DK/C

-1. 3.

2. 4.

Knowledge (about your body, 'bout fitness.
about learning)? Requirement' that you try

1.

2.

90

whatever we were
doing if you want
credit for the day? G DK/C B



Bel wed-1O-sit-out-
withino credit?

Free play each'wee

Emptiais on how'to
take, care of your body
and hOw to learn?

'Emphasis on levels of
awareness?

Emphasis ,on being
responsibly for
yourself?

Doing relaxation and
yoga as kart of PE?

G

G

DK /C

DK/C

DK/C

DK/C

DK/C

B.

DK/C B

Testing at the beginning
and end of the year? , DK/C

The teacher' talking to
you as a group at the
beginning of the period? G DK/C

The teacher talking to
you individually
during the period? G DK/C

The teacher's fairness
tqward you? G DK/C

How you got along with
other students .in
this clasS? G DK/C
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CLASS GUIDE.

INTRODUCTION

PE classes often deal with students aisif they were
slabs of meat without heads or brains. Students are
told what to do and when to do it; they are not
allowed to think for themselves or to choose for
themselves. In this class, you will be encouraged to
think for yourself and about yourself and to plan

your own physical educatiOn program. We call these
things taking charge of yourself: You may choose to
let your teacher do this for you and plan for you
without being penalized (your grade won't be a.f-
fected), but you will be asked every week whether
you want to start taking charge of yourself in PE.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

This Class Guide is for those of you who think you
are ready, to take charge ,Of yourself in PE. If you
think you. are ready to ba on your ownread on.

Here are 32 test iferns you must answer to show
that you have the awareness necessary to really
make choices for yourself. All of the answers are in
this guide. When you are ready to take the test
without using the 'guide, just= tell the teacher. If you

, . 92 ,
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answer the items correctly, you will be ready to go'
but on your own. If yOu miss some of the items, you,
will be able to toke the test again (and again, if.
necessary).

Each of the first 30 test items describes a situation.
All you have to do is match the statement with the
,correct awareness level number.(don't write in the
guide)..



AWARENESS LEVELS

1. LEVEL ONE: Nd.Awareness
2. LEVEL:MO: Se li-Body Awareness
3. LEVEL THREE: Self-Other Awareness
4, LEVEL FOUR: integration

. . .

'TEST ITEMS
1..,..YOU swing the heavy bag' In the middle of a weight training workoUt to cause trouble.

.2_ 2. You become aware that your eyesight is an ipherited .Physical trait which limits your perfor-
niance in some sports. .

8. You are aware that you could improve your fitness or your sport 'skills if you wanted to.

4. You know that you could have p 'hgatthi?r heart if you exercised aerobically.

2 5. ,Apu are aware that you area unique individual. .

2. 6. You are aware that yOu could choose to be, more competitive in sport.

1 7. You cutome of your PE classes to go to the park.

_2, 8. You,know that overload, 'repetition and specificity are principles of weight training'.

,_2_ 9. You .are aware that learning to swirri well might save your life some day.

10. You make excuses when you don't do well.

11. You see thahow you behave and how well you perform is partly the result of your parents, your
neighborhood and your friends.

You begin to show concern for your' classmates instead of jUst yourself.

You see the importance of having a good khowledge base.

You can feel your own need to look good.

12.

13.

14.

15. You are aware that you could bulk up'or shape yOU'r muscles if you wanted to.

16. You are aware that yOur parents want you to be a great athlete.

17,11 identifiede ou are aware that the muscles you use to set a volleyball can be by feeling them work
when you, set a volleyball.

18. YOu know that, you could improve Your posture through exercise.. °

19. You understand that Other students have rights too.

20. You are aware, that combative activities can )01p develop your courage to face danger.
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4 .

1_ ; 21. Other stUdintS think YoU should,he More aggressive, and you are aware of this pressure on you.' '

I '. -

,

3_, 22.' You Can choOse specific activities which Will help yOU reach win: personal goals,'
, , ,,,, A

3.. You knoW that tiny' sensors next to yOur muscles and in your joints send signals to your cettral
nervous System,'

_ iii..s YOu ,begtn to do things for others rather than Just for yourself.

25: Yc3'u know that to learn a motor skill you must know what the skill looks like-, practice it arrdget
scone, feedback from soinebddy.

26. You c write your own PE prOgram.
.J

27: You c pose personal .options, play, and help others.

YoU play just to have .fun.

29. You ,know that thinking about how to kick a soccer ball will help u kick better.

30. You assume responsibility for the personal goals you have chosen.

The last two questions ask you =about your own personal program.

/

J$1. Name two or three Of your personal goals in PE.

32 'Name two or three physical activities that will help you reach your goals.

LEVELS OF AWARENESS

Look back Over your own physical development.
First you teamed to crawl, then to walk, then, to chi
more coordinated, movements. At a later age you
begki to grow facial and pubic hair. Eventually, your
hair will begin to fall out or turn gray. Similar levels of
awareness go on in yout Mind and feelings. In order
to really take charge of Ourself you need to reach
advanced levels of both physical development and
awareness.

Level One: NO Awareness

A level one person always chooses to do what he
wants or needs all the time unless someone restricts
him. We all have needs and desires at any moment
of our liveswe are hungry or thirsty, w4 have
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sexual drive, we. want tolalk to someone or to go'to
sleep, etc. If you always choose to do, what you want
to do When you want to do it without concern for
other' people and without concern for your awn
future, you are at'level one. You are like a moth who
can't resist the attraction of a lightbulb. Examples are



all around you. Look around-,,.At*the, PE student
who doesn't dress down or shouter because it's
easier not to (even though sorheone else will have to
smell him And maybe mend his clothes), at the stu-
dent who doesn't listen because it doesn't sound
interesting, or who does only what he wants to do
unless he is disciplined or who rips off property of
another student because he wants what that student
owns. All of these are exampi f level one be-
havior.

There i§, however, a positiVe si e to level one. It is
"called play. Having fun by playing nn active game or
sport is choosing to spend a certain amount of your
time having fun without thinking about the results or
setting goals. It is done with others who h ysthe

S same goal: to have fun. Another kind o play is
creative play. Creative play means trying new things,
such as a new basketbalL shot ofinventing a new
floor exercise. It also can mean inventing new
games. Ag .n, it involves choosing to spend some
time playing, his time with ideas as well as activities.

Level Two: If-bodrAwaanes-s

Level one is o awareness. At level two, you
become aware of hb ou dif rn others, your
needs, how you have been programmed, the op-
tions ofaen to you, and how to make a plan for
yourself. You need to ask yoUrself four questions at
level two.

QUESTION ONE: WHO AIV\I?

The first question you ask yourselfand you've
probably asked it alreadyis who am I? There are
two kinds of answers to this question:

The firstl answer is that you are unique, You are not
like anyone else. If you compare yourself with others
you will see differences. You will be better at some
thingorse at others. However, the wa ou see
Ourself is like a picture in your head. e pidturel in
your head m y.not be the same as t e way others

(your fn s, parents, teachers) see you. You may
see yourself,as better or worse but the point is that
how you See yourself is not based on facts; it is an
image. It is based on your impressions of all the
experiences you have had (what you have achieved,
what talents you have, how you think others see
you etc.). Even though your picture of yourself is
only image, it-is-where-you-look to 'determine
whether you're doing okay or not. It provides the
basis, for how you feel about yourself:

We all use.the pictures in Our heads to answer the
second part of the "who am l'?" question: What do I
need to do to "make it" in my life? To survive? To
feel safe? To "look good" in'front of others (to feel
good about myself)? To have some purpose for
living?

When we try to answer these questions from the
pictures in our heads, most of us see some things
about ourselves that We don't like. We are then faced
with several choices.

1. We can ha our heads and pity ourselves,
which is reall n attempt to cover up the problem.

2. We c make exLses 'blame others for our
see, which also attempts to cover up by

shifting theblame someone or something else.

3. We can try to make ourselves feel good by
making someone else look by making fun of
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and exercise, and some traits, such as speed-arid
strength, can be improved by spe'cific exercises. For
he most part, however, you need to learn to live

with how tall you are, how well you see, how fast you
grow, etc. If you are aware of these inherited in u-
ences or you, you will be able to do two things: 1)
You will understand your own limitations in cho s-
ing (if you're five feet tall you will have a hard ti e

getting, in the NBA); 2) you can choose based n
your hysical traits (being-short is an advantage in
gymn stics) if you desire.

Y,ou also need to decide whether youwant to b a
specialist or, a generalist. A specialist chooses
option and spends all of his available time tryin
carry out that option. A generalist chooses'a num
of options. He is therefore more well-rounded
not as, good in any one area.

'PERSONACOPTIONS

1. MY HEALTH AS A PERSONAL OPTION

Exercise promotes good physical health which i an
"important factor in surviving (Hying longer, li ing
more fully) our society.

ne
to
er
ut

3. Reraxation (being able to turn the power to
your muscles all the way down) reduces tension
on the system's of your body.

It. MY SAFETY AglitATERSONAL OPTION

At certain times in your life your safety depends on
being able to react properly to a specific situation.

9.

1. Aerobic exercise (heart rate about 150
per minute for at least 15 minutes) pro
weightecontrol and good cardiovascular
health.

eats
otes
eart),

2. Slow stretching reduces and prevents so enesS
and, as you get older, stiffness.

ofI

.1', Strength may be importan-t in An emergency::

2. Speed may bit-important in an emergency.

3. Aerobic capacity may be important in an
emergency..

4. Self-defense skills may be. important in an
emergency.

5.- Swimming and floating skills maybe e important
II In an emergency.

Ill. MY APPEARANCE AS A PERSONAL OPTION

A. Muscle Bulk:
Weight training consisting of high' weight and few
repetitions (4-6) will increase the size of the mus-
cles being exercised if done repeatedly. (2-3 sets)
and regularly. (2-4 days a week).

B. Muscle Shape/Definition:.
Weight training or calisthenics which work on a.
single muscle group (like the biceps) uSing many
repetitions (10 or more in weight training) will give
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those muscle's shape/definition such as' the wash-.
board- looking stomach )or the "this way to the
beach" arm. Again, the exel-cises 'must be done

-- repeatedly and regularly-.

C. Weight Control:
Weight control is a rnaWr-Ckf--bilining as many
calories as you eat. If you do, your weight will

ri**,<.-

rain the same. if you burn more than you eat,.
,,y9u.will lose weight; if you burn lessnou will gain

weight. Exe5ise burns caldries,especially aerobic
exercise. -

D. Posture: ,

Posture can be, imps ved by exercising those
muscles that are Weak for example, your shoul-
der retractors. (back of your shotilder); the back of
your neck (with weights or against a wall); the
inside or outside of your ankles (with toe raises).
Sit -ups help to reduce swayback (lord,psis) of the

et-1ovback by balancing the Strength of your trunk
area. Posture can also be improved by relaxing
and imagining yourself, fo have the kind of posture*
you would like or by imagining a spkific change in
yourself (tAch aS your spine straight as a board).
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT AS A PERSO ACOPTION

A. Being COmpetitibe . . ,
. ,

Many 61 is have a ne d to. prove..thatwareas it
good as, or better than, otherp!opre.'CompetitiVe \,,7;

sport Provides, an opportunity .ip':do this in a so-
cially acceptable way. , A

4 ,

B. geveloping .Courage:
Men in our society are expected to have courage
(be able to fate danger). Those who dorli't feel
very courageousland who. desire to work on this ,

quality (yodz' ch9ice) can develop courage by
learning how to face ahother person In combative
activities (wretling, boxing', the martial arts, self-
defense). Developing this kind of courage de-
pends on teaming combative concepts and tech-
nfitand experiencing face-to-face' combat.

C.' Taking Risks:
Another way to'prove yourself is by taking risks.
Examples of this are mountain climbers and sky
divers, but activities such as the high bar in gym-
m.,astics also provide some risk-taking for those
Who seek it.

6



D. Fitness Improvement:.
Sometimes we just want to see ourselves get bet-

, ter at something. It's not important to be better
' than someone else or to break some record b

only to see ourselves improve..All fitness activiti s
provide that opportunity and are easy to meas e.

For example, going from 90 you ds to 50
pounds in the max bench press w any

trophies or break any records, but it does show
very good self-improvement.,

. .
E.' Performance Improvement:
Besides fitness, such .performance factors as
speed, balance and agility (the ability' to change
direcfions) can be improved by practice and by
feedback (someone pointing out what you need
to do, to get better).

F. Motor Skiffs Improvement:
Although not as easy to measure as fitness and
performancejactors, skills such as the basketball
jump syot, :the volleyball bump, the football
pass, and the swimming crawl stroke can be im-
proved:It takes three things to improve your Skill:
1) you have to get a picture of. the activity in your
head (by watching it being performed, from pic-
turesin a book, etc.), 2) you must practice, and 5)
you must have feedback (someone or yourgelf
pointing out what you need to do to improve).

G. Sport Strategies .Improvement:
Sport strategies such as defensive and offensive
plays in;team sports or when to play at the nein
tennis can be learned and provide yet another

H

opportunity for self-improvement in physical edu-
cation.

. Feelings Improvement:
Every time you move, tiny sensors next to your
muscles and in Your joints send Signals to your \
oentral nervous system (your spine and brain). As
a result, you experience physical feeling when
you exercise or play. Whether these feelings are
good or bad depends on you and on, the activity.
Some of us get, good physical feelings from one
activity or One part of one activity, others from
other activities. It's a very individual thing. (-

Physical feelings are also experienced after you
finish exercising-or playing. You just feel better (or
worse) as arl-esult of doing some activity, even
thou t may not have been much fun at the
SomeTeople exercise for this reason alone; it just
makes their day better.

A

1

QUESTION FOUR:
WHO DO I WANT TO. Be?

Now you are ready to make a pia'n for 'yourself
But in order to' arry out your plan, you must have a
good knowledge base and you must take responsi-
bility for your choices.

, Knowledge Base:
2

You must be willing to de'velop 4.4nowledge base
which will allow you to carry out the personal options
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ydu choose: You can't choose to,increase the size of
your muscles or to improve your jump shot if you .

don't know how.to do these things. Thes4 principles
r are bgsic to carrying out the above personal options:

A. Improvement in anything physical depends on
'working specifically dnd repeatedly on thosd
muscles pr4kills that you desire to improve.

B. Muscular and aerdbic fitness can be achieved
only by overloading Me specific areasOu want to
irnprove..For Muscular fitness this means doing
more than you thinkyou can do (both repetitions
and sets). For aerobics -this- means 4etting your
heart rate up and keeping it up higher and longer
than you are used to (intervals or sets can be used
her., too).

C. Burning calories by exetcising, e pecially
aerobic exercise, will help control bode weight.

D. Stretching the muscles is best done itSy slowly
stretching them until some pain is felt and then by
holding that position and slowly trying to stretch
further.

E. The muscles involved in any exercise (such as
the push -up or bench, press) and in any motor skill
"(such as the forward roll, jump shot, swimming
backstroke) can be identified ,by. feeling (sensing')
your muscles-working while you do the activity.,

,

F. Moto/r skills can be improved by, identifying the
muscle. groups Involved in doing' the skill (for

Olt
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example, the triceps and peeral muscles in
throwing, the wrist ,flexors in the jump shot) and
then by overldading these muscles through.weight
training or calisthenics:.

G. A motor skill can be learnedby g g a cor.
rect picture of the skill in your head, by practicing
the skill, and by getting feedback (what you need
Ici.do to get better):

H. A motor skill can-be learned from a. (as in
.gymnaNtics in our class), frOrn task c (as in
basketball in our class), from having a problem.to
solve (as k wrestling in. our class), from being
shoin andlorrected (as in volleybalttn ourclass).

I. Motor shills can be imprOVed by thinking abbut..
yourself doing the skill correctly while, you are

. ,

relaxing. -

MAKING A PLAN

Now you are ready to choose your own options:

1. 13ernemberlhe importance of your self-irriage.
If necessary, chbose optiOns that v411,lielpyou to
feel better about yourself. s

2.- Rernernper the' influences on you: Use your
heredity ti;* 'your advantage if you can. Rejtect
those influences. on you (your background, 'the

,expectations of:others) that.dqn'j make sense to
you. Choose options that will meet those expecta-
tions that you want or` need to meet.

3.. Carefully look over the list of personal options:.



4. Choose. personal options which you have a
knowledge base for or which you cart help to do.

5. Choose physical activities that will help you
meet your personal options.

CARRYING OUT YOUR PLAN

Choosing personal options also means being re-
nsible for the options you have chosen. It means

makifig r gress toward these options. Of course,
you will change Our options as you gain new
awarenesses, but changing before you make much
progress toward them shows that you probably did
something wrong when you chose.

You needto 'have some way of measuring your
progress, such as best out of 10 shots, number of
repetitions you can do, or someone's judgment of
your performance. Then you can keep your own
record of your progress. If your goal is to play or to
fed better physically, you can record whether you
really had fun or whether you did fed better from
doing the activity. You may want to block out some
time just to .have fun without recording it in your
journal. Anyway, keeping a journal is only a first step'
in accountability. Eventually, you won't need your
journal because being responsible for your personal
Options will become a habit, a pattern in your life.

Level Three: Self-Other Awareness

Level three_ behavior begins by respecting the
rights of others. That means other students' rights to
learn without being hassled and teachers' right to
teach without being hassled. No social unit whether
it is this class, this school, your neighborhood, the

city of Portlandcan withstand too mach harmful
behavior by its Members. To help stop harmful be-
havior, social units make up rules and laws and hire
policemen.

Besides harmful behavior, members of a social
unit such as this class can be neutral. Being neutral
Means staying out of the way of others; it means not
being a problem to either other students or teachers.
To really be at level three, however, you need to do
more than be neutral. You need to be helpful. All
social units need at least some of their members to be
helpful in order to survive. Being helpful means
reaching beyond yourself, beyond improving your
self-image, beyond the influences on you, beyond
personal gOals. Being helpful means really trying to
help someone eke just because people are worth
helping, because you are not the only important
person in the w rid. The question "how can I help
others?" can be ta
another student t

s-
wered in a lot of ways: by helping

learn something. you already
have learned; by telling another student that he is
doing egood job yr/hat he has some good things
going for him; by tuning in to the feelings of other's
and reaching out when they are unhappy or in trou-
ble; and eventually by committing yourself to help-
ing all people everywhere.

Wh'en you help another person, you begin to
realize that he has feelings, a self-image, and a per-

lsonal plan Jst like you. It becomes more difficult to
be harmful to people you know in this way. You will
also discover that others can help you. The question
"how can others help me?" can be answered in a lot
of ways: by 'sharing their world with you, by caring
about who you are and what you do, by giving you
support when you need it, by helping you learn
things they have already learned, by belonging to a
group together. When you discover your own an-
swers to the questions "how can I help others?" and
"how can others help me?" you will then be at level
three:
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Level Four: Integration.

Integration means bringing together the fun and
creative play of level one, the personal planning of
level two, and the caring for others of level three.+It
means that you are these ways, without thinking
about them, without planning. It means that your life

FITNESS DAY CHOICES

is a fiee-flowing combination of play, self-
development and helping others both in physical
activity and elsewhere. For most of us, that's a long
way off.

Your Fitness Goals:

Appearance For sport

Bulk
Definition/shape
Weight control
Posture

Health Safety
Aerobics
Flexibility
Relaxation

Strength
Muscular endurance
Aerobics
Flexibility

Strength
Speed
Aerobics
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Self-Improvement
Strength
Muscular endurance
Aerobics



Your Fitness Program:
<1

Exercise Repetitions Sets
Muscle Groups

' Involved

Curl

Military press

Bent-over rowing ,

Upright rowing

French curl
,

Bench press .

Lat pull-down

Wri4t curl /reverse curl

Squat

Toe raise .

Leg press __

Hamstring curl . _ _
----t

Push-ups ____
----. _ Sit-ups

__ Wall press (posture) __ _ _ seconds

Run-in-place seconds' ,

Jog-in-place _ ____ minutes
Relaxation minutes

Stretching _
, Reverse flies

#
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LOCKSTEP FITNESS PROGRAM
I NAME

RepetitionsExercise Sets Why
Teacher Or Teacher Aide's

Initials

Curl

On
V

i
* ,

-
6

.

3 .y.
an

. .,

.
,

. ..

Press

,

3

e.:

,,; -LI;

e-,-5;,'
u o wc _c .c

I (1)(._)

. .

'

Bent-over
Rowing

6
.

.

3 ,,'
ca

............

Upright O t!.

Rowing it
.

t
6 3

..

C11

-o
6.. 0

--cc; ,f,

Squat 10 3 z:
1--

,

.

Toe
Raise .

10 3
'..1
-.,

u

,,,./ / ,

Sit-up 114.(4/\., 20 E
0

<
. ,

Push-up 1,
. 10- 2

V ;

. ^-3

E''.2Ej.,';
c....c-=

R

Jog in
Place

Between
Exercises

Y.

2
al

..
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Notes
PROLOGUE

1. See, for example, Don C. Gibbons, Delinquent behavior
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1970), and by the
same author, Society, crime, and criminal careers: an intro-
duction to criminology, 2nd ed. .(Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentioe:Hall, 1973). :

2. The names of both scepo-ls have been chan d to protect
them (and me) from anOnnSinterpretation of he described
events.

7

3. Don Hellison, Humanistic Rh ',ysical education (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973).

../
4. The writers are cited throughout, but the friends need to be

mentioned here (and they deserve more than a footnote), in
particular: Bill White, the only person who has really been
close to my public school teaching efforts the last five years
and who has given support, asked pointed questions, and
made important suggestions all along the way; Don Bethe,
whose,ideas intersect with my own in so many places that I
can't keep them separate; and Milan Svoboda, who has
carefully scrutinized my work since he arrived at Fortland
State several yeais ago (and he's a scientist!).

Hugh Prather, I touch the earth, the earth touches me (New
York: Doubleday, 1972).

r
I. A HUMANISTIC GOAL MODEL
1. For a description of these rmwements, see Daryl Siedentop,

Physical education: introductory analysis, 2nd ed.
(Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 1976). pp. 86-132, and Ellen W.
Gerber, Innovators and institutions in physical education
(Philadelphio: Lea 8tFebiger, 1971), pp. 403-416.

2. See, (Or example, Brent S. Rushall and Daryl Siedentop, The
development and control of behavior in sport and physical
'educatiOn (Philadelphia: Lea & Fehiger. 19721., George-1"
Leonard. The ultimate athlete: revisioning sports, physic'al
education and the body (New York: Viking Press, 1975); Neil
T. Laughlin, Existentialism, education and sport, in ed.
'George H. McGlynn. Issues in physical education and sports
(San Francisco: National Pros? 1974), pp. 169-180: D. W.

.*
Edington and Lee Cunningham, Biological awareness:
statements for self-discovery (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:`
Prentice-Hall, 1975).

3. The academic debate' over the subject matter of physical
education has for the most part not found Its way into
gym. Siedentop summarizes much of debatain Physical
education: introductory analysis, pp. ',212-232. Anderson
describes current practices In the gym in4/illiamt. Ander-
son, Videotape data bank, JOPER 46 (Sept 1975): 31-34.

4. Don Hellison, Humanistic physical education (E.figlewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973).

5. Lawrence F. Locke and Dolly Lambdin, Personalized learn-
ing in physical eduCatio'n,- JOPER.47 (June 1976): 34. Ex-
cerpted from the introductory chapter of the book by the
same name (Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1976).

6. All student names have been changed.

7. Maurice Friedman, Aiming at the self: the paradox of en-
counter and the human potential movement, Journal of
humanistic psychology 16 (Spring 1976): 9.

8. Uric Bronfenbrenner quoted in Newsline, Psychology today
9 (June '1975): 32ff.

9. Mario Fantini, Humanizing the humanism movement, Phi
delta kappan (Feb. 1974): 401.

4
Diane Divoky, Affective education: *e we going too far?
Learning (Oct. 1975): 25:'

Interview with Robert Nisbet: Robert W. Glasgow, The ob-
sessive concern with self, Psychology today 7 (Dec. 1973):
4311.

Sam Keen, A conversation with Ernest Becker, Psychology
today 7 (April 1974): 71ff.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Jiddu Krishnamurdi, The first and last freedom (Wheaton,
IL: Theosophical Publishing Co., 1954):

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Cat's Cradle (New York: Dell, 1963), p.
150.

Peter Koestenhaum, Managing anxiety: the power of know-
ing who you are 1 Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice -Hall, 1974),
pp. 12-13: 16, 40.

Susan Byrne, A sketch of Urie Bronfent nner the family
111011, Psychology today 10 (May. 1977): 43.
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i; 17. Susan Byrne, Nobody home: the erosion of the American
fargily1 Psythology today 10 (May 1977): 43.

18. tom Robliins,Puen cow Is get the blues (Bost n:
Houghton Mifflin, 1976ND:0(3A-352.

19. Kurt Vohnegut, Jr., The-sirens of titan (New York: De
1959), p. 313, 7 ,

20. Koestenbaum, Managing anxiety, p. 19.

21. Walter Tubbs, Beyond perks, Journal of humanistic psychol-
ogy 12 (Fall 1972): 5. '

22. Bil 6ilbert, Imagine going to school to learn to play, Sports;
illustrated.43 (Oct.13, 1975): 84ff.

23. Mihaly CSirczentmihalyi, Play and instrinsic rewards, Journal
of hzrinaniitic psychology 15 (St11-nmer 1975): 41-63.

24. W. Timothy Gallwey, Inner tennis playing the .game (New .

York: Random House, 1976).

25. William Glasser; The basic concepts of reality erapylLos
Angeles: Institute for Reality Therapy, n.d.).

26. Friedman, Aimirig arthe ,self,

27. Peak experience -pis Abraham MaSlow's term. See Ken
RavizZa, A study of the peak experience in sport (Doctoral
,dissertation, University cif Soirthern California, 1973):

sham H. Maslow. Motivation and personality,. 2nd ed.
York: Haiper & Row, 1970);-pp, avid William
er, Schools tvit)lotit Jai/tire (New York: Harper & Row,

1869), pp. 12-17.

'29. Victor Frankl, Man's search fo-r nfeaning :(Boston.: Beacon
Press, 1962).

30. See Alderman's review in R. B. Alderman, Psy.ehological
behavior in sport (Philadelphia.: W. 13,.Saunders, 1974),
chaps. 4, 7, 8, 9. ' .

31. See Seymour Fisher, Body c6nsciousness: you are what you
feel (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice -Hail, 1973), particularly
chap. 2:

32., Alderman, Psychological behavior in sport, p. 167.

33 Flellison, Humanistic physical education, pp. 7-12.

.35. See Koestenbaum, Managing anxiety, pp. 12-13, 16, 40; see
also Johnson who tries to clarify this relationship in Warren R.
Johnson, Some psychological aspects of physical rehabilita-
tion: toward an orgarlismic theory, Journal of the association
of physical and mental rehabilitation 16 (Nov.-Dec. 1962),
pp. 165.168, ,

36. Maslow suggests a needs' hierachy in Maslow, 'Motivation
and personality, pp. 35-58. Simpson tests this hyppthesis on
high school students in Elizabeth L. Simpson; Democracy's
stepchildren (San Francisco: JoSsey-I4ass, 1971). je

374; Rainer Martens, Social psychology and physical activity
(New York: Harp'er & Row, 1975), pp. 89-99;

38. For a more detailed discussion, see Hellison, Humanistic
physical education, pp. 39-65.

39. For some 'other approaches, see Dorothy V. Harris, In-
volvement in sport: a somatopsychic rationale for physical

. activity .(Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1973), pp. 11-30.

40. rLulu Efvelgard, Human movement potential: its ideokine-
tic facilitation (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1974).

41 ....Harq,s, inuo/uement in sport, pp. 177-191.

42. SiedentoP', Physical education, pp. 248:249.

43. Glasser, The basic concepts of reality therapy.

44. For discussions of self-control techniques, see Carl ThoteSen,
Behavioral humanism, National society for the study of edu-,
cation yea l'book, I (1.973), pp. 385-446, and Daryl Sieden-
top, Self control, in Personali2ed learning in physical educa-
tion (Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1976)7

-45. Glasgow, Obsessive concern with sell.

i6 The inadequacy of the current job st'fucture is an example of
institutional blocks; see Norton Grubb and Marvin.Lazerson,
Rally 'round the workplace": continui ties And_ fallacies in
career education, Harvard educational review 45 (Nov.
1975): 451-474,

47. Koestenbaum, Managing anxiety, p. '19,

48. Alderrhan, Psychological behavior in sport, pp. 247-259.

49. Elipbeth Monroe Drews and Leslie Lipson, Values and hu-
manity (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1971),..pp. 119-146.34. ,lien W. Gerber, My body., mciSa-Paper presented to the

Texas Association of Health, Physical Educatioh and Recrea- 50. Lawrence Kohlberg, The cognitive-developmentalapproach
tion Convention, Dallas, Nov, 29-Dec. 1,-1973, p. 22. to moral education, Phi delta kappan 61 (June 1975): 671.
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51. Than4 to Dick Daily (whose friendShip dates baclio junior
high days).

II. REDUCING THE FUZZINESS OF .THE
GOAL MODEL

1. Alfred Alschuler, Humanistic ed text reflects streng
tions; Phi delta kappan 57 (Nov. 1975): 211.

2. See, for example, on Hellison and Daryl Siedentop, Be-
havionsfn and humanism in physical education: a dialog,
Present6d at National AAHPER Convention, Anaheim,
March 1974.

3: Michael A. Sherman and Beverly J. Yerg, Teacher develop-.
merit for health and physical education: the Pittsburgh expe-
rience, Presented at National AAHPER Contention, Mil-
Waukee; April 1976. .

4. For those Who feel the need for more structure, see Sieden-
top; Developing teaching skills and/or Robert N. Singer And
Walter Dick, Teaching physical education: a systerns.ap-
proacli (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974).

5. David Denton, :Existential reflections on teaching (North
Quincy, MA: Christopher Press, 1972), pp. 37, 74.

6.. Tom Robbins, Even conigirls get the blues (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin; 1976), p. 357.

7. R. Scott Kretchmar: Meeting the opposition: Buber's "will"
And "gr.ace- in sport. Quest 24 (Summer 1975). 19-27.

8. Robt;inli. Even cowgirls get the blues. bp. 351-352.

9. Susan Byrne, A sketch of Urie Bronfenbrenner: the family
man, Psychology today 10 (May 1977), p. 43.

. 5 ,
10. It. is difficult to write a description of a program which was still

miring shapfi, at the end of the year and which is being

/

rOlicatecl with till further alterations in following years. Most

1
of the.ideas desCribed here were well underway by midyear
and some, for example the five minute lectures/discussions,
werv. impleniented at the beginning; however, a few, for
example the cooperation day eachveek, never quite got off
the ground as A regular feature of the program.

11:Adventure curriculum: physical education (Project Adven-
ture, 775 Bay Road. Flamilton, MA 01936); see also Jay H.
Naylor.-"Honey and milk toast, IOPEf? 46 (Sept. 1975):

11 5

18-19, and Charles D. Smith and Samuel Prather, Group
problem solving, JOPER 46 (Sept. 1975): 20-21.

12. Andrew Fluegelman, ed. The new games book (Garden I,.
City,, NY: Dolphin Books/Doubleday, 1976).

HI,. SUBGOAL AND STRATEGIES: NUT*.
.BOLTS AND ECDOTES 1

1. Benjamin S. Bloom, ed., T onomy of educational objec-
tives: the classification of e ucational goals, I (New York:
David McKay, 1956), pp. 1-8.

2.: See Siedentop's discussion of knowing versus knowing
about in Daryl Siedentop, Physical education: introductory,
analysis, 2nd ed. (Dubuque: Wm. C. Brown, 1976), pp.
175-178.

3. Don Gibbons, Delinquent behavior (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1970A

4. Walter E. Schafer and Kenneth Pe , Delinquency and the
schools, in the President's Commis on On Law Enforcement
and Administration f Justice, To force report: juvenile

- dglinquency and yb th cnme, pp. 222-277.

5 Brewster Smith, 1Qn self actdalization:a transambivalent
xamination of a focal theme ip Maslow's.,psychologY, Jour-

nal of 'humanistic psychology 13 (Spring 1973): 19-20.

6. See B. Allan Tindall, Organizing physical cduca'tion.'for
change: an anthropological perspective, in ed, Marie Hari,
Sport in the sociocultural process, 2nthed. (Dubuque: Wen.
C. Brown, 1976), pp. 356-362.

7. Muska Mosston and Rudy Mueller, Mission, orn&lon, and
submission in ci"Rsical education, fr-)I-Ciceedings. of the Na-
tional College Physical Education AssociatiOn. for len 73
(Dec. 1969), pp. 122-130:

8. John Waller, Clinical supervision institute lectures, Portland
State University, Mimeographed, 1964 Wallen's discus'sion
of other aspects of teacher behavior has also influenced my
thinking.

9. C. B. Truax and R. R. Carkhuff, Toward effectitycounseling
and psychotherapy: -training and practice (Chicigo: Aldine
1967), R. I. See also: Thomas'Oden, A populist's view
psychotherapeutic deproressionalization, Journal o
humanistic psycholOgy 14 (Spring 1974): 3-18; Carl R
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Rogers, The characteri,stfcs of a helping relationship, Per-
-se*/ and gUidance jotimai. 37 (1958): 6-16.

10, William W., Pip-key, Self cone pt and school achievement
(Englewood Cliffs, Ni: Po-eritiZe-Hall, 1970), pp. 45-46. '

11. C. ,H. Patterson, Humcrnistic education. (Englewood Cliffs,.
NI ,Prentice-Hall, 1973), pp..98-106.

C.

12. 'Dan)) Siedentop, TieveloPing teaching skills in pliyiccil edu-
: catOn (Boston:. Houghton Mifffin, 1976) pp. 115-161.

13. See the physical educator as7a constraining force in Dori
Hellison, Hurrjanistic physical edulation (Englewood' Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973), pp. 44-48.

14. For an elaboration of these and related strategies, seecbavid
W. Johnson. Reaching out: interpersonal effectiveness and

'self actualization (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-F-161
1972); JohniChefferS, Teacher behavior and attitudes: is
change nee ed.:). in eds. Neil J. Dougherty et al: Briefings 1
(1975): 21- 4'; Louis E. Baths et al., Values and teaching
(Columbus 01,71:. Charles E. Merrill, 1966).

15. See Willia, n Glasscrs, A new look at discipline, Learning 2
(Dec. 19'4):6 -11.

16. Eddie LaFond lI,td ,lulie Menenclez,.Bctter boxing: an illus-
trated guide (New York: Ronald Pre 1959), and Felix .
Dennis and Paul Simmons, The beginner's guide to Kling Fu
(New Ycirk:. Pinnacle, Books..1974).

17: Eric FInglies. Gymnastics for men (New York: Ronald Press,
1966)/

18. Don Hellison and Daryl Siedentop, Behaviorism and
hum nism in physical education: a dialog,. Presented at Na-
tion, I AAFIPER Coniiention, Anaheim. March 1974.

19. See for example, D. W. Ellington and Le6.Cunningham,
Bic) ogical awareness: statements for self-discovery (En-
gle ood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1975); Charles B. Corbin
et l., Concepts in physical education: pith laboratories and
ex erinients, 2nd ed: (Dubuque: WM. C.- Brown, 1974);
A HPER, Knowledge and understaijding in physical (-duca-
ts p-(Washington DC: AAFIPER, 1969).

20. 'chard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull: a story :(New

r
oork: AVon Books, 1070). Different parallels can be drawn
rom JaMes Kavanaugh, Celebrate the sun (New York: Dut-,

n, 1973).

198

/ , ,
(e of this work in Siedentop, Physical21: Siedentop analyzes s

Education, pp. 212-23 .

IV. EVALUATING/TN PROGR6M

1. Alfred Alschuler, HOMant t ed text reflects strengths, limita-
(iotis,.Phi delta kappa (Nov. 1975): 211.

2. Ariliut COsta, The ,s arch for humanistic evaluation, Thrust
for educational leadership 5 (Jan. 1976): 29-30.

3. Van Cleve Morris, Existentialism in education: what it means .
(New York: Harper & Row, 1966), p. 151.

4. Bob Samples and Bob Wohiford, Opening: A prinir for
self -actualization(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979).

5. Ted A. Baumgartner, A study of intact classes, Research
quarterly 40 (Oct. 1969): 632-634.

6. Piloted in Don Fiellison, Longitudinal study'of the effects Of.
humanistic and traditional physi6a1 education programs in
five Portland high schools on self-perceptions, Unpublished,

-1973.

7. Modified from an earlier study: Don Hellison, The effect of.
physical conditioning on affective attitudes toward the self,
the body, and pfisicai fitness (Eugene, OR: Microfilm Publi-
cation; School of HPER, University of Oregon, 1973).

8. W. Timothy Gallwey, Inner tennis: playing the game (New
York: Random House, 19.76).

V. "COME WALK WITH ME IN THE
MUD :. ." 1

1. Hugh Prather. Notes to ricys Self: my struggle to become a
person (Moab, UT: Real People Pres, 1970).

2. Towering witness td.salvation, Time (July 15, 1974); pp.
90ff. See also Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Warning to the west
(New York: Farrar, Sti-aus & Giroux;. 1976).

3.,,,Manas 29 (May 26, 1976)..

4. Hugh Prather, I touch threarth, the earth touches me (New
`York: Doubleday. 1972).

5. David Denton, Existential reflections an teaching ((North
Quincy, MA:,Christopher Press, 1972), p. 37:

6. Hugh Prather, Notes to myself.
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ALSO AVAILABLE . . .

PERSONALIZED LEARNING IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
A riew book for teachers and administrators at all levels who are
interested in the'why and how of individualized instruction and
personalized learning in physical education. The emphasis of Plot
One is on'Clarifying the concepts of persbnaliza
Part Two offers practical applications at the teacher-student level.
both In the form of specific delivery systems and general sug-
gestions and recommendations. Diverse points of view are pre-
sented and readers are encouraged to contrast, compare and
select from the teacherlearner options presented. 1976.

IDEAS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Articles on -32 programs,in schobls across the nation utilizing
innovative approaches to instruction in Physical education.. Em-
phasizes curricular areas of current interest. such as coeducational
programs, contracts, indvidualized instruction. performance ob-
jectives, motivation through special events, and selective physical
'education. Designed to call attention to current prograrnsand
encourage development of new ones. 1976.

ASSESSMENT GUIDE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
An instrument designed to provide a functional, easily adinjnis-
,tered but comprehensive tool allowing for self-study and self-
evaluation of the total secondary school physical education pro
gram, identification of program problem areas, and eventual
improvement of the program. May he utilized to develop a

: written self-study report prior to an on-campus visitation by an
accreditation team. to demonstrate program quality to superiors
and the community ,or on an aimual basis to assess progress in
program development. Covers four major areas: administration,
instructional program, intramural program, and athletic pro-
gram. 1977.

GUIDELINES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL'
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
A position statement setting forth,.the rationale for the develop-
ment of a sound and comprehensive program of secondary
school physical education. Includes statements of standards for,
instruction: intramural and interscholastic programs: teachers:
health protection and insurance; scheduling, time allotniynt and
class size: facilities, equipment and-supplies; and evaluation.

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTAND G IN
PHYSICAL. EDUCATION
AAFIPER's aviard2winning compilation of the body of knowledge
in physic-il education with an added chapter on teacher-made
tests. Each statement of teaching materials is accompanied by
elementary, intermediate if senior designations, providing the
instructor with a clefinitiv pros station of what the student should
know; what he should b learning-t-low,and what he will be
learning at the next levels. Four major topics; covered: activity,
effects of activity, factors modifying participation in activities, and
the nature and use of standardized tests.

VALUES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
RECREATION AND SPORTS FOR ALL
Contains frank and candid remarks from physicians. adminis-
trators, specialists, professional preparation personnel,' teachers,
and impaired, disabled. and handicapped persoris themselves
concerning the need for physical education, recreation. and sports
programs for special populations. 1976.

RULES FOR COEDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
AND SPORTS
This new AAFIPER publication, a project of the NAGWS-NASPE
National Intramural Sports Council, offers helpful suggestions and
guidelines for establishing rules for co-recr ational sports and
activities. Included are rules utilized hry sev , institutions for coed
ice broomball, guys & gals flag football, coed 2-on-2 basketball,
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9-recreation football', coed hoop hockey, guys & gals innertube
wateipolo, slow pitch softbIll, coed soccer, tug championships,
ultimate frisbee, and mixed doubles volleyball. The rules are not
to be considered as a precedent or a national standard, but can
give the reader ideas that would be appropriate to his or her own
situation. A special section provides suggestions for modifying

, coeducational college level team sports for elementary and sec-
ondary levels. 1977. .

MAKING PHYSICAL EDUCATION.AND RECREATION
FACILITIES ACCESSIBLE TO ALL .

Designed as a begirmingriWerence for those Involved in planning
and implementing physical education. recreation, and sports pro-'
grams. The focus is on removal of physical and architectural
barriers used for physical education. recreation and sports so
everyone can use them regardleSs of type or severity of handicap.
Philosophy, legal approaches, and guidelines for barrier-free de-
sign and community action are presented. Discussions and exam-
ples of each type of facility are followed by an annotated listing of

propriate references. 1977.

COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND SPORTS
Designed to assist schools and colleges in complying with Title IX
regulations. Provides information on what must be done tobe in.
compliance and includes checklists. Ikea's with

physical education, grades K-1 ; interscholastic and *ramural
sports. grades 5-12: college intramurals: and some of the problem
areas general to all levels 012 educationincluding facilities use
and management, teacher behavior. employment,_ community
relations, and student altitudes. '1976.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FOR IMPAIRED,
DISABLED, AND HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS
A compilation of physical, activities for persons with a variety
handicapping conditions.. Methods. equipment needs, adoPta-
t!ons, and physical lay-outs are included, 1976.

DRUGS AND THE COACH . \
While a myriad of drug materials exist. this is the book that "puts it
tOgether'; jro'rn the coach's perspective. This revised 1977 edi-

tion, according to the National Coordinating Council onDrug
Education, is "an excellent inahual,for coachesobjective, con='
prehensive and accurate~ Geared to the person experienced in
youth leadership but with little brno baCkground in drUg counsel-
ing, this( book is recommended ''for coaches, athletic trainers,
physical gducators, and athletic directors alike. Rev. 1977.

COACHES' MANUAL
.4

Acomprehensive and up -to -date guide for high school coaches of
all sports, with practical inforniation on planning and conducting
top qUality interscholastic programs. Covers such topics as ethics,
leadership, prblessional preparation, budget, equipmentand fa-
eilities, legal liability, and relationships with school personnel, the
student body,Ail the community. It is ideal for use in professional
preparation courses and as a reference for athletiC directors and
school administrators. 1975.

EVALUATING THE HIGH SCHOOL
ATHLETIC PROGRAM
A manual for use asan evaluative instrument for jondary school
programs. flermendations Standards developed after consul-
tation with kno ledgeable administrators and an extensive review
of the literature.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR HIGH
SCHOOL..STUDENTS
A complete revision of AAHPER's Populai secondary school
physical.gducation\ textbook, carefully edited to be read and
enjoyed by both boys and girls in grades 7 -12. It presents a
well-rounded program with emphasis on the vaibes of physical
activity. Through its use, students are encouraged to learn and
enjoy a variety of activitiesfrom the popular team sports such as
basketball. softball and volleyball, to individual and group ac-
tivities such as tennis, archery. gyi-nnasties and dance. Each chap-
ter is profilsely illustrated and inclUdes. an overview of the rules
and skills'-bf an activity, as well as' the cultural background,
sportsmanship, health, and safety requirements:. Produced
through the cooperative efforts of more than '10p leaders in
education to make it the most comprehensive, up -to -date and
authoritative textbook available on this subject. :

FOR PRICES AND ORDER INFORMATION. WRITE.
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Washington, D.C. 20016 ,
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